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r - - - - -- - -IIMPORTANT SAFETY NOTICE- - -- - - - - ,
'&2.i;imn;
CAUTION :

Indicates Q strong possibility of sel'ert personal injury or loss of life if instructions are not followed.
Indicates a possibility of personal injury or equipment damage if instructions are not followed.

NOTE : Give helpful information.
Detalied descriptions of standard workshop procedures, safety principles and service operations are not included.

It is im portant to note that this manual conta ins some warnings and cautions against some specific service methods
which could cause PERSONAL INJURY to service personnal or could damage a vehicle or· render it unsafe. Please
understand that those w~rnings could not cover all conceivable ways in wh ich service, whether or not recommended
by Honda might be done o r of the possible hazardous consequences of each conceivable way , nor could Honda
investigate all sud'! ways. Anyone using service procedures or tools, whether or not recommended by Honda must
satisfy himself thoroughl y that ne igher personal safety nor vehicle safety will be jeopardized by the service method
or tools selected .
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HOW TO USE THIS MANUAL

GENERAL INFORMATION

This shop manual describes the technical features and

LU BRICATION

servicing procedures for the VF1 0 00F.
Throughout the manual, the following abbreviations

MAINTENANCE

are used to identify individual modules.

CODE

AREA (TYPE)

ED

Europe

E

U.K.

F

France

G

Germany

U

Australia

SA

South Africa

NO

Northern Europe

SN

Switzerland

AR

Austria

FUEL SYSTEM
ENGINE REMOVAL/INSTALLATION
COOLING SYSTEM
CLUTCH SYSTEM
w
2

GEARSHIFT LINKAGE

(!l

2

w

ALTERNATOR

Follow the Maintenance Schedule (Section 3) re-

CYLINDER HEAD/VALVE

commendations to ensure that the vehicle is in peak
operating condition.

CRANKCASE

Performing the first scheduled maintenance is very
important. It compensates for the initial wear that

PISTON/CRANKSHAFT

occurs during the break-in period.

Sections, 1 through 3 apply to the whole motorcycle,
whi Ie sections 4 through 21 describe parts of the

TRANSMISSION

motorcycle, grouped according to location .

FAIRING

Find the section you want on this page, then turn to

the table of contents on page 1 of that section.
Most sections start with an assembly or system
illustration, service information and troubleshooting
for the section. The subsequent pages give detailed
procedures.

CI)

~
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U

HONDA MOTOR CO., LTD.
SERVICE PUBLICATIONS OFFICE

REAR WHEEL/SUSPENSION
HYDRAULIC BRAKES

If you don't know the source of the trouble, go to
section 23, TROUBLESHOOT I NG.
ALL INFORMATION , I LLUSTRATIONS, DIRECTIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS INCLUDED IN THIS
PUBLICATION ARE BASED ON THE LATEST
PRODUCT INFORMATION AVAILABLE AT THE
TIME OF APPROVAL FOR PRINTING . HONDA
MOTOR CO., LTD . RESER V ES THE RIGHT TO
MAKE CHANGES AT AN Y TIME WITHOUT NOTICE AND WITHOUT INCURRING ANY OBLI GATION WHATEVER.
NO PART OF THIS PUBLICATION MAY BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT WRITTEN PERMISSION .

FOR NT WHEEL/SUSPENSION

BATTERY/CHARGING SYSTEM
...J

<t

IGNITION SYSTEM

....ucr:

ELECTRIC STARTER

...J

SWITCHES

u

W

W
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WIRING DIAGRAM
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GENERAL SAFETY
If {he engine muS( hl' fun"ing ({) do some work.. make .'111ft'
fh e orea i\ h'ell- I't'lIlilu{t'd . .\'t'l'er nlff the engilll' ill a closed
Ofl'a. The exhou,\( ('ollluillJ poisonous corbon mOlJoxide

Till' hOlln'y eleC t ru~II/(' ('olltains sulfuric acid. Proft'{,f your
(·yes. skill alld clothing. 111 COSt' Of('Ol1fOC ( , j1ush thoroughly
.... ,i'll wau" Gild ('011 a dO(,lOr If ele(' ( ro~"le gelS ill YOUf eyes.

gas.

1''''''liI:iWa
Gasoline is eXlrt' lIlely jlommabJe ami is t'xp/osil'f! limier
certain conditions. Do flot smoke or 0/101\' j10ff/es Of spark s
ill yo ur working area.

nU! hOllery gellnort's hydrogen gas which ('all be highly
(·xplosh't'. Do 1Iot smoke or allok' [lames or sporks near Ih e
ha lft'ry, tJ!'1J1ecia/~ I ' while chargiflg it.

SERVICE RULES
1. Use genuine HONDA or HONDA -recommended parts and lubricants or their equivalent. Parts that do not meet HONDA's
design specif ications may damage the motorcycle.
2. Use the special tools designed for this product.
3. Use on ly metric tools when se rvicing this motorcycle. Metric bolts, nut s, and screws are not interchangeable w ith English
fasteners. T he use of incorrect tools and fasteners may damage the motorcycle.
4 . Install new gaskets, O·rings, cotter p ins, lock plates, etc. when reassembling.
5 . When tighten ing bol ts or nuts, begin w ith larger-diameter or inner bolts first, and tighten to the specified torque diagonally,
unless a part icu lar sequence is specified .
6. Clean par t s in cleaning solvent upon disassembly. Lubric ate any sliding surfaces before reassembly.
7. After reassembly, check all parts for proper installation and operation.
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VF1000F

SPECIFICATIONS
ITEM
DIMENSIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

2210 mm (87.0 in)
2160 mm (85.0 in) SA
2270 mm (89.3 in ) SW , SD, FI

Overall length

765 mm (30.0 in)

Overall width
Overall height
Wheelbase
Seat height
Ground clearance
Dry weight
Curb weight

FRAME

1.240 mm (48.8 in)
1.505 mm (59.3 in )
820 mm (32.3 in)
135 mm (5.3 in)
233 kg 15141bl
258 kg 1570 Ib)
Double cradle rectangler pipe
Telescopic fork 155 mm (6.1 in)
Swingarm/Shock absorbver . 120 mm (4.7 in)
0 -;- 40 kPa (0 - 0.4 kg / cm l , 0 - 6 psi)
0 - 300 kPa (0 - 3.0 kg/e m', 0 - 43 psi I
1 20/80V1 6 - V250
140/80V17 -V250

Type
Front suspension. travel
Rear suspension, travel
Front suspension air pressure
Rear suspension air pressure
Front tire size
Rear tire size
Driver only

Cold tire
prescures

Driver and
one Passenger

Front

250 kPa (2.50 kg/em' , 36 psi)

Rear

290 kPa (2 .90 kg /cm 2 , 41 psi)

Front

250 kPa (2.50 kg/cm 1 , 36 psi )

Rear

290 kPa (2.90 kg/cm 2, 41 psil
Double disc 904 cm 2 (140 sq inl
Single disc 452 cm 2 (70 sq in)
23 liters (6.1 US gal. 5.0 Imp gal)
3.5 liters (0.9 US gal, 0.8 Imp gal)
28 °
98 mm (3.9 in )
Right: 380 cm] (12.9 US OZ, 13.4 Imp ozl,
Left: 400 cm] (13.5 US OZ, 14.1 Imp oz l

Front brake, lining swept area
Rear brake, lining swept area
Fuel capacity
Fuel reserve capacity
Caster angle
Trail
Front fork oil capacity
ENGINE

Type
Cylinder arrangement
Bore and stroke
Displacement
Compression ratio
Valve train
Maximum horsepower

Maximum torque

Oil capa city
Coolant capacity
Lubrication system
Air filtration
Cylinder compression
Intake valve
Exhaust valve
Valve clearance

1-2

Opens
Closes
Opens
Closes
(Coldl

Water cooled 4 -stroke , DOHC engine
4 cylinders 90 0V
77 x 53.6 mm 13.03 x 2. 11 in)
998 cml (60.5 cu in )
10.5: 1
Silent, multi-link chain drive and DOHC with rocker arms
IDIN) 86 kw (116 p'sll10.000 min-'
IDINI 74 kw (100 psl / 10.000 min-' : G, SD, AR
(DIN) 68 kw (92 ps) /7.500 min-I: SW
88 N·m (9.0 kg-m) /7.500 min-I
79 N·m (8.5 kg-ml /7.500 min-I: G, SO , AR
88 N·m (9.0 kg-ml /7 .000 min-l : SW
3.5 liters (3.7 US qt, 3.1 Imp qt ) after disassembly
2.9 liters (3.1 US qt, 2.5 Imp qtl after draining
3 liters (3.2 US qt, 2.6 Imp qt )
Forced pressure and wet sump
Paper filter
1300 ± 200 kPa 113 ± 2 kg/e m', 185 ± 28 psi)
10° (BTDCI }
40 ° (ABDC)
.
40 0 (BBDC ) at 1 mm 11ft
10 ° (ATDC)
IN :
0.12 mm (0 .005 in )
EX:
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ITEM
ENGINE

* .sw

SPECIFICATION
92 .5 kg 1203.92 Ibl
1.000 ::t 100 rpm

Engine weight (Dry)
Idle speed
Cylinder numbering

NO.1 - Left reak

No.2 - Left front
No.3 - Right rear
No.4 - Right front

CARBURET ION

type/throttle bore
Identification number
Pilot screw initial setting
Float level

DRIVE TRAIN

KEIHIN VD/36 mm 11.44 in)
VDS2A .VDS2D •• VD828
2· 1/ 2 Turn counterclockwise
75 mm (0.30 in)
Wet. nulti-plate

Clutch
Transmission
Primary reduction
Final reduction
Gear ratio I
Gear ratio II
Gear ratio lit

5-speed w ith over drive

1.971
2.529
2.733
1.S94
1.500
1.240
1.037

Gear ratio IV
Gear ratio V
Gear shift pattern

ELECTRICAL

Full transistor ignition

10 0 BTDC at idle
37° BTDC at 3,800 rpm
Starting motor

350W/5,OOO rpm
12V - 16AH

< >: U

NGK

ND

Standard

DPR8EA-9 <DPSEA-9>

X24EPR-U9 < X24EP-U9>

For cold climate
(Below 5° , 41 ° F)

DPR7EA-9 < DP7EA-9>

X22EPR-U9 < X22EP-U9>

For extended
high speed riding

DPR9EA-9 < DP9EA-9>

X27EPR-U9 < X27EP-U9>

Spark plug gap
Firing order
Fuse/ Main fuse

LIGHTS

left foot operated return system. l - N- 2 - 3 - 4 - 5

Ignition
ign ition timing " F" mark
Full advance
Starting system
Alternator
Battery capacity
Spark plug

Headlight (high/ low beam)
Tai l/stoplight
Front turn signal/ runn ing light
Rear turn signal
Instrument lights
Neutral indicator
Turn signal indicator
High beam ind icator
Posit ion light

0 .S- 0 .9 mm 10.031 - 0.035 in)
1- 4 - 3 - 2
10A, 15A/30A
60/ 55 W
5/21 W
21 W
21 W
3.4 W X 2
3W
3W
3W
4W

~
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TORQUE VALUES
ENGINE
Q'tv

Thread Dia. Imml

8
16

6
8
9
12
12

Clutch lock nut

8
16
1
1
1

22

Crankcase

14

9

2
15

8
6
22
7

10- 14
45- 50
18-20

14.5- 5.0, 32-361
11.8- 2.0, 13 -141

8
7

26-30
16- 20

12.6- 3.0, 19 - 221
11.6 -2.0, 12 - 141

12

21 -2 5
15 - 20

Item

Cylinder head cover

Cam holder
Cylinder head
Alternator
Primary drive gear

Rocker arm shaft

8

Cam sprocket

8
3
1
1

Starter clutch
Shift fork center

Cam chain guide bolt

Oillilter
Countershaft bearing holder

Drive sprocket

1
3
1
16

6

20
8
10
7
12

To rq ue N·m Ikg·m, It·lbl
8-12 10.8-1.2, 6-91
10- 14 11.0- 1.4,7 -1 01
21 - 25 12. 1- 2.5,15- 181
43 - 4714.3 - 4.7,31 - 341
85 - 10518.5 - 10.5,61 - 76 1
85-10518.5 - 10.5,61 - 761
80 - 90 180-9.0, 58 - 651
38 - 4213.8 - 4.2,27 - 301
21 - 25

21-25
50-54

12.0- 2.5, 14 - 181
11.0- 1.4,7 -101

11 - 141
14- 181
36- 391
15 - 181

1
4

12

12-16

Q'ty

Thread Dia. Imml

Torque N·m Ikg·m, It·lbl

1

24

90- 120 19.0- 12.0, 65-871

nut

1

26

Top bridge pinch bolt
Front axle nut

1
4
1

23-27
20- 30
18-25
55-65

Front lork top pinch bolts

2

8
8
14
7

2

10

Drain plug
Connecting rod nuts
Drum stopper pivot shaft

Oi l pressure switch

Spark plugs

1
8
1

8
6

- { Apply LOCTITE 271
to the threads .

12.1-2.5,15- 181
11.5-2.0,
12.0- 2.5,
15.0- 5.4,
12.1 - 2.5,

21 - 25
35 - 40
30- 34
8- 12
10 - 14

Valve adjustment nuts

Remark s

13 .513.010.811.0 -

4.0, 25- 291
3.4,22-251
1.2, 6-91
1.4,7 - 101

11.2-1.6,9-121

{

Apply 3·8ond Sealant,
or its equivalent, to the

threads.

CHASSIS
Item

Steering stem nut

Steering bearing adjustment

Front axle holder

12.3-2.7, 17-201
12.0-3.0, 14-221
11.8-2.5, 13-181
15.5-6.5,40-471

20-30 12.0-3.0, 14-221

Front fork bottom pinch

bolts

1-4

45-55

14.5-5.5, 33- 401

Remarks

~HOND.A
~.
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Q'ty

Item

Thread Oia. (mm I

Torque N·m (kg·m, ft·lbl

Remarks

Brake cal iper bracket

mount bolts (Rightl
( Left·upperl
Anti·dive piston pin bolt
Brake caliper mount bolts

2
1
1

10
10
6

3
3
12

30-40
30-40
10-15
20-25

(3.0-4.0,
(3.0-4.0,
(1.0-1.5,
(2.0-2.5,

22 - 291
22-291
7-111
14-181

2

8
12
8
10

Shock link to shock arm
bolt

1

10

40-50 (4.0-5.0, 29- 361

Shock absorber mount bolts

2

10

Swing arm 'pinch bolt
Swing arm left pivot bolt

1

8
25

40-50 (4.0-5.0, 29- 361
20-30 (2.0-3.0, 14-22))

Brake caliper pivot bolts
Front brake discs
Shock arm to frame bolts

25-30 (2.5- 3.0, 18- 221
35-40 (3.5-4.0,25-291
40-50 (4.0-5.0, 29- 361

16

85-105 (8.5-10.5, 61-761
85-105 (8.5-10.5, 61 - 761

8
10

18-25 (1.8- 2.5,13-181
30-40 (3.0-4.0,22-291

5
6
1

12

80-100 (8.0- 10.0, 58-721

8
18

35- 40 (3.5-4.0, 25-291
85 - 105 (8.5-10.5, 61 - 761

Side stand

1

10
8
8
10

35- 45 (3.5-4.5, 25-331
30-40 (3.0-4.0, 22-291

Rear brake Pedal

4
2
1

(upperl

1

10

(lowerl

1

10

Engine center hanger bolts

6
2
1

8
10
6

Swing arm right pivot bolt

1
1

} Front brake calipers
} Front and rear
brake calipers

Rear brake torque rod

8mm

1

10 mm

1

Final driven sprocket

Rear brake disc
Rear axle nut

Sub·frame bolts (upper
and lowerl
Handlebar pinch bolts

f--.[ ~PPIY

oil to lower

bolts

30 - 40 (3.0 - 4.0, 22 - 291
35-45 (3.5-4.5, 25-331

Eng ine rear hanger bolts

Engine front hanger bolts
Gearshift pedal pivot bolt

60-70 (6.0-7.0, 44 - 501
35 - 45 (3.5 - 4 .5 , 25 - 331
24-30 (2.4-3.0, 17-221
35-45 (3.5-4.5, 25-331
35-45 (3.5-4.5, 25-331

Torque specifications listed above are for important fasteners.

Others should be tightened to standard torque valves

listed

below.

STANDARD TORQUE VALUES
Item

Torque Values

N·m Ikg·m, ft·lbl

Item

Torque Values

N·m (kg·m, ft·lbl

5 mm bolt and nut

4-6 10.4-0.6, 3-4)

5 mm screw

3- 5 10.3-0.5, 2-41

6 mm bolt and nut

8- 12 (0.8-1.2, 6 - 91
18- 2511.8-2.5,13-181

6 mm screw
6 mm flange bolt and nut

7- 1110.7-1.1,5-81

8 mm bolt and nut
10 mm bolt and nut
12 mm bolt and nut

30-40 13.0-4.0, 22- 29)
50-60 15.0-6.0, 36- 431

8 mm flange bolt and nut

24-3012.4- 3.0, 17 - 221

10 mm flange bolt and nut

35-45 13.5- 4.5, 25-331

10- 1411 .0 - 1.4,7 - 101

1-5
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TOOLS
SPECIAL
TOOL NAME
Primary gear holder

4ch Vacuum tester set
Oil pressure gauge attachment
Compression gauge attachment
Pilot screw wrench

Tappet lock wrench
Snap ring pliers

Steering stem socket
Lock nut wrench

Hollow set wrench 6 mm
Needle bearing remover
Bearing race remover I
Steering stem driver

Slider weight

.

Seal driver attachment
Ball race remover

Oil seal driver attachment
Oil seal dri ver

Driver ring attachment
Oil seal driver attachment
Valve guide reamer

Fly wheel cover

TOOL NUMBER
07924-ME90000
07404-0030100
07510-4220100
07510-MB0010 1
07908-4220201
07908-MB00100
07914-3230001
07916-3710100
07916·4220000
07917-3230000
07931 -MA 70000
07946-3710500
07946-MBOOOOO
07947-KA50000
07947-KF00100
07953-4250002
07965-MB00100
07965-MC70100
07965-ME70100
07965-MA60100
07984-2000000
07998-MB40000

APPLICATION
Primary gear
Vacuum
Oil pressure
Compression
Carburetor

Tappet lock nut
Master cylinder
Steering stem

Clutch
Front fork
Swing arm
Lower ball race
Steering stem
Front fork seal
Front fork seal
Steering ball race

f- r-

Rear shock absorber

REF. SECTION
7
3
2
3
4
3
17
15
7
15
16
15
15
15
15
15
16

fValve guide
Timing cover

10
3

COMMON TOOL
TOOL NAME
Float level gauge
Lock nut wrench 30 x 32 mm
Extension bar
Flywheel holder
Rotor puller
Valve guide remover 5, 5 mm
Valve guide driver
Attachment
37 x 40 mm
Pilot
17 mm
Pilot
20 mm
Attachment
32 x 35 mm
Attachment
52 x 55 mm
Attachment
42 x 47 mm
Pilot
15 mm
Pilot
25 mm
Attachment
62 x 68 mm
Driver A
Driver C
Inner driver
30mm

1-6

TOOL NUMBER
07401 -0010000
07716-0020400
07716-0020500
07725-0040000
07733-0020100
07742-0010100
07743-0020000
07746-0010200
07746-0040400
07746-0040500
07746-0010100
07746-001 0400
07746-0010300
07746-0040300
07746-0040600
07746-0010500
07749-0010000
07746-0030100
07746-0030300

APPLICATION

b-

P-

b-

Carburetor
Steering lock nut

Fly wheel
Valve guide

~ Swing arm

rt

REF . SECTION
4
15
9
10
16

Swing arm
Rear wheel
Counter shaft

16
16
13

Pb-

Front wheel
Rear wheel

15
16

P-

Main shaft

13

~ HONDA
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TOOL NAME

Bearing remover shaft
Bea ring remover head 1 5 mm
Bearing remover head 20 mm
Valve spring compres sor

GENERAL INFORMATION
TOOL NUMBER
07746-0050100
07 746-0050400
07746-0050600
07757 -0010000

IT

APPLICATION

REF. SECTION

Front wheel
Rear wheel

15
16

Valve

10

OPTIONA L TOOL
TOOL NAME
Compression gaug e
Oil pressure gauge
Seat cutter
29 mm 45 °I EXI
Seat cutter
33 mm 45 ° liN )
Flat cutter
30 mm 3 2 ° (IN, EX )
Interior cutter
30 mm 60 ° liN , EX )
Cutter holder
5.5 mm

TOOL NUMBER
07305-0010000
0 7 506 -3000000
07780-0010300
07780-0010800
0 7780-0012200
07780-0014000
07781 -0010 101

A PPLICATION
Compression

Oil pressure
Va lve
V alve
Valve
Valve
Valve

seat
seat
seat
seat
seat

REF. SEC TION
3
3
10
10
10
10
10

1-7
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CABLE & HARNESS ROUTING
Note the following when routing cables and wire
harnesses.
• A loose wire, harness or cable can be a safety
hazard. After clamping, check each wire to be
sure it is secure.
•

Do not squeeze wires against the weld or end of
its clamp when a weld-on clamp is used.

o

X
Q

• Secure wires and wire harnesses to the frame
with their respective wire bands at the designated
locations. Tighten the bands so that only the
insulated surfaces contact the wires or wire
harnesses.
•

Route harnesses so they are neither pulled tight
nor have excessive slack.

•

Protect wires and harnesses with electrical tape
or tube if they contact a sharp edge or corner.
Clean the attaching surface thoroughly before
applying tape.

•

Do not use a wire or harness with a broken
insulator. Repair by wrapping them with pro·

tective tape or replace them.
•

Route wire harnesses to avoid sharp edges or
corners.

•

Also avoid the projected ends of bolts and
screws.

•

Keep wire harnesses away from the exhaust pipes
and other parts that get hot.

•

Be sure grommets are seated in their grooves
properly.

•

After clamping, check each harness to be certain
that it is not interferring with any moving or
sl id ing parts.

•

After routing, check that the wire harnesses are
not twisted or kinked.

• Wire harnesses routed along the handlebars
should not be pulled taut, have excessive slack,
be pinched by or interfere with adjacent or sur·
rounding parts in all steering positions.

1-8
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111 CHOKE CABLE

141 CLUTCH FLUID LINE

(2) FRONT BRAKE HOSE

/-

(

(5) SPEEDOMETER CABLE

(6) THROTTLE CABLES

171
FRONT
BRAKE HOSE

,r
,\
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(2) CLUTCH
HOSE

(3) THROTTLE
CABLES

(5) CHOKE CABLE

111 BRAKEfTA)LLlGHT
SENCOR

1-10
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III IG NITION COILS

(3) FUEL PUMP
RELA Y
(4 )

TURN
SIGNAL
RELAY

(6) ALTERNATOR WIRE

(7) CLUTCH HOSE

(1) STARTER RELAY/
MAIN FUSE

(2) GROUND
CABLE

(3) IGNITION
COIL

(9)

PULSE
GENERATOR
WIRE

(4)

REAR BRAKE
HOSE

~~~~>,-..'.:~ RESERVE

::

TANK
/ " BREATHER
~ TUBE

_
............J...-<GL.(6) BATTERY
BREATHEB
/
I TUBE

(7) STARTER MOTOR CABLE

1-11
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LUBRICATION

~~~~~~M;~~~

(1) FRONT CYLINDER
EX . CAMSHAFT

~~~§~~~i~~~(2)

~

IN.
CAMSHAFT
FRONT
CYLINDER

---.

I
(3) (TO REAR CYLINDER)
(5) SHIFT FORK SHAFT
(4) OIL ORIFICE

(10) MAINSHAFT

(8) OIL PUMP
(6) OIL FILTER
(7) OIL STRAINER

(9) COUNTERS HAFT

2-0

HONDA

VF1000F

LUBRICATION

ENGlE OIL & FILTER CHANGE

2-1
2- 2
2-3
2-3

OIL STRAINER/PRESSURE RELIEF
VALVE

2-4

SERVICE INFORMATION
TROUBLESHOOTING
ENGINE OIL LEVEL

OIL PRESSURE CHECK

2-6
2-7
2-11
2-12

OIL PUMP
CONTROL CABLE LUBRICATION
LUBRICATION POINTS

SERVICE INFORMATION
SPECIFICATIONS
Engine oil
Oil capacity

2.9 liter (3.1 US qt, 2.5 Imp qt) after draining
3.5 liter (3.7 US qt, 3.1 Imp qt) after disassembly

Oil recommendation

OIL VISCOSITIES
Use HONDA 4-STROKE OIL or equ ivalent.
API SERVICE CLASSIFICATION: SE or SF .
VISCOSI TY :
SAE 10W-40

Other viscosi t ies shown in the chart may be
used when the average temperature in your
riding area is within the indicated range.

jim
Single
grade

:~

.•

•
Multi·
grade
-to
~

., ,.

0

III

i1>

i1>

RIo.""

Oil pre9Sure
(at oil pressure switch)

540 :t 70 kPa (5 .4 :t 0.7 kg/c m', 77:t 10 psi) at 5,000 min-> (rpm) (BooC/ 176 °F)

Oil pump delivery

56 .3 liter (59.6 US qt, 49.6 Imp qt) /min . at 5,600 min-> (rpm)

Oil pump service data

Rotor tip clearance

STANDARD

SERVICE LIMIT

0.15 mm (0.006 in)

0.20 mm (O.OOB in)

Pump body clearance

0.15-0.22 mm (0.006-0.009 in)

0.35 mm (0.014 in)

Pump end clearance

0.02- 0.07 mm (0.001-0 .003 in)

0.10 mm 10.004 in)
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LUBRICATION

TORQUE VALUES
Engine oil drain plug
Engine oil filter
Oil pressure switch

35-40 N ·m (3.5-4.0 kg ·m, 25 - 29 ft· lb)
15-20 N·m (1.5-2.0 kg·m, 11 - 14 ft·lb)
10 - 1 4 N·m 11.0- 1.4 kg· m, 7 - 10 ft·lbl

TOOLS
Special

Oil pressure gauge
Oil pressure gauge attachment

07506-3000000
07510-4220100

TROUBLESHOOTING
Oil level too low
1. External oil leaks
2 . Worn piston rings
3. Worn valv e guide or seal

Oil contamination
1. Oil or filter not changed often enough
2. Head gasket faulty
3. Worn piston rings

Low oil pressure
1. Oil level low

2. Pressu re relief valve stuck open
3. Plugged oil pick·up sc reen
4. Oil pump worn
5. External oil leaks

High oil pressure
1. Pressure relief valve stuck closed
2. Plugged oil filter , gallery , or metering orifice
3. Incorrect oil being used

No oil
1. Oil
2. Oil
3. Oil

pressure
level low
pump drive chain broken
pump faulty

4 . Internal oil leakage
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LUBRICATION

ENGINE OIL LEVEL

(1) OIL FILLER CAP/DIPSTICK

Put the motorcycle on its center stand on level
ground. Start the engine and let it idle for 2-3
minutes. Turn off the engine. Remove the filler

cap/dipstick, wipe it clean and insert it without
screwing it in. Remove the tiller cap/dipstick and

check the oil level.
If the level is below the lower level mark on the
dipstick. fill to the upper level mark with recom-

mended oil.

(2) UPPER

Check the oil pressure with the oil pressure warn-

ing light after the engine starts. The light should

go off after one or two seconds.

(3) LOWER

If it does not, stop the engine and check the oil
pump output and/or oil circuit.

ENGINE OIL & FILTER CHANGE
NOTE
Change engine oil with the engine warm and

the motorcycle on its center stand to assure
complete and rapid draining.

Stop the engine.
Remove the oil filler cap/dipstick, oil drain plug
and drain the oil.

Remove the lower cowl.

Remove the oil filter with a filter wrench (079126110001) and let the remaining oil drain out. Dis·
card the oil filter.
Check that the sealing washer on the drain plug is in

good condition and install the plug. Replace the oil
filter with a new one. Check that the oil filter O·ring
is in good condition, and coat it with oil before
installing it.

Install and tighten the oil filter.
TORQUE: 15-20 N'm (1.5-2.0 kg·m, 11-14 ft·lb)
Fill the crankcase with 2.9 liters (3.1 US qt, 2.5
Imp qt) of the recommended oil (page 2·1). Rein·
stall the oil filler cap/dipstick.
Start the engine and let it idle for 2-3 minutes,
then stop the engine.
Make sure that the oil level is at the upper level

mark on the dipstick.
Make sure that there are no oil leaks.

I nstall the lower cowl.
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(1) OIL FILTER
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LUBRICATION

Oil STRAINER/PRESSURE RELIEF
VALVE
NOTE
The oil strainer can be removed with the
engine mounted in the frame.
Remove the lower cowl.

Remove the exhaust chamber.
Drain the engine oil (page 2-3).
Remove the oil pan bolts and oil pan.

Remove and clean the oil strainer

(1) PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE

Check the operation of the pressure relief valve.

2-4
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LUBRICATION
(1) SPRING SEAT

(2) PISTON

Disassemble the relief valve by removing the snap
ring.
Inspect the piston for wear, sticking or damage.

!

Inspect the spring for weak or damage.
Assemble the relief valve in the reverse order of disassembly.

0

0

1

(4) SNAP RING

(1) RELIEF V
Make sure that the a-ring is in good condition and
install the relief valve.

Make sure the O-ring is in good condition and install
the oil strainer aligning its groove with the lug on
the oil strainer tube pipe.

2 -5

(3) a -RING

'
(5) SPRING

(6) VALVE BODY

(2) a-RING

r:::iJ\ HONDA
~ VF1000F

LUBRICATION

Inst.,,11 the oil pan with a new gasket.
Tighten the oil pan bolts in 2·3 steps in a criss cross
pattern.
Install the exhaust pip·es.
Fill the crankcase

with the

recommended

oil

Ipage2- 1).
Install the lower cowl.

OIL PRESSURE CHECK
Warm the engine up to normal operating temper-

ature (approximately 80°C' 176° F).
Stop the engine and disconnect the oil pressure
switch wire.
Remove the oil pressure switch and connect an oil

pressure gauge to the pressure switch hole (page
2-5).
Check the oil level.

(1) OIL PRESSURE SWITCH

(1) OIL PRESSURE GAUGE

Start the engine and check the oil pressure at 5,000
rpm.

OIL PRESSURE:
540 ± 70 kPa (5.4 ± 0.7 kg /cm', 77 ± 10 psi)
at 5,000 min-! (rpm) (80 0 C/17 6 °FI
Stop the engine.
Apply 3-80ND® sealant or equivalent to the pres-

sure switch threads and install.
TORQUE: 10-14 N·m (1.0-1_4 kg-m, 7 - 10 ft-Ibl
Connect the oil pressure switch wire .
Start' the engine.
Operate the warning indicator switch.
Check that the oil pressure warning indicator goes
out after one or two seconds.
If the oil pressure warning indicator stays on, stop
the engine immediately and determine the cause.

,./
(2) OIL PRESSURE GAUGE ATTACHMENT
07510-4220100
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OIL PUMP
REMOVAL
NOTE
The oil pump can be removed with the engine
mounted in the frame.
Drain the engine oil.

Remove the right crankcase cover.
Remove the oil pump driven sprocket by removing
the bolt and washer.

III OIL PASS PIPE

Remove the oil strainer (page 2·4) and the oil pass
pipe.
Make sure the a-rings are in good condition.
Remove the oil pump by removing the mounting
bolts.

(2) O·RINGS

(1) OIL

(3)OIL PUMP

INER TUBE

Straighten and remove the cotter pin holding the oil
strainer tube.

Remove the oil strainer tube.
Remove the oil pump body cover.

(2) OIL PUMP BODY

2-7
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(3) COTTER PIN
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LUBRICATION
111 DOWEL PIN

Remove the dowel pin.

Measure the rotor tip clearance.

STANDARD: 0.15 mm (0.006 in)
SERVICE LIMIT: 0.20 mm (0.008 in)

Measure the pump body clearance.

STANDARD: 0.15-0.22 mm (0.006-0.009 in)
SERVICE LIMIT: 0.35 mm (0.014 in)
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Remove the rotor shaft and measure the pump end

clearance.
STANDARD: 0.02-0.07 mm (0.001-0.003 in)
SERVICE LIMIT: 0.10 mm (0.004 in)

(1) OUTER ROTOR

ASSEMBLY
Install the outer rotor into the body and insert the
rotor shaft.

Install the washer.
Insert the drive pin into the rotor shaft.
Align the slots in the inner rotor with the drive pin.

(4) DRIVE PIN

(1) DOWEL PIN

(5) INNER ROTOR

(2) O·RINGS

Install the dowel pin and oil pump body cover.
Make sure the oil strainer tube a-rings are in good
condition .

(3) OIL PUMP BODY COVER
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LUBRICATION

Install th e oil strainer tube with a new cotter pin.

(1) COTTER PIN

INSTAL LATIO N
Install the orifice, O·ring and dowel pin.

(2) DOWEL PINS

(1) O IL PASS PIPE

(2) BOLTS

Install the oil pump and tighten the three bolts.
NOT E
Make sure that the o il pump shaft rotates
freely after tightening the bolts.
Make sure the a-rings on the oil pass pipe are in
good condition and install the oil pass pipe.

Install the oil strainer and o il pan (page 2·5).

(3) OI L PUMP

2- 10
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lUBRICA TION

Place the oil pump driven sprocket into the drive
chain.

NOTE
The "IN" mark on the driven sprocket should
face the crankcase.

•.
,' .'
•
••
•

,

(1) "IN" MARK

(1) DRIVE N SPROCKET
Install the washer and tighten the bolt.
Install the dowel pins and a new gasket.
Install the right crankcase cover.
Install the exhaust system.
Fill the engine with the recommended oil (page
2-11.

(3) WASHER

CONTROL CABLE LUBRICATION
Periodically , disconnect the throttle cables at
their upper ends. Thoroughly lubricate the cables
and their pivot points with a commercially available cable lubricant or a light weight oil.
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(2) DRIVE CHAIN
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LUBRICATION

LUBRICATION POINTS

(17) ISPECIAL LUBRICANT I
SHOCK ABSORBER UPPER MOUNT BUSHING (page 15-11)
SUSPENSION LINKAGE NEEDLE BEARINGS (page 15-12)

•
•

I

I

~

. iii

(11

or ',.',IC~A~B~L=E~L~
U=B=R~IC~A~N=T~I

THROTTLE AND
CHOKE CABLE

~

. iii

(5) i i
(2)

CLUTCH AND BRAKE
LEVER PIVOTS

(1 0) •

"7I(S)
LE GRIP

or ICABLE LUBRICANT I
SPEEDOMETER
CABLE
' , ,

I

REAR SHOCK
ABSORBER
,

rtjjjijffi

I

,

,

BRAKE
PEDAL PIVOT /
I
I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

~)rtjjjijffi

",

I

(1 2).

I

FOOT PEG
PIVOT

SWING ARM
PIVOT

• rtjjjijffi

rtjjjijffi

(7) STEERING
HEAD
~--~----~~
BEARINGS

WHEEL.'
BEARINGS
(When replaced)

(111 _UIJD1
\

GEARSHAFT
PEDAL PIVOT

(8) SPEEDOMETER
DRIVE GEAR
(9) FRONT FOR K

(13) •

SIDE AND
CENTER
STAND
PIVOTS

(lS) . ' _
FOOT PEG
PIVOT

(14)

WHEEL
BEARINGS
(When replaced)

"71
DRIVE CHAIN
(GEAR OIL SAE #80 - 90)
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RADIATOR CORE

3- 1
3-3
3-4
3-4
3-5
3-6
3-6
3-7
3-7
3-8
3 - 11
3-12
3-12
3-13

COOLING SYSTEM HOSES
& CONNECTIONS
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SERVICE INFORMATION
MAINTENANCE SCHEDULES
FUEL LINES
FUEL FILTER
THROTTLE OPERATION
CARBURETOR CHOKE
AIR CLEANER
CRANKCASE BREATHER
SPARK PLUGS
VALVE CLEARANCE
CARBURETOR SYNCHRONIZATION
CARBURETOR IDLE SPEED
RADIATOR COOLANT

~

,

~ HON'DA
~ VF1000F
CYLINDER COMPRESSION
DRIVE CHAIN
BATTERY
BRAKE FLUID
BRAKE SHOE/ PAD WEAR
BRAKE SYSTEM
BRAKE LIGHT SWITCH
HEADLIGHT AIM
CLUTCH
SIDE STAND
SUSPENSION
NUTS, BOLTS, FASTENERS
WHEELS
STEERING HEAD BEARINGS

3-13
3-14
3-15
3-16
3-16
3-16
3-17
3-17
3-17
3-18
3 - 18
3-20
3-20
3-20

..
SERVICE INFORMATION '
GENERAL
•
•

See page 2-3
See page 2-3

Eng ine oil
Engi ne oil filter

SPECIFICATIONS
< Engine>
Spark plugs :
For cold climate (b elow 5° C. 41 ° F)

Standard

For extended high speed r id ing

NGK

NO

NGK

NO

NGK

NO

OPR8EA-9
< OP8EA-9>

X24EPR -U9
<X 24EP-U9>

OPR7EA -9
< OP7EA-9>

X22EPR-U9
<X 22EP-U9>

OPR9EA-9
< OP9EA-9>

X27E PR-U9
<X 27 EP-U9>

Spark plug gap:

3-1

0.8- 0.9 mm (0_031 - 0035 in)

< >:
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HONDA
VF1000F
Valve clearance
Cold IBelow 3S' C, 9S' F):

MAINTENANCE

..

Intake/Exhaust: 0.12 mm 10.00S in)

Idle speed:

1,000 ± 100 min"

Carburetor synchronization:

All carburetors within 60 mm (2.4 in) Hg
1,300 ± 200 kPa 113.0 ± 2.0 kg/em', lBS ± 28 psi)

Cylinder compression:
Throttle grip free play:

Irpm)

2-6 mm 11 /8-1/4 in)

<CHASSIS>
lS-2S mm IS/8-1 in)

Drive chain slack:
Tire:

Front

Tire size

Rear

120/BOV 16 - V2S0

140/BOV17 - V2S0

Driver only

2S0 12.S0, 36)

290 12.90. 42)

Driver and one
passenger

2S0 (2.50, 36)

290 12.90, 42)

Cold tire pressure, kpa (kg/cm 2 , psi)

Tire brand

Bridgestone

GSll

G520

Dunlop

K500

K500

Suspension air pressure: Front, 0 - 40 kPa (0 - 0.4 kg/em', 0 - 6 psi)
Rear, 0-300 kPa 10-3.0 kg/e m', 0-43 psi)

TOOLS
Special
Vacuum gauge
Carburetor pilot screw wrench
Valve adjusting wrench

Compression gauge attachment

07404-0020000
0790B--4220201
0790B-MBool00
07510-MBool0l

Common
Valve adjsuting wrench

07708-0030300
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MAINTENANCE SCHEDULES
Perform the PRE·RIDE INSPECTIDN in the Owner's Manual at each scheduled maintenance period.
I: INSPECT AND CLEAN, ADJUST, LUBRICATE, OR REPLACE IF NECESSARY.
C: CLEAN,
R: REPLACE ,
A: ADJUST,
L: LUBRICATE

FREQUENCY

WHICHEVER
COMES
FIRST

ITEM

,
,
,

,
,

,

,

,
,

,

.J

EVERY

FUEL LINES

ODOMETER READING (NOTE 31

",":
~:::-"! ""~"" 1iP''''~
"l&~tl~~~
~

~ .~ *~l

"" t ll> 1&

f

~

CARBURETOR · CHOKE
AIR CLEANER
CRANKCASEBREAHTER
SPARK PLUGS
VALVE CLEARANCE
ENGINE OIL
ENGINE OIL FILTER
CARBURETOR · SYNC HRONIZATION
CARBURETOR ·IDLESPEED
RADIATOR COOLANT

I
NOTE 1
NOTE 2

C
I
I

YEAR
YEAR

R
R
I
I

BRAKE FLUID

I

I

MONTH
MONTH I
2 YEARS' R

I

3·4
3·4

I

I

I

I

I

I

3·5
3-6

R

R

R

3-6

C
R
I

3-7
3-7

C
R
I
R

C
I

I
I
I

I

I

C
R
I
R
R
I
I
I

C
I

3-8

R
R
I
I
'R

2· 3
2· 3
3-11

I

I

3· 13

I

I

3-13

I

3-12
3-12

3· 14

I

I

I

I

3· 15

I

I

I

' R

I

I

'R

3-16

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

I
I
I
I

I

'R

3· 16

I
I

I

3· 16
3-17

I

I

3-17

'R

3·17

I

3-17

i

I

I

I

I
I

I
I
I

I
I

SIDE STAND
NUTS, BOLTS, FASTENERS

I

R

I

I
MONTH I
2 YEARS ' R

Refer to
page

I

HEADLIGHT AIM

SUSPENSION

:y

I

I
I

CLUTCH SYSTEM

,

.fJ

I, L EVERY
1,000 km (600 mil

BRAKE PAD WEAR
BRAKE SYSTEM
BRAKE LIGHT SWITCH

CLUTCH FLUID

,,
,,

.....

R
I

RADIATOR CORE
COOLING SYSTEM HOSES &
CONNECTIONS

BATTERY

~

.....

I

DRIVE CHAIN

,
,

'##. f .

FUEL FILTER
THROTTLE OPERATION

*1:l'

I

::-'''1
oS'

~

*1:1 *1:1' *1:1'

~&

I

I

I

3-18

I
I

3· 18
3-20

WHEELS

I

I

I

I

3· 20

STEERING HEAD BEARINGS

I

I

I

I

3-20

, SHOULD BE SERVICED BY AN AUTHORIZED HONDA DEALER, UNLESS THE OWNER HAS PROPER TOOLS AND
SERVICE DATA AND IS MECHANICALLY QUALI FI ED.
,. IN THE INTEREST OF SAFETY , WE RECOMMEND THAT THE SE ITEMS BE SERVICED ONLY BY AN AUTHO ·
RIZED HONDA DEALER .
NOTES:
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1. SERVICE MORE FREQUENTLY WHEN RI DING IN DUSTY AR EAS.
2. SERVICE MORE FREQUENTLY WHEN RIDING IN RAIN OR AT FULL THROTT LE .
3. FOR HIGHER ODOMETER READINGS, REPEAT AT THE FREQUENCY INTER V AL ESTABLI SHED HERE .

HONDA
VF1000F

MAINTENANCE

FUEL LINES
Remove the seat and left side cover.

Check the fuel lines and replace any parts which
show deterioration, damage or leakage.

..' ......,,.•
Mil""'"
'.'

(1) FUEL

FUEl FIlTER

(1) ELECTRIC PANEL

' j , ..

INES

(2) ARROW

Gasoline is flammable and is expwsive under
certain conditions. Do not smoke or allow
f/Ilmes or sparks in your working area.
Replace the fuel filter with a new one when indicat-

ed by the maintenance schedule (page 3·3).
Remove the left side cover.
Remove the electric panel mounting bolts and

remove the coolant reserve tank.

Unclip the fuel filter holder from the bottom of
the electric panel.
Disconnect the fuel outlet line from the fuel filter.

Pull the fuel filter out then clip the inlet line closed.
Disconnect the fuel inlet line.
Install the fuel filter with its arrow pointing outlet

side.
After installing, turn the fuel valve on and check
that there are no fuel leaks.
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THROTTlE OPERATION
Check that the throttle grip opens smoothly to full
throttle and fully closes automatically. in all steering positions.
Check the throttle cables and replace them if they
are deteriorated, kinked or damaged.
Lubricate the throttle cables (page 2-11), if throttle
operation is not smooth.
Measure throttle grip free play at the throttle grip
flange.

FREE PLAY, 2-6 mm (1/8- 1/4 in)

(1) LOCK NUT

Adjustment can be made at either end of the
throttle cable. Minor adjustments are made with the
upper adjuster and major adjustments are made with
the lower adjuster after removing the fuel tank and

air cleaner case.
Adjust the loosening the lock nut and turning the

adjuster.
Tighten the lock nut and recheck throttle operation.
Install the air cleaner case and fuel tank, and check
throttle free play once more. Also check for fuel
leaks.

(2) UPPE

ADJUSTER

(3) LOWE R ADJUSTE R

rr\RII.,....=f--r

(4) LOCK NUT
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CARBURETOR CHOKE
The choke system uses a fuel enrichening circuit
controlled by a bystarter valve . The bystarter valve
opens the enrichening circuit via cable when the
choke lever on the handlebar is pulled back.
Check for smooth operation of the choke lever.
Lubr icate the choke cable, if the operation is not
smooth.

Pull the choke lever on the handlebar all the way
back to the fully open. Make sure the choke valve is
open by trying to move the choke lever on the
carburetor, after removing the fuel tank and air

cleaner case.
There should be no free play.

111 CHOKE LEVER

Adjust if necessary, by loosening the choke cable

clamp on the carburetor and moving the choke
cable casing so the choke lever is fully open.

Tighten the clamp.
Push the choke lever up all the way to fully closed.
Make sure the choke valve is fully closed by checking for free play in the cable between the lever on
the carburetor and cable casing.
Reinstall the removed parts in the reverse order of
disassembly.

121 CHOKE CABLE

AIR CLEANER

111 AIR CLEANER CASE COVER

Remove the fuel tank.
Remove the air cleaner case cover screws and the
cover.
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Remove . the spring clip and the air cleaner element.
Discard the element in accordance with the main-

tenance schedule.
Also , replace the element any time it is excessively
dirty or damaged.

Install a. new element and secure it with the spring
clip .
Install the air cleaner cover and fuel tank.

CRANKCASE BREATHER

(2) AIR CLEANER ELEMENT

Remove the plug from the drain tube to empty any

deposits .
Install the drain plug,

NOTE
Service more frequently when riding in rain

or at full throttle, or if the deposit level can
be seen in the transparent section of the drain
tube.

SPARK PLUGS
RECOMMENDED SPARK PLUGS

< >. U

NGK

NO

Standard

DPR8EA-9
< DP8EA-9>

X24EPR-U9
<X24EP-U9>

For cold Climate
IBelow 5° C. 41 ° F)

DPR7EA-9
< DP7EA-9>

X22EPR-U9
<X 22EP·U9>

For extended
h igh speed riding

X27EPR·U9
DPR9EA-9
< DP9EA-9> <X27EP-U9>

Disconnect the spark plug caps.
Clean any dirt from around the spark plug bases.
Remove the spark plug.
Visually inspect the spark plug.
Discard the spark plug if the insulator is cracked or
chipped.
Measure the spark plug gap with a wire-type feeler
gauge.
SPARK PLUG GAP: 0.8- 0.9 mm 10.031 - 0.035 in)
Adju st by bending the side electrode carefull y.
With the plug washer attached, thread each spark
plug in by hand to prevent crossthreading. Continue
tightening by hand until the spark plug bottoms.
Then, tighten the spark plugs another 112 turn with
a spark plug wrench to compress the plug washer.
Connect the spark plug caps.
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III 0 RAIN PLUG

(1) CENTER
ELECTRODE (2) SIDE ELECTRODE

~

l

- i

T

0.B-0.9 mm
10.031-0.035 in)

HONDA
VF1000F

VALVE CLEARANCE

MAINTENANCE
(2) AIR CLEANER CASE

(1) BREATHER TUBES

MAINTENANCE
NOTE

Inspect and adjust valve clearance while the
engine is cold. (Below 35° C, 95°F)
Remove the lower cowl.
Drain coolant from engine (page 6·3).

NOTE
Drain the coolant into a clean container for
reuse. Scheduled coolant replacement is every
24,000 miles (38,400 km).

(3) No.1 CYLINDER
Remove the seat and remove the left and right side
covers.
Turn the fuel valve off and remove the fuel tank.
Remove the lower radiator (page 6·5).
Remove the spark plug caps.

(4) No . 3 CYLINDER

(5)IGNITION
COILS

(1) FRONT CYLINDER HEAD COVER

Disconnect the breather tubes from the rear cylinder
head cover and air cleaner case .

Remove the air cleaner case (page 4-3).
Remove the ignition coils (page 19·4).
Remove the front and rear cylinder head cover
bolts and both cylinder head covers.
Remove the alternator cover.

(2) No.4 CYLINDER

(3) No.

CYLINDER

(1) T1.3 MARK

)NSPECTION
Measure and adjust the intake and exhaust valve
clearances as described below.
Rotate the crankshaft clockwise to align the T1.3
mark with the crankcase mating surfaces.
Make sure the No.1 piston is at TDC (Top Dead
Center) on the compression stroke.

(2) REAR CRANKCASE MATING SURFACE

3-8
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Check the valve clearances for the No.1 cylinder
using two feeler gauges for each pair of valves; one
for 'each valve that shares a common rocker arm.

VALVE CLEARANCE (iN, EX):
0.12 mm (0.005 in)

ADJUSTMENT
If adjustment is necessary, remove the eight oil pipe

bolt and the oil pipe.

(1) OIL PIPE

(1) VALV E ADJUSTING WRENCH

07908
Loosen the lock nuts and turn the adjusting screws
until there is a slight drag on both feeler gauges.
Both feeler gauges should re main inserted during
adjustment.
Hold the adjusting screws and tighten the lock nuts.

TORQUE: 21-25 N·m (2.1-2.5 kg·m, 15-18 ft·lb)
CAUTION

The lock nuts will come loose if not tightelled
to the correct torque value.
Rech eck the valve clearance.
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(1) T2.4 MARK

Rotate the crankshaft 90° counterclockwise to align
the T2.4 mark with the crankcase mating surfaces

,......--:

and check the valve clearances for the No.4 cylin-

der.
Adjust using the procedures for the No.1 cylinder.
0

Rotate the crankshaft 270 counterclockwise to
align the Tl.3 mark with the crankcase mating sur·
faces and check the valve clearances for the No.3
cylinder.
Adjust using the procedures for the No.1 cylinder.
Rotate the crankshaft 90° counterclockwise to align
the T2.4 mark with the crankcase mating surfaces
and check the valve clearances for the No.2 cy linder.

Adjust using the same procedures as for the No. 1
cylinder.

(2) CRANKCASE MATING SURFACE

(1)6 mm BOLTS

(2) 9 mm BOLTS

Install the oil pipes with their shorter pipe ends

toward the exhaust sides.
Install the 9 mm and 6 mm bolts and tighten the
9 mm bolts first, then the 6 mm bolts.
TORQUE:
9 mm - 43-47 N·m (4.3-4.7 kg-m.
31-34 ft·lb)
6 mm - 10-14 N'm (1 .0-1.4 kg·m.
7-10 ft·lb)

Install the front cylinder head cover with its insulator grooves facing up and tighten the cover

bolts.

(2) FRONT CYLINDER HEAD COVER
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(1) REAR CYLINDER HEAD COVER
Install the rear cylinder head cover and tighten the
cover bolts.
Install the removed parts in the reverse order of
removal.

Fill the cooling system (page 6·3).

CARBURETOR SYNCHRONIZATION
NOTE
Synchronize the carburetors with the engine
at normal operating temperature, transmission

in neutral and motorcycle on the centerstand.

Remove the plugs from the No.1, 2, 3 and 4
cylinder head ports and install the vacuum gauge

adapters.

Connect the vacuum gauges.

<':>AlJ<':>~

07404-0020000

Start the engine and adjust the idle speed.

IDLE SPEED: 1,000 ± 100 min -I (rpm)
Check that all carburetors are within 60 mm (2.4 in)
Hg.

(2) ADAPTE RS

3-11
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(2) CAR8URETOR PILOT SCREW
WRENCH 07908-4220201

Synchronize to specification by turning the adjusting screws with a carburetor pilot screw wrench

(07908-4220201) .
NOTE

The No.4 carburetor cannot be adjusted; It is
the base carburetor.

CARBURETOR IDLE SPEED
NOTE
• Inspect and adjust idle speed after all other
engine adjustments are within specifications.

• The engine must be warm for accurate adjustment. Ten minutes of stop-and-go riding is
sufficient.

Warm up the engine, shift to NEUTRAL, and place
the motorcycle on its center stand.

Turn the throttle stop screw as reQuired to obtain
the ~pecified idle speed.
IDLE SPEED: 1,000 ± 100 rpm

RADIATOR COOLANT

(1) RESERVE TANK CAP

Remove the frame left side cover.

Check the coolant level of the reserve tank with the
engine running at normal operating temperature.

The level should be between the "UPPER" and
"LOWER" levellines.
If necessary, remove the reserve tank cap and fill to

the "UPPE R" level line with a 50/50 mixture of
distilled water and anti-freeze.
Reinstall the cap and frame side cover.
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RADIATOR CORE
Check the air passages for clogging or damage.
Straighten bent fins and collapsed core tubes .
Remove insects, mud or any obstruction with com-

pressed air or low water pressure.
Replace the radiator if the air flow is restricted over
more than 20% of the radiating surface.

COOLING SYSTEM HOSES &
CONNECTIONS
Inspect the hoses for cracks or deterioration, and
replace if necessary.
Check the tightness of all hose clamps.

CYLINDER COMPRESSION
Warm up the engine.
Stop the engine, then disconnect the spark plug caps
and remove the spark plugs.

Insert the compression gauge.
Open the throttle all the way and crank the engine
with the starter motor.
NOTE
Crank the engine until the gauge reading stops

rising. The maximum reading is usually reach ed within 4-7 seconds.

COMPRESSION PRESSURE:
1,300 ± 200 kPa (13.0 ± 2.0 kg/em',
185 ± 28 psi)
If compression is low, check for the following:
Improper valve clearance
Leaky valves
Leaking cylinder head gasket
Worn piston/ring/cylinder
If compression is high, it indicates that carbon
deposits have accumulated on the combustion
chamber and/or the piston crown.
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DRIVE CHAIN
Turn the engine off, place the motorcycle on its

center stand and shift the transmission into neutr,al.
Check slack in the drive chain lower run midway be·

tween the sprockets.
SLACK: 15- 25 mm (5/8-1 in)
CAUTION

Excessive chain slack, 50 mm (2 in) or more,
may damage the frame.

Adj ust as follows :
Loosen the axle nut.
Loosen the adjusting bolt lock nuts.

Turn both adjusting bolts an equal number of turns
until the correct drive chain slack is obtained.
CAUTION

Make sure that th e same alignment marks on
both adjustillg plates align with the ends oj
the swingann.
Tighten the adjusting bolt lock nuts.

Tighten the rear axle nut.
TORQUE: 85-105 N·m (8.5 - 10.5 kg·m,
61-76 ft·lb)

(4) ADJUSTING BOLT

(5) LOCK

NU~T.:J'Tt(65i)~~'u"STim: PLATE

Recheck chain slack and free wheel rotation .

Lubr icate the drive chain wit h SAE 80 or 90 gear
oil.

Check the chain wear label. If the red zone on the
label align, or is beyond, the rear end of the swing·

arm after the chain has been adjusted , the chain
must be replaced.

REPLAC EMENT CHAIN: 0.1.0. 50V or RK50MO
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Inspect the drive chain and sprockets for damage or

wear . A drive chain with damaged rollers, loose pins,
or missing O-rings must be replaced. Replace any

sprocket which is damaged or excessively worn.

(1) DAMAGED

NOTE

(2) WORN

..--~---

Never install a new drive chain on worn sprochets or a worn drive chain on new sprockets.

Both chain and sprockets must be in good
condition or the replacement chain or sprockets will wear rapidly.

Lubrication and cleaning:

(3) NORMAL

The drive chain on this motorcycle is equipped with

small O-rings between the link plates. The O-rings
can be damaged by steam cleaner, high pressure

washers, and certain solvents.
Clean the chain with kerosene. Wipe dry and lubri-

cate only with SAE 80 or 90 gear oil. Commercial
chain lubricants may contain solvents which CQuid

damage the rubber O-rings.

(1) UPPER LEVEL

(2) HOLDE R BOLT

BATTERY
Remove the right frame side cover and inspect the.
battery fluid level.

When the fluid level nears the lower level , remove
the battery and add distilled water to the upper

level line as follows:
Remove the battery holder bolt, then swing the
holder out of the way.

(3) LOWER LEVEL

Disconnect the negative cable at the battery. then
disconnect the positive cable.
Disconnect the battery breather hose from the

(1) POSITIVE TERMINAL

(2) FILLER CAPS

battery.
Pull the battery out, remove the filler caps and
add distilled water to the upper level line.
Reinstall the filler caps and the battery.
NOTE
Add only distilled water. Tap water will

shorten the service life of the battery.

The banery electrolyte contains sulphuric
acid. Protect your eyes, skin, and clothing_
If electrolyte gets in your eyes, flush them
thoroughly with water and get prompt medi·
cal attention.
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(l)UPPER LEVE

(31 FRONT

Check the front brake fluid reservoir level.

If the level nears the lower level mark, fill the re o
servoir with DOT 4 BRAKE FLUID to the upper
level mark .
Check the entire system for leaks, if the level is low.
CAUTION

Do not remove the cover until the handlebar has been turned so that th e reservoir is

level.
Avoid operating the brake lever with the
cap removed. Brake fluid will squirt out if
the lever is pulled.
Do not mix different types of fluid, as they
are not compatible.

(21 LOWER LEVEL

Refer to section 17 for brake bleeding procedures.

BRAKE PAD WEAR

(2ILOWER LEVEL

Check the brake pads for wear by looking through
the slot indicated by the arrow cast on the caliper
assembly.
Replace the brake pads if the wear line on the pads
reaches the edge of the brake disc (page 17-51.
CAUTION

Always replace the brake pads in pairs to

assure even disc pressure.

BRAKE SYSTEM
I nspect the brake hoses and fittings for deterioration, cracks and signs of leakage . Tighten any
loose fittings.

Replace hoses and fittings as required.
(3) BRAKE DISC

(4) ARROW

(61 BRAKE DISC

(5) ARROW
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BRAKE LIGHT SWITCH

(1) BRAKE LIGHT SWITCH

VF1000F

121 ADJUSTING NUT

Adjust the brake light switch so that the brake light

will come on when the brake engagement begins.
Adjust by holding the switch body and turning the
adjusting nut. Do not turn the switch body,

Turn the adjusting nut clockwise if the brake light
comes on too late.

HEADLIGHT AIM
Adjust vertically by turning the vertical adjusting

III HDRIZONTAL ADJUSTING SCREW

screw. Turn the adjusting screw clockwise to direct

the beam down .
Adjust

horizontally

by

turning the horizontal

adjusting screw. Turn the adjusting screw clockwise
to direct the beam toward the right side of the
rider.

NOTE
Adjust the headlight beam as specified by
local laws and regulations.

An improperly adjusted headlight may blind
oncoming drivers, or it may fail to light the
road for a SIlfe distance.

CLUTCH

121 VERTICAL ADJUSTING SCREW

III UPPER LEVEL MARK

Check the clutch fluid reservoir level.

If the level nears the lower level mark, fill the
reservoir with DOT 4 BRAKE FLUID until the level
is between the upper and lower level mark .

Check the entire system for leaks, if the level is low.
CAUTION

Do not remove the cover until the handlebar has been turned so that the reservoir
is level.
Avoid operating the clutch lever with the
cap removed. Fluid will squirt out if the
lever is pulled.
Do not mix different types of fluid, as
they are not compatible.
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SIDE STAND
Check the rubber pad for deterioration or wear.
Replace if any wear extends to wear line as shown.
Check the side sta nd spring for damage and loss of
tension, and the side stand asse'mbly for freedom

(1) GOOD

(2) NO GOOD

of movement. Make sure the side stand is not
ben t.
NOTE
When rep la cing, use a rubbe r pad with the
mark "Over 260 Ibs ONLY".
Spring tension is correct if the measure·
ments fall within 2-3 kg (4.4-6.6 Ib),
when pulling the side stand lower end with

o

x

a spring scale.

SUSPENSION
Do not ride a vehicle with faulty suspension.
Loose. worn or damaged suspension parts
impair vehicle stability and control.

FRONT
Check the action of the front forks by compressing

them several times.
Check the entire fork assembly for leaks or damage.
Replace damaged components which cannot be
repaired.
Tighten all nuts and bolts.

Check the front fork air pressure when the forks
are cold.
Place the ·vehicle on its center stand.
Remove the air valve cap and measure the air
pressure.

AIR PRESSUR E:
0-40 kPa (0- 0.4 kg/em' ,0-6 psi)

(l)AIRVALVE
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ANTI·DIVE SYSTEM INSPECTION

Select a sofe ploce away from traffic 10
perform this inspection.
Check the operation of the anti-dive system by
riding the motorcycle and firmly applying the

brakes.

Position

Anti-dive damper force

1

LIGHT ANTI·DIVE
MEDIUM
HARD
MAXIMUM ANTI·DIVE

2
3
4

Inspect and if necessary, repair the system (Refer
to section 15).

11) ADJUSTE R

REAR
Place the motorcycle on its center stand.
Move the rear wheel sideways with force to see if
the 5wingarm bearings are worn.

Replace the bearings if there is any looseness (page
16·141Check the shock absorber for leaks or damage.
Tighten all rear suspension nuts and bolts.

Remove the frame left side cover.
Remove the valve cap and

measure the shock

absorber air pressure.

REAR SHOCK ABSORBER AIR PRESSURE:
0-300 kPa 10 - 3.0 kg/em'. 0-43 psi)
NOTE

Check the air pressure when the shock absorber is cold.
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NUTS, BOLTS, FASTENERS
Check that all chassis nuts and bolts are tightened
to their correct torque values (Section 1) at the

intervals shown in the Maintenance Schedule (Page
3·31.
Check all cotter pins, safety clips, hose clamps
and cable stays.

WHEELS
NOTE
Tire pressure should be checked when tires

are COLD.
Check the tires for cuts , imbedded nails, or other
sharp objects.

RECOMMENDED TIRES AND PRESSURES:

T Ire size

Front

Rear

120 /80V1S V250

140/80Vl 7 V250

25012.5.36)

29012.9,42)

Up to

90 kg
1200 1b,)

Cold
tire

load

pressure
psi
kPa,
(kg/cm 2

psi)

90 kg
1200 lb, I
load to
,

250 12.5, 36)

29012.9,42)

8RIDGE·
STONE

G511

G510

DUNLOP

K500

K500

veh Icle
capacitY

load
T ire

bra nd

Check the front and rear wheels for trueness (Section 15 and 16).
Measure the tread depth at the center of the tires.
Replace the tires if the tread depth reaches the
following lim it :
Minimum tread depth :
Front: 1.5 mm 11/16 in)
2.0 mm 13/32 in)
Rear:

STEERING HEAD BEARINGS
NOTE
Check that the co nt rol cables do not interfere with handlebar rotat ion .
Raise the front wheel off the ground and check
that the handlebar rotates freely.
If the handlebar moves unevenly, binds, or has
vert ical movement, adju st the steering head bearing
by turning the steering head adjust ing nut (page

15· 33).
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SERVICE INFORMATION
GENERAL

Gasoline is extremely flammable and is explosive under certain conditions. Work in a well venrilated area. Do not smoke
or aI/ow flames or sparks in the work area.
•
•
•
•

The front cylinders use down draft carburetors.
When disassembling fuel system parts, note the locations of the O·rings. Replace them with new ones on reassembly.
The float bowls have drain screws that can be loosened to drain residual gasoline.
Fuel pump inspection is in section 20.

•

The No.1 and No.3 carburetors use different jet needles (thinner) and shorter springs than the No.2 and No.4 carburetors

Do not interchange these parts.

TOOLS
Common
Float level gauge

07401-0010000

SPECIFICA TIONS
Item
~.arburetor type
~

Throttle bore
Venturi bore

I
I

Primary
Secondary

Identification No.
Float level
Main jet
Idle speed
Throttle grip free play
Pilot screw initial opening

4-1

1 J: SWI
Specifications
KEIHIN VD
36 mm 11.42 in)
12.2 mm 10.48 in)
34 mm (1.34 in1128.8 mm 11.13 in)J 131.5 mm (1.24 in))
VD82A IVD82BJ (VDB2D)
7.5 mm 10.30 inl
Front: #150, Rear: #145 [Front: #138, Rear: #135J
1,000 ± 100 rpm
2 - 6 mm 10.08 0.24 in}
See page 4 - 1 5
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TROUBLESHOOTING
Engine cranks but won't start
1. No fuel in tank
2. No fuel to carburetors
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Engine flooded with fuel
No spark at plug (ignition system faulty)
Air cleaner clogged
Intake air leak
Improper choke operation
Improper throttle operation

Lean mixture
1. Clogged fuel jets
2. Faulty float valve
3. Float level low
4. Fuel cap vent blocked
5. Fuel strainer screen clogged
6. Restricted fuel line
7. Air vent tube clogged
8. Intake air leak
9. Restricted or faulty fuel pump

Hard starting or stalling after starting
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Improper choke operation
Ignition malfunction
Carburetor faulty
Fuel contaminated
Intake air leak
Idle speed incorrect

Rich mixture
1. Clogged air jets
2. Vacuum piston stuck closed
3 . Faulty float valve
4. Float level too high
5. Choke stuck or clogged
6. Dirty air cleaner

Rough idle
1. Ignition system faulty
2. Idle speed incorrect
3. Incorrect carburetor synchronization
4. Carburetor faulty
5. Fuel contaminated

Misfiring during acceleration
1. Ignition system faulty

Backfiring
1. Ignition system faulty

2. Carburetor faulty
Poor performance (driveability) and poor fuel economy
1. Fuel system clogged
2. Ignition system faulty
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(1) AIR CL EANER CASE

Turn the fuel valve off.
Remove the left and right side covers.
Remove the seat and fuel tank.
Remove the fairing.
Disconnect the breather hose and remove the air
cleaner case by removing five screws,

Remove the heat insulator plate.

(2) BREATHER HOSE

Remove the spark plug caps from the plugs.
Disconnect the ignition coil primary wires from the
coils.
Remove the three ignition coil bracket bolts and the
coils/brackets from the air chamber.

(4) BOLTS

(3) PRIMARY WI RES

(1) FUEL LINE

Disconnect the fuel line from the carburetor and
remove it from the clamp on the carburetor.

(2) CLAMP
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FUEL SYSTEM
(1) CARBURETOR BANDS

Loosen all carburetor bands and remove the car-

buretor assembly from the intake pipes.

(2) INTAKE PIPES

(1) CHOKE CABLE
Lift, the carburetors out of the frame and discon-

nect the choke and throttle cables from the carburetor.

(2) THROTTLE CABLES

VACUUM CHAMBER
REMOVAL
Remove the four vacuum chamber cover screws and
cover.
CAUTION:

Do not interchange vacuum chamber covers,
springs, pistons or jet needles between car-

buretors.

(2) COVER
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FUEL SYSTEM
(1) COMPRESSION SPRING
Remove the compression spring, diaphragm and
vacuum piston.

Inspect the vacuum piston for wear, nicks, scratches
or other damage.
Make sure the piston moves up and down freely in

the chamber.
NOTE
No. 1 and No.3 carburetors use thinner jet

needles and shorter springs than the No.2 and
No.4 carburetors.

(2) DIAPHRAGM

(3) VACUUM PISTON

Push the needle holder in and turn It 60 degrees
with an 8 mm socket. Then remove the needle
holder, spring and needle from the piston.

(1) NEEDLE HOLDER

(1) DIAPHRAGM

(2) SPRING

Inspect the needle for excessive wear at the tip and
for bending, or other damage.
Check for a torn diaphragm or other deterioration.

(3) NEEDLE

4-5
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INSTALLATION
Installation is essentially the reverse of removal but
to keep from distorting the diaphragm, install the
vacuum piston/diaphragm as follows:

Insert the vacuum piston into the carburetor. Stick
your finger into the carburetor bore and hold the
vacuum piston in the full throttle position, then
turn down the diaphragm so its lip fits into the
carburetor groove.
Install the chamber cover, aligning its cavity with

the hole in the carburetor, and secure with at least
two screws before releasing the vacuum piston.
NOTE

Be sure the thinner jet needles and shorter
springs are installed in the No. 1 and No.3
carburetors.

flOAT CHAMBER

111 FLOAT CHAMBER

REMOVAL
Remove the four float chamber screws and the
float chamber.

(2) SCREWS

(1) FLOAT

FLOAT LEVEL
Measure the float level with the carburetor inclined
0

15° _45 from vertical and the float tang just contacting the float valve.
FLOAT LEVEL: 7.5 mm (0.30 in)
Adjust the float level by carefully bending the float
tang.

12) FLOAT LEVEL GAUGE
07401-0010000
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(1) FLOAT PIN

FLOAT AND JETS
Remove the float pin, float and float valve.

(1) VALVE SEAT
Inspect the float valve for grooves and nicks.
Inspect the operation of the float valve.

(2) FLOAT VALVE

(1) MAIN JET

(2) FLOAT VALVE
SEAT

Remove the starter jet, main jet and slow jet.

Remove the float valve seat and filter.

(3) STARTER JET

4-7
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FUEL SYSTEM
(l) FILTER

(2) V

VE SEAT

Inspect the float valve seat and filter for grooves,
n icks or deposits.

ASSEMBLY
Assemble the float chamber components in the
reverse order of disassembl y.

PILOT SCREW
REMOVAL
NOTE

The pilot sc rews are factory pre-set and
should not be removed unless the ca rburetors
are overhauled.

Turn each pilot screw in and carefu lly count the
number of turns before it seats lightly.

Make a note of this to use as a reference when
reinstalling the pi lot screws.
CAUTION

Damage to the pilot screw seat will occur if
the pilot screw is tigntelled against the seat.

(2) PILOT SCREW

Remove the pilot screws and inspect them. Replace
they are worn or damage.

INSTALLATION
Install the pilot screws and return them to their
original position as noted during removal.
Perform pi lot screw adjustment if a new pi lot screw

is installed (page 4-151_
NOTE

If you replace the pilot screw in one carburetor, you must replace the pilot screws in the
other carburetors for proper pilot screw adjustment.
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(1) AI R CHAMBER

Remove the screws attaching the air chamber to the
carburetors and separate the chamber and carburetors.

(1) CHOKE LEVERS AND RODS
Remove th e nuts, and remove the choke levers and

rods.

Remove the cotter pins and washers, and remove
the choke rod.

(2) CHOKE ROD
( 1)

(2)

(3)

FUEL
SYNCH RONIZATION No. 1
CARBURETOR JOINT PIPE
SPRINGS

(4)

No.3
CARBURETOR

Carefully separate the No .1 carburetor from the

assembly. Then se parate the No.2 carburetor.
CAUTION

Separate the carburetors horizontally to prevent damage to the joint pipes.

IS) No. 2
CARBURETOR

4-9
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FUEL SYSTEM
(1) THROTTLE LINK

Disconnect the throttle link from the No.3 and 4
caburetors by removing the cotter pins.

(1) FUELJOINT PIPE

(2) No.4 CARBURETOR

Carefully separate the No.3 and No.4 carbureto".

(3) No.3 CARBURETOR

(1) CHOKE ARM

(2) SPRING

(3)COLLAR

Remove the choke arm collar and remove the choke
arm and spring.
Remove the choke valve nut, spring and valve.

(4) NUT
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III CHOKE VALVE
Check the choke valve and spring for nicks. grooves,

or other damage.

~'__ ffl\V \
#

(2)SPRING

CARBURETOR ASSEMBLY

(1) ARM

(2)VALVE

Install the choke valve, valve spring and nut and

tighten the nut.
Install the choke arm and spring while hooking the
arm to the groove in the choke valve. Install the

choke arm collar.

(5) NUT

(1) FUEL JOINT PIPE

Coat the new a-rings with oil and install them on
the fuel joint pipe for NO.3 and No.4 carburetors.
Install the fuel joint pipe to the No.3 and No. 4
carburetors.

(2) O·RINGS

4-11
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FUEL SYSTEM
(1)THROTTLE LINK

Reconnect the throttle linkage between the No.3
and NO.4 carburetors, using new cotter pins.

(2) No.3

(3) COTTER PINS
CARBURETOR

(4) No.4
CARBURETOR

III FUEL JOINT PIPE

Coat new O-rings with oil and install them on the
fuel and air joint pipes.

Put the No.1 and No .2 carburetors together with
the joint pipes.

(2) AIR JOINT PIPES

II) No.4 CARBURETOR

(2) THRUST
SPRING

(3) No.2 CARBURETOR

Loosen the synchronization adjusting screws until
there is no tension.
Install the synchronization springs.

Install the thrust springs between the throttle valve
shafts.

(4) No.2 SYNCHRONIZATION SPRING
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FUEL SYSTEM
(11 No.1 SYNCH RON IZATION
SPRING

(2) No.3 SYNCH RONIZATION
SPRING

Make sure the fuel joint and air joint pipes are

securely installed.

(3) No.1 CARBURETOR

(4) THRUST (5) No.3 CARBURETOR
SPRING

(1) CHOKE RODS AND LEVERS

Install the choke rods and levers, using the nuts and
new cotter pins.

(2) CHOKE ROD

(1) FUNNELS

(2) GROMMETS

Make sure the air chamber funnels, grommets and

dowel pins are in place.

(4) DOWELPINS
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Place the air chamber over the carburetors aligning
the dowel pins with the carburetor holes.

Attach the air chamber to the carburetors with the

eight screws.

(1) SCREWS

(1) BY·PASS HOLE
Turn the throttle stop screw to align the No.4
throttle valve with the edge of the bY'pass hole.

Align each throttle valve with the bY'pass hole edge
by turning the synchronization adjusting screws.

Inspect throttle operation as described below:
Open the throttle slightly by pressing the throttle
linkage. Then release the throttle.

Make sure that it returns smoothly.
Make sure that there is no drag when opening
and closing the throttle.
Make sure that choke valve operation is smooth by
moving the choke linkage.

(2) No.4 CARBURETOR

(3)THROTTLE STOP SCREW

Close the choke valve by turning the choke linkage.
Release the choke linkage and make sure that it
returns smoothly.

(2) No.3 ADJUSTING SCREW

CARBURETOR INSTALLATION
Installation is essentially the reverse of removal.

NOTE
Route the throttle and choke cables properly
(page 1- 9 to 1 - 11)
Perform the following inspections and adjustments.

Throttle operation (page 3·5).
Carburetor choke (page 3·6).
Carburetor idle speed (page 3·12).
Carburetor synchronization (page 3- 11).

(3) No.1 ADJUSTING SCREW

(1) No.2 ADJUSTING SCREW
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PILOT SCREW ADJUSTMENT
IDLE DROP PROCEDURE
NOTE

The pilot screws are factory pre-set and no
adjustment is necessary unless the pilot
screws are replaced (page 4-8) .
Use a tachometer with graduations of 50
rpm or smaller that w ill accurately indicate
a 50 rpm change.
1. Turn each pilot screw clockwise until it seats
lightly and back it out to the specification
given. This is an initial setting prior to the final
pilot screw adjustment.
INITIAL OPENING: 2·1 /2 turns out
CAUTION

Damage to th e pilo t screw seat will occur
if the pilot screw is tightened against the

seat.
2. Warm up the engine to operating temperature.
Stop and go driving for 10 minutes is sufficient.
3. Attach a tachometer according to its manufacturer's instructions.
4. Adjust the idle speed with the throttle stop
screw.
IDLE SPEED: 1,000 ± 100 rpm

5. Turn each pilot screw 112 turn out from the
initial setting.
6. If the engine speed increases by 50 rpm or
more, turn each pilot screw out by successive
112 turn until engine speed drops by 50 rpm or
less.
7. Adjust the idle speed with the throttle stop
screw.
8. Turn the No.1 carburetor pilot screw in until
the engine speed drops 50 rpm.
9. Turn the No. 1 carburetor pilot screw 1 turn
out from the position obtained in step 8.
10. Adjust the idle speed with the throttle stop
screw.
11. Perform steps 8, 9 and 10 for the No.2, 3 and
4 carburetor pilot screws.
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FUEL SYSTEM
(1) FUE L LEVEL

FUEL TANK

SENSOR COUPLER

Do not aI/ow flames or sparks near gasoline.

Wipe up spilled gasoline at 01lce.
Remove the both frame side covers and seat.
Tu rn the fuel valve OF F and disconnect the fuel line
at the fuel tank outlet tube.
Disconnect the fuel level sensor wire coupler.
Remove the two fuel tank mounting bolts and fuel
tank.

Turn the fuel valve ON and drain the fuel into a
clean container.

Check the vent hole of the filler cap for blockage.
Check that fuel is flowing out of the fuel valve
freely.

(3) FUEL LINE

Make sure that there are no fuel leaks.

~

\8 "~::=:::::::::::~

~
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VF1000F

AIR CLEANER
CASE/ CHAMBER
Check the air cleaner case seal rubbers for deterioration.

CRANKCASE VENTILATION SYSTEM
Check that the breather tube is not restricted.

(1) AIR CLEANER COVER

J
(4)

(5) BREATHER
HOSES

(7)
::::,......-_ SEAL RUBBER

(9)INLET AIR DUCTS
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(8) AI R CLEANER CASE
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FUEl PUMP

FU EL SYSTEM
(1 I FU EL PUMP REL AY

IN SPECT ION

(21 JAMPER WIRE

Remove the left frame side cover.
Turn the fuel valve and ignition switch off.
Disconnect the fuel pump relay coupler and short

the white and black wire terminals with a jam per

wire.

(1 I FUEL LINE
Disconnect the fuel line at the fuel line joint and

hold a graduated beaker under the tube.

Turn the ignition switch on and let fuel flows into
the beaker for 5 seconds, then turn the ignition

switch off. Multiply the amount in the beaker by 12
to determine the fuel
minute.

pump flow capacity per

FUEL PUMP FLOW CAPACITY:
900 cc (30 US OZ, 32 Imp ozi :t 10%/minute

(1) COOLANT RESERVE TANK

(2) BOL TS

REMOVAl/INSTALLATION

Do not allow flames or sparks near gasoline.
Wipe up spilled gasoline at once.
Remove the seat and left frame side cover.
Remove the coolant reserve tank and electric panel
from the frame by removing the two mount bolts.

4-1 8
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FUEL SYSTEM

(1) COUPLER
Disconnect the fuel pump wire coupler .
Disconnect the fuel inlet and outlet tubes from the
fuel pump.

Remove the two fuel pump mounting bolts and the
pump.

(2) FUEL PUMP (3) OUTLET TUBE

Install the fuel pump in the reverse order of reo
moval.
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(4)INLET TUBE
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.,
60-70 N'm
(6.0-7.0 kg·m, 43-51 ft·lb)

35-45 N·m
(3.5-4.5 kg·m, 25-33 ft·lb)

.,
35-45 N·m
(3.5-4.5 kg·m, 25-33 ft·lb)

~~

10-15N·m
(1.0-1.5 kg·m,
7-11 ft·lb)

35-45 N'm
(3.5-4.5 kg·m, 25-33 ft ·lb)

"

35-45 N·m
(3.5-4.5 kg·m,
25-33 ft·lb)

30-40 N·m
(3.0-4.0 kg·m, 22-29 ft·lb)
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ENGINE REMOVAL/INSTALLATION

SERVICE INFORMATION

5-1

ENGINE REMOVAL

5-2

ENGINE INSTALLATION
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SERVICE INFORMATION
GENERAL
•

A floor jack or other adjustable support is required to support and maneuver the engine .

•

The following parts or components can be serviced with the engine installed in the frame:
Clutch
A l t e r n a t o r ' Cooling system
• Gearshift linkage
• Starter motor
• Front cylinder head
• Carburetors
The muffler of the VF1000F is black chromeplated. To clean the muffler, use a soft sponge and flush with sufficient water.
After washing, let it dry and coat with non-compounded silicon wax.
Apply a heat-resist and black paint if the black chrome plating is scratched or scored .

•

SPECIFICATIONS
Engine dry weight

Oil capacity

92.5 kg 12041b)
3.5 liters 13.7 U.S. qt)

TORQUE VALUES
Engine rear upper hanger bolt

50-54 N·m (5.0 - 5.4 kg-m, 36-39 ft-Ib)
60-70 N·m (6.0- 7.0 kg-m, 43-51 ft-Ib)

Engine rear lower hanger bolt
Engine center hanger bolts
Engine front hanger bolts
Sub-frame bolts
Exhaust chamber mount bolts
Gearshift arm bolt

35-45 N·m
24-30 N·m
35-45 N·m
35-45 N·m
30-40 N-m
10- 15 N·m

Drive sprocket bolt

(3.5-4.5 kg-m, 25-33 ft-Ib)

(2.4-3.0 kg-m, 17-22 ft-Ib)
(3.5 - 4.5 kg-m, 25-33 ft-Ib)
(3_5-4.5 kg-m, 25-33 ft-Ib)
(3.0-4.0 kg-m, 22-29 ft-Ib)
(1.0-1.5 kg-m, 7-11 ft-Ib)
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ENGINE REMOVAL
Place the motorcycle on its center stand.

Remove the seat, right and left fram e side covers.
Remove the fairing and fuel tank.

Drain the engine oil (page 2·3) and coolant (page

6 ·31.
Remove the following components:
lower radiator (page 6 -5 1.

-

carburetors (page 4·3).

(1) STARTER MOTOR CABLE

(2) TERMINAL NUT

Disconnect the starter motor cable at the starter
motor by removing the terminal nut.

(3) STARTER MOTOR

(1) MUFFLER MOUNT BOLT
Loosen the muffler clamp bolts and remove the
muffler mount bolts and right and left mufflers.
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ENGINE REMOVAL/INSTALLATION

Remove the front ex haust pipe joint nuts.

(1) REAR EXHAUST PIPE CLAMP BOLTS

-.}

Loosen the rear exhaust pipe clamp bolts.

(1) STARTER MOTOR CABLE

Remove the exhaust chamber mount bolts and
exhaust chamber/ pipes from the engine.
Remove the starter motor cable from the clamps on

the right crankcase cover.

(2)

~"""""") CHAMB ER

(3) MOUNT BOL T
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VF1000F

Remove the thermostat housing by loosening water
hose bands and removing the mount bolt .

(31 MOUNT BOLT

(11 CLUTCH SLAVE CYLINDER (21 CRANKCASE BREATHER TUBE
Remove the clutch slave cylinder by removing three
mount bolts.

NOTE
Do not operate the clutch lever after removing the clutch slave cylinder; It will cause difficulty when reinstalling the slave cylinder.
Remove the gearshift arm from the shift spindle.

Remove the drive sprocket cover by removing two
bolts.
Loosen the two water hose bands and remove the
hose.

(31 WATER HOSE

Loosen the tube bands and remove the crankcase
breather tube.

(11 REAR AXLE NUT

Loosen the drive chain adjusting lock nuts and

bolts.
Loosen the rear ax Ie nut and push the rear wheel
forward.

L
(21 ADJUSTING
BOLT
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ENGINE REMOVAL/INSTALLATION

Rem ove the drive sprocket bolt and sprocket from

the countershaft and drive chain.

(2) DRI VE SPROCKET (3) DRIVE CHAIN

(1) ALTERNATOR WIRE COUPLER
Di sconnect the alternator wire coupler and neutral
switch wire connector.

(2) NEUTRAL SWITCH
WI RE CONNECTOR
111 CRANKCASE
(2) PULSE GENERATOR
BREATHER TUBE
CONNECTOR
D isconnect the pulse generator wire coupler.

Disconnect the battery ground cable at the battery
negati ve (-) terminal.
Disconnect the crankcase breather tube from the
rear cylinder head cover.
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Place the floor jack or other adjustable support
under the engine.

NOTE
The jack height must be continuously adjust·

ed to relieve stress from bolts that are being
removed.
Remove the engine hanger bolts from the right side.
Remove the frame-to-sub-frame bolt.

(1) SUB·FRAME
Disconnect the crankcase breather hose.
Remove the engine hanger bolts and nuts from the
left side.

Remove the sub-frame bolts.
Carefully lower the engine and remove it from the
left side.

ENGINE INSTAllATION
Check the engine mount rubbers for damage and
replace if necessary.
Install the engine mount rubbers.
Engine installation is essentially the reverse of
removal.
Use a floor jack or other adjustable support to
carefully manuever the engine into place.
CAUTION

Carefully align mounting points with the jack
to prevent damage to mounting bolt threads

( 11
~ SUB·FRAME
. Ii BO TS (2) CENTER

-,;;..,

"

-,
(3) REAR UPPER
ER BOLTS HANGER BOLT

and wire harness and cables.
Tighten all fasteners to the torque values given on

page 5·1.

NOTE
Route the wires and cables properly (pages

1-9 thru 1-11!.
Fill the crankcase to the proper level with

the recommended oil (page 2·1).
Fill the cooling system (page 6·3).
Perform the following inspection and adjustments;

Throttle operation (page 3·5).
Clutch (page 3- 171.
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(4) FRONT HANGER (5) REAR LOWER HANGER (6) SUB·FRAME
BOLTS
BOLTS
BOL T
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SERVICE INFORMATION
GENERAL

Do not remove the radiator cap when the engine is hOI. The coolant is under pressure and severe scalding could result.
The engine must be cool before servicing the cooling system.
•

Use only distilled water and ethylene glycol in the cooling system. A 50 - 50 mixture is recommended for max imum corro-

•
•

sion protection, Do not use alcohol-based antifreeze.
Add coolant at the reserve tank. Do not remove the radiator cap except to refill or drain the system.
All cooling system service can be done with the engine in the frame.

•

Avoid spilling coolant on painted surfaces.

•
•

After servicing the system, check for leaks with a cooling system tester.
Refer to Section 20 for fan motor thermostatic switch and temperature sensor inspections.

SPECIFICATIONS
Radiator cap rel ief pressure

75-105 kPa (0.75-1.05 kg/cm', 10.7-14.9 psi)

F reezing point (Hydrometer test):

55% Distilled water + 45% ethylene glycol: _32°C (_ 25° F)
50% Distilled water + 50% ethylene glycol: _ 37°C I_34° F)
45% Distilled water + 55% ethylene glycol: -44. 5°C (_48°F)

Coolant capacity:
Rad iator and engine
Reser ve tank
Total system

3.0 liters 13.18 US qt, 2.64 imp qt)
0.4 liters 10.42 US qt, 0.35 imp qt)
3.4 liters 13.6 US qt, 2.99 imp qti

Thermostat

8egins to open: 80° to 84°C (176° to 183°F)
Valve lift: Minimum of 8 mm at 95°C (0.315 in at 203°F)

80iling point (with 50 - 50 mixture):

Unpressurized: 107.7°C (226°F)
Cap on , pressurized: 125.6°C (258°F)

TROUBLESHOOTING
Engine temperature too high

Engine temperature too. low

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1. Faulty temperature gauge or gauge sensor
2. Thermostat stuck open

Faulty temperature gauge or gauge sensor
Thermostat stuck closed
Faulty radiator cap
Insufficient coolant
Passages blocked in radiator, hoses, or water jacket
Fan blades bent
Faulty fan motor

Coolant leak,
1. Faulty pump mechanical seal
2. Deteriorated O-rings
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SYSTEM TESTING
COOLANT
Remove the frame left side cover and reserve tank

111 ANTIFREEZE
TESTER

cap.
Test the coolant mixture with an antifreeze tester.
For maximum corrosion protection, a 50-50%
solution of ethylene glycol and distilled water is
recommended .

111 COOLING SYSTEM TESTER

RADIATOR CAP INSPECTION
Remove the fairing and radiator cap.

The engine must be cool before removing the
eap.
Pressure test the radiator cap. Replace the radiator

cap if it does not hold pressure, or if relief pressure
is too high or too low . It must hold specified

pressure for at least six seconds.
NOTE

Before installing the cap on the tester , apply
water to sealing surfaces.

121 RADIATOR CAP

RADIATOR CAP RELIEF PRESSURE:

75-105 kPa (0.75-1.05 kg/em', 10.7-14.9 psi)

SYSTEM PRESSURE TEST
Remove the fairing and radiator cap.
Pressurize the radiator, engine and hoses, and check
for leaks.
CAUTION

Excessive pressure can damage the radiator.
Do not exceed J.05 kg/em' (J 4.9 Psi)
Repair or replace components if the system will not
hold specified pressure for at least six seconds.

111 COOLING SYSTE.M TESTER
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COOLING SYSTEM

COOLANT REPLACEMENT
The engine must be cool before serpicing the
cooling system, or severe scalding may result.
Remove the fairing.
Remove the radiator cap.

Remove the lower cowl.
Drain the coolant from the front cylinders by

removing the drain bolts.

I

(1) LOWER COWL

Drain the coolant from the rear cylinders and water

pump by removing the drain bolt at the water pump
cover.
Drain the coolant from the radiators by removing

the drain bolt on the sub·frame.
Replace the drain bolts after making sure their sealing washers are in good condition.

Fill the system with a 50-50 mixture of distilled
water and ethylene glycol.
Bleed air from the cooling system.
• Start the engine and run until there are no air
bubbles in the coolant, and the level stabilizes.
• Stop the engine and add coolant up. to the proper
level if necessary.
•

Reinstall the radiator cap.

• Check the level of coolant in the reserve tank and
fill to the correct level if the level is low.
• Install the lower cowl.

(3) SUB ·FRAME

(4) DRAIN BOLT
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'''''''''''-"T HOUSING COVER

REMOVAL
Remove the fairing.

Drain the coolant (page 6·3).
Remove the thermostat housing cover by loosening
the water hose band and removing the two cover

bolts.

(3)BOLTS

Remove the thermostat from the housing.

""""'--

(11 THERMOSTAT

(2) HOUSING

INSPECTION
Inspect thermostat visually for damage.
Suspend the thermostat in heated water to check its
operation.

NOTE
If the thermostat or thermometer touches the
pan, you'll get a false reading.
Replace thermostat if valve stays open at room
temperature, or if it responds at temperatures other
than those specified.

Technical Data
Start to open

80° to 84°C (176° - 183° F)

Valve lift

8 mm minimum (0.31 in)
when heated to 95°C (203°F)
for five minutes.
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COOLING SYSTEM
(1) THERMOSTAT

INSTALLATION
Install the thermostat into the housing.

(1) BOLTS

(2) WATER HOSE BAND

Install the thermostat housing cover into the water

hose.
Install a new O-ring onto the cover and the cover

onto the housing and tighten the two cover bolts
and water hose band.

Fill the cooling system (page 6·3) .
Install the fairing.

(3) T HERMOSTAT HOUSING COVER

RADIATORS/COOLING FANS

(1)HOSE BANDS

LOW ER RADIATOR REMOVAL
Turn the ignition switch off and disconnect the

battery negative cable from the battery.
Remove the fairing and lower cowl.

Drain the coolant Ipage 6·3).
D isconnect the fan motor wire couplers.

Loosen the water hose bands and disconnect the
water hoses from the lower radiator.
Remove the three radiator mount bolts and the
lower radiator.
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LOWER RADIATOR/ COOLING FAN
DISASSEMBLY
Remove the radiator grille and side covers by removing the screws.

Remove the cooling fan / motors by removing the
mount nuts.

(

11
Remove the fan from the motor by removing the
nut.
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COOLING SYSTEM
(1) FAN MOTOR

Remove the washer from the motor shaft.

Remove the fan motor from the fan shroud by reo

moving the th ree screws.

LOWER RADIATOR INSPECTION
Inspect the radiator soldered joints and seams for
leaks.
Blow dirt out from between core fins with compressed air. If insects, etc., are clogging the radiator,

wash them off with low pressure water.

LOWER RADIATOR ASSEMBLY/
INSTALLATION
Assemble and

install the lower radiator in the

reverse order of disassembly and removal.
NOTE

Apply a locking agent to the fan motor
shaft threads before installing the fan
mount nut.
Install the fan motor with longer wire onto

the left side of the radiator.
After installation, fill the cooling system Ipage 6·3).
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(1) UPPER RADIATOR LOWER COVER

UPPER RADIATOR REMOVAL
Remove the fairing and lower cowl.

Drain the coolant (page 6·3).
Remove the radiator lower cover by removing the

two screws.

(2) SCREWS

(l)OVERFLOWTUBE

Disconnect the coolant overflow tube from the
filler neck.
Loosen the hose band and remove the filler neck

from the upper radiator.

r

(2) HOSE BAND (3) FILLER NECK

Remove the horn mount bolt and horn.
Remove the upper radiator shroud by re moving two

bolts.

(3) UPPER RADIATOR SHROUD
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COOLING SYSTEM
(1) BOLTS

(2) HOSE BANO

Disconnect the wire coupler from the thermostatic
switch on the upper radiator .

Loosen the hose bands and disconnect the water
hoses from the radiator.

Remove the two upper radiator mount bolts and the
radiator from the frame.

(3) HOS E BANO

(4) THERMOSTATIC SWITCH WIRE COUPL ER

UPP ER RADIATOR INSPECTION
Inspect the radiator soldered joints and seams for

leaks.
Blow dirt out from between core fins with compressed air . If insects, etc ., are clogging the radiator,

wash them off with low pressure water.

UPPER RA DI ATOR INSTALLATION
Install the upper radiator in the reverse order of

removal.
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WATER PUMP
MECHANICAL SEAL INSPECTION
Inspect the telltale hole for signs of mechanical seal

coolant leakage.
Replace the water pump as an assembly if the
mechanical seal is leaking.

(2) TELLTALE HOLE

REMOVAL
Drain the coolant Ipage 6-3).
Remove the clutch slave cylinder.

NOTE
Do not operate the clutch lever after removing

the clutch slave cylinder. To do so will cause
difficulty in reinstalling the slave cylinder.

Remove the gearshift arm from the shift shaft.
Remove the drive sprocket cover.

ER BOLTS
Disconnect the water hose from the water pump
cover.
Remove the water pump cover bolts and cover.
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COOLING SYSTEM

Remove the water pipe clamp bolt.

Loosen the water hose bands.
Pull off the water pump from the crankcase.
Remove the water pipe from the water pump.

INSPECTION
Check the water pump for mechanical seal leakage
and bearing deterioration.
Replace the water pump as an assembly if necessary.

(3) O·RING

@~
(4) WATER PUMP COVER

INSTALLATION
Apply a coat of clean engine oil to a new a-ring and
install it in the water pump groove.
Align the water pump shaft groove with the oil
pump shaft and insert the water pump in the
crankcase.

(3) O·RING
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Insert a new O-ring over the end of the water pipe.
Connect the water pipe to the pump hose and water
pipe cap.

Install the dowel pins and install a new O-ring in the
groove of the water pump cover.

Install the water pump cover and torque the bolts.

Connect the water inlet hose.
Install the drive sprocket cover, gearshift arm and
clutch slave cylinder.

Fill the cooling system (page 6-3).
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SERVICE INFORMATION
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AIR BLEEDING

CLUTCH COVER REMOVAL
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CLUTCH DISASSEMBLY
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CLUTCH MASTER CYLINDER
CLUTCH SLAVE CYLINDER

CLUTCH ASSEMBLY
STARTER CLUTCH ASSEMBLY
CLUTCH COVER INSTALLATION

7-10
7-10
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7-17
7-20
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26-30 N' m
- - - (2.6-3.0 kg-m,
19-22 ft-Ib)
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SERVICE INFORMATION
GENERAL
• This section covers removal and installation of the clutch hydraulic system, clutch and starter clutch.
•
•

DOT·4 brake fluid is used fo r the hydraulic clutch and is referred to as clutch fluid in the section. Do not use other types
of fluid as they are not compatible.
Clutch maintenance can be done with the engine in the frame.

SPECIFICATIONS

Clutch master cylinder

Clutch slave cylinder

Clutch

STANDARD

SERVICE LIMIT

Cylinder 1.0.

14 .000 -1 4.043 mm 10.5512 - 0.5524 in)

14.06 mm (0.553 in)

Piston 0 .0 .

13.957 - 13.984 mm (0.5495 - 0.5506 in)

13.94 mm (0.549 in)

Cylinder 1.0.

33 .600 - 33.622 mm (1 .3228 -1. 3253 in)

33.68 mm (1 .326 in)

Piston 0 .0.

33.550-33.575 mm (1. 3209 -1 .3218 in)

33 .53 mm (1. 320 in)

Outer guide 1.0.

29.995 - 30.012 mm (1.1809 - 1.1816 in)

30.08 mm (1. 184 in)

4.4 mm (0.17 in)
74.414-74.440 mm 12.9297-2.9307 in)

4.2 mm (0.165 in)
74.47 mm 12.932 in)

57 .755 - 57.768 mm (2.2738-2.2743 in)

57 .72 mm (2.272 in)

Disc thickness

3.72-3 .88 mm (0.1 47-0.153 in)

3.1 mm (0.12 in)

Plate warpage

-

0.30 mm (0.012 in)

Spring free height
Clutch center B 1.0.

One way clutch
inner 0 .0.

Starter clutch

Driven gear 0 .0 .

47 .175-47.200 mm (1.8573-1.8583 in)

TORQUE VALUES
Primary drive gear

Clutch lock nut
Starter clutch

85 - 105 N'm (8.5 - 10.5 kg-m , 61-76 ft-Ib)
80 - 90 N'm {8.0-9.0 kg-m, 58 - 65 ft-Ibl
26 - 30 N·m (2 .6 - 3.0 kg-m , 19 - 22 ft-Ib)

TOOLS
Special
Snap ring pliers
Gear holder
Lock nut wrench

07914 - 3230001
07924 - ME90000
07916 - 4220000

Common

Extension
Driver
Attachment, 37 x 40 mm
Pilot, 40 mm
Universal holder
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TROUBLESHOOTING
Clutch lever soft or spongy

Motocycle creeps with clutch disongaged

1. Air bubbles in hydraulic system

1. Air bubbles in hydraulic system

2. Low fluid level
3. Hydraulic system leaking

2.
3.
4.
5.

Clutch le.er too hard
1. Sticking piston(s)
2. Clogged hydraulic system

Low fluid level
Hydraulic system leak ing

Hydraulic system sticking
Plates warped

Excessive lever pressure
1. Hydraulic system stick ing

Clutch slips
1. Hydraulic system st icking

2 . Lifter mechan ism damaged

2 . Discs worn
3. Springs weak

Clutch operation feels rough
1. Outer drum slots rough

2. Sticking piston(s)
Clutch will not disengage
1. Air bubbles in hydraulic system

2. Low flu id level
3. Hydraulic system leaking
4. Hydraulic system st icking

5. Plates warped
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CLUTCH FLUID REPLACEMENT/
AIR BLEEDING
Check the fluid level with the fluid reservoir parallel
to the ground .
CAUTION

install the diaphragm on the reservoir when
operating the clutch lever. Failure to do so
will allow clutch fluid to squirt out of the
reservoir during clutch operation.
A void spilling fluid on painted surfaces.
Place a rag over the tuel tank whenever
the system is serviced.
(1) LOWER LEVEL

(1) BLEED HOSE

(2) BLEED VALVE

CLUTCH FLUID DRAINING
Connect a bleed hose to the bleed valve.
Loosen the slave cylinder bleed valve and pump the
clutch lever.
Stop operating the lever when no fluid flows out of

the bleed valve.

CLUTCH FLUID FILLING
Connect the Brake Bleeder to the bleed valve.
Pump the brake bleeder and loosen the bleed valve.

Add the clutch fluid when the fluid level in the
master cylinder reservoir is low.
Repeat above procedure until air bubbles do not
appear in the brake hose.

NOTE

If air is entering the bleeder from around the
bleed valve threads, seal the threads with
tetran tape .
If the brake bleeder not available, fill the system as
follow :
Close the bleed valve, fill the reservoir, and install
the diaphragm.
Pump up the system pressure with the lever until
there are no air bubbles in the fluid flowing out of
the reservoir small hole and lever resistance is felt.
Then bleed the system.
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CLUTCH SYSTEM

AIR BLEEDING
NOTE
Check the clutch fluid level often while bleed·
ing clutch to prevent air from being pumped

into the system.
1I Squeeze the clutch lever, open the bleed valve
1/2 turn then close the bleed valve.
NOTE
Do not release the clutch lever until the bleed

valve has been closed again.
21 Release the clutch lever slowly and wait several
seconds after it reachs the end of its travel.

Repeat the above until bubbles cease to appear in
the fluid at the end of the hose.
Tighten the bleed valve.
TORQUE: 4-7 N·m (40-70 kg-em, 35-61 in-Ib)
Fill the clutch fluid reservoir to the upper level.

CLUTCH MASTER CYLINDER
DISASSEMBL Y
Drain clutch fluid from the hydraulic system.
Remove the rear view mirror and clutch lever.
Disconnect the clutch switch wires and remove the
clutch hose.
CAUTION

A void spilling clutch fluid on painted surfaces.
place a rag over the fuel tank whenever the
clutch system is serviced.
NOTE
When removing the oil bolt, cover the end of

the hose to prevent contamination and secure
the hose.
Remove the master cylinder.

Remove the push rod, boot and snap ring from the
master cylinder body.

(1) SNAP RING PLIERS 07914-3230001
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Remove the following:
- piston and secondary cup .
- primary cup and spring.

- clutch switch, if necessary.

MASTER CYLINDER I.D. INSPECTION
Measure the master cylinder 1.0.
Check the master cylinder for scores, scratches
or nicks.
SERVICE LIMIT: 14.06 mm (0.553 in)

MASTER PISTON O.D. INSPECTION
Measure the master piston 0.0.
SERVICE LIMIT : 13.94 mm (0.549 in)
Check the pr imary and secondary cups for damage

before assembly .
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CLUTCH SYSTEM
(1) RESERVOIR COVER

ASSEMBLY
CAUTION

Handle Ihe masler piston, spring, primary
cup and secondary cup as a sel.

~
~?HOLDER
(3)

Coat ali part; with clean brake flu id before assemb·
Iy.
Install the spring, primary cup and piston.
CAUTION

fP?___ (4) CLUTCH LEVER

When inslalling Ihe cups, do nOI allow Ihe lips
to turn inside out.
Install the snap ring making sure it is seated firmly

1/

PIVOT BOLT

(5) SPRING

(6)

PRIMARY CUP

in the groove. Then install the boot and push rod.
I nstall the clutch switch, if it was removed.

171 PISTON AND
/

SECONDARY CUP

~~
~

(12) CLUTCH

SWITCH

(8)SNAPRING

/(9)

BOOT

Id~~~HROD

~&

/

(11) PUSH ROD END PIECE

Place the master cylinder on the handlebar and
install the holder with the "UP" mark facing up and
the two mounting bolts.
Align the mark of the holder with the handlebar
punch mark.

Tighten the top bolt first, then the bottom bolt.
Install the oil hose with the bolt and its two sealing

washers.
Install the push rod end piece into the clutch lever
hole and install the clutch lever.
Connect the clutch switch wires to the switch

terminals.
Fill the reservoir

and

bleed the clutch

system

Ipage 7·4).
(3) "UP"

ARK (4) MARK

(5) CLUTCH HOSE
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CLUTCH SLAVE CYLINDER

(1) SLAVE CY LI NDER

VF1000F

(2) OIL BOLT

DISASSEMB L Y
Place a container under the slave cylinder . remove

the oil bolt and disconnect the clutch hose.

NOTE
Avo id spilling clutch fluid on painted sur·
faces .
Remove the slave cylinder.

Remove the piston from the cylinder.
If piston removal is hard, place a shop towel over
the piston to cushion the piston when it is expelled,
and position the cylinder with the piston down.
Apply compressed air to the fluid inlet to remove

the piston . Use the air in short spurts.

(1) AIR NOZZLE

(1) SPRING
Remove the spring from the slave cylinder .

Remove the oil and piston seals.
Clean the piston groove with clutch fluid .
Check the piston spring for weakness or damage.

(2) OIL SEAL

7-8
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CLUTCH SYSTEM

PISTON 0.0. INSPECTION
Check the piston for scoring or scratches.
Measure the outside diameter of the piston with a
micrometer.

SERVICE LIMIT: 33.53 mm 11.320 in)

CYLINDER 1.0. INSPECTION
Check the slave cylinder for scoring or scratches.

Measure the inside diameter of the cYlinder bore.
SERVICE LIMIT: 33.68 mm (1.326 in)

ASSEMBLY
11) OIL SEAL

Assemble the slave cylinder in the reverse order of
disassembly. The oil seals must be replaced with

new ones whenever they have been removed.
Lubricate the piston and piston seal with a medium
grade of Hi·Temperature silicone grease or brake
fluid before assemb ly .

Be certain the piston seal is seated in the piston
groove. Place the piston in the cylinder with the
seal end facing out.

..

(2)
PISTON SEAL

14)

SLAVE CYLINDER
BODY

-.

(6) SILI CONE
G REASE

7 -9
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Install the insulator and slave cylinder.
Connect the clutch hose with the oil bolt and the

two seal ing washers.
Fill the clutch fluid reservoir and bleed the clutch
system (page 7-4).

CLUTCH COVER REMOVAL

(1) CLUTCH COVE R

Drain the engine oil.

Remove the clutch cover, gasket and dowel pins.

STARTER CLUTCH DISASSEMBLY
Remove the pulse generator (page 1 9-41-

Remove the starter idle gear shaft and gear.
Remove the idler gear by rotating the starter clutch
clockwise with a wrench, or by rotating the idler
gear clockwise to turn the starter motor shaft

counterclockwise.

(2) IOLER GEAR SHAFT

7-10
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Hold the primary gear with the gear holder and
remove the bolt.
Remove the starter clutch .

CLUTCH SYSTEM

(11 GEAR HOLDER 07924 - ME90000

Shift the primary driven sub gear with a screw ·

driver to take preload off the primary drive gear
and remove the primary drive gear.

(41 STARTER DRIVEN GEAR
Remove the starter driven gear and needle bearing
from the starter clutch .
Inspect the rollers for smooth operation.
Remove the starter clutch cover by removing

(31 NEEDLE BEARING

Remove the clutch rollers , plungers and springs.
Check the rollers for excessive wear.

~~C§}

(2I STARTER CLUTCH

the three bolts.

111

SPRI~

i7I ROLLER

~ ,J

.
<,

!

'

~~

~~ ' ~ . '
~

~

0[-

(61 PLUNGER

(51 STARTER CLUTCH COVER
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STARTER DRIVEN GEAR INSPECTION
Inspect the driven gear for damage or e)(cessive
wear .
Measure the driven gear 0.0 .

SERVICE LIMIT: 47.16 mm (1.857 in)

CLUTCH DISASSEMBLY
Remove the snap ring, clutch lifter plate, bearing,

lifter guide and lifter rod.

Shift the transmission into 5th gear and apply the
rear brake.

NOTE
If the engine is not in the frame, shift the

transmission into gear and use the universal
holder (07725-0030000) to hold the drive
sprocket.
Remove the lock nut and lock washer.

Remove the clutch spring set plate, clutch spring
and two washers.

(31 LOCK NUT WRENCH
07916-422000
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CLUTCH SYSTEM
(1) DISCS AND PLATES

(2) CLUTCH PRESSURE PLATE

Remove the clutch pressure plate.
Remove the clutch plates and discs.

(1) CLUTCH CENTER B

Remove clutch center B and the one-way clutch as
an assembly.

Remove clutch center A and washer.
Remove the starter clutch (page 7-10).
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Remove the clutch outer and outer guide.

(2) CLUTCH OUTER GUIDE

INSPECTION
CLUTCH SPRING
Measure the height of the clutch spring.
SERVICE LIMIT: 4.2 mm 10.165 inl

Replace the spring if it is shorter than the service
limit.

CLUTCH DISC

Repla ce the clutch d iscs if they show signs of
scoring or discoloration .

Measure the thickness of each disc.
SERVICE LIMIT: 3.1 mm (0.12 in)

Replace any discs that are thinner than the service
limit.
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CLUTCH PLATE
Check for plate warpage on a surface plate, using
a feeler gauge.
SERVICE LIMIT: 0.30 mm (0.012 in)

ONE WAY CLUTCH INSPECTION
Inspect the one way clutch for smooth operation.

Check the rollers for excessive wear.

Measure the I. D. of clutch center B.

SERVICE LIMIT: 74.47 mm (2.932 in)

CLUTCH SYSTEM

~HOND.A
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CLUTCH SYSTEM
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Measure the 0 .0. of the one way clutch inner.

SERVICE LIMIT: 57.72 mm (2.272 in)

(1) SLOT

INSPECTION
CLUTCH OUTER
Check the slots in the clutch outer for nicks, cuts
or indentations made by the friction d iscs.

Check the clutch outer needle bearing for damage
or excessive play.
If the needle bearing is difficult to remove from the

clutch housing, use the following tools:
Driver: 07749- 0010000
Attachment, 42 x 47 mm: 07746-0010300
Pilot, 40 mm: 07746-0040900

CLUTCH OUTER GUIDE
Measure the 1.0 . of the clutch outer guide.

SERVICE LIMIT: 30.0B mm (1.IB4 in)
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CLUTCH SYSTEM

CLUTCH ASSEMBLY
Install the clutch outer guide over the mainshaft.
Install the needle bearing into the clutch outer.

Align the holes in the clutch outer with the pins
on the oil pump drive sprocket and install the

clutch outer over the guide.

(1 ) CLUTCH CENTER A

(2) WASHER

Install clutch center A and the washer.
Install the starter clutch (page 7-20).

(2 ) CLUTCH CENTER B

Place the clutch center B with the grooved side
facing down .
Install the one-way clutch into the clutch center B

with its flanged cage facing up.
Install the clutch inner into the one-way clutch with
its grooves facing up. Turn it counterclockwise as
you install it-

(3) ONE-WA

CLUTCH

(4) CLUTCH INNER
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(1) CLUTCH CENTER B (Turns clock wi se)
Install the one·way clutch /clutch center B assembly
over the mainshaft.
NOTE
Make sure the one way clutch assembly is
installed correctly by turning the clutch
center B. The clutch center should turn clock·
wise freely and should not turn counter-

clockwise.

12) ONE·WAY CLUTCH

Coat the discs and plates with clean engine oil,
and install them.

(1) CLUTCH PRESSURE PLATE
Install the clutch pressure plate.

7-18
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CLUTCH SYSTEM

Install the clutch spring set plate, clutch spring, and
washer.

NOTE

Install the clutch spring with the dished face
towards the inside.

(2) CLUTCH SPRING

(3)

Install the lock washer with its dished face towards
the inside.

Place the transmission in 5th gear.

NOTE
If servicing the clutch with the engine out

of the frame, shift the transmission into gear
and hold the drive sprocket with the
HOLDE R 07725-0030000.
TORQUE:
80-90 N'm (8.0-9.0 kg-m, 58-65 ft-Ibl

(1I LOCK NUT WRENCH
07916 - 4220000
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Install the clutch lifted rod.
Install the clutch lifter plate, lifter guide and bearing.

(2) LIFTER PLATE (3)

Install the snap ring.

(1) SNAP RING

STARTER CLUTCH ASSEMBLY
Install the primary drive gear onto the crankshaft
while moving the primary driven gear with a screwdriver.

Install the thrust washer on the crankshaft.

7-20
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CLUTCH SYSTEM

Install the springs, plungers and rollers into the

starter clutch.
Install the dowel pin.
Install the starter clutch cover aligning the dowel
pin hole with the dowel pin and tighten the bolts.

TORQUE: 26-30 N·m (2.6-3.0 kg-m, 19-22 ft-Ib)
NOTE

Apply a locking agent to the bolt threads.

(4) CLUTCH COVER

(1)STARTER DRIVER GEAR

Install the starter driven gear by turning it clockwise.

Align the punch marks on the starter clutch and

crankshaft and install the starter clutch .
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Hold the primary gear with the gear holder (07924MC7Q0021 and tighten the primary gear bolt.

(1) GEAR HOLDER 07924 - ME90000

TOROUE:
85-105 N'm (8.5-10.5 kg-m. 61-76 ft-Ibl

Install the starter idler gear and shaft.

CLUTCH COVER INSTAllATION

(11 GASKET

Install the dowel pins and a new gasket.

(21 DOWEL PINS
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Install the clutch cover.

FiJI the crankcase with oil (page 2·3).
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GEARSHIFT LINKAGE
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SERVICE INFORMATION

8-1

TROUBLESHOOTING

8-1

GEARSHIFT LINKAGE REMOVAL

8-2

GEARSHI FT LINKAGE INSTALLATION

8-4

SERVICE INFORMATION
GENERAL
• The gearshift spindle and stopper arms can be serviced with the engine in the frame.
• If the shift forks, drum and transmission require servicing, remove the engine and separate the crankcase.

TROUBLESHOOTING
Hard to shift
1. Air bubbles in the clutch hydraulic system
2. Shift forks bent
3. Shift claw bent
4. Shift drum cam grooves damaged

Transmission jumps out of gear
1. Gear dogs worn
2. Shift shaft bent
3. Shift drum stopper broken
4. Shift forks bent

8-1
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GEARSHIFT LINKAGE

GEARSHIFT LINKAGE REMOVAL
Drain the engine oil (page 2·3).

Remove the gearshift arm from the shift shaft.
Remove the clutch cover and clutch assembly
(Section 7).

Remove the oil pump driven sprocket bolt.
Remove the oil pump drive chain, drive and driven

sprockets.

(1) DRUM STOPPER ARM

Remove the drum stopper arm nut, washer, spring,
collar, and arm.

8-2
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GEARSHIFT LINKAGE

Remove the tab washer.

(1) TAB WASHER

Pull the gearshift spindle assembly out of the crank-

case.

(1 I GEARSHIFT SPINDLE

Remove the neutral stopper arm bolt, arm and
spring and washer.
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GEARSHIFT LINKAGE
(1) SHIFT DRUM CAM PLATE

Remove the shift drum cam plate bolt and cam

plate.

GEARSHIFT LINKAGE INSTALLATION

(1) DOWEL PIN

Install the dowel pin in the hole of the shift drum.
Insert the five pins in the holes of the cam plate.
Align the cam plate hole with the dowel pin on the
shift drum and install the cam plate.
Tighten the bolt securely,

(1) NEUTRAL STOPPER ARM
Install the washer, neutral stopper arm, spring and

arm bolt.
Tighten the arm bolt securely,

8-4
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GEARSHIFT LINKAGE

Assemble the gearsh ift spindle and return spr ing and

install as shown .

(1) RETURN SPRING

Install the tab washer onto the stopper arm bolt.

(1) DRUM cTr>DDcR ARM
Install the drum stopper arm, cottar, spring, washer
and nut over the arm bolt.

Tighten the nut securely.
Rotate the gearshift spindle and check the linkage
for smooth operation .
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GEARSHIFT LINKAGE
(1101 L PUMP ORIVE CHAIN (2IDRIVE SPROCKET

Install the oil pump drive and driven sprockets
with drive chain and tighten the driven sprocket

bolt securely.

NOTE
The driven sprocket has an "IN" mark that

must face the crankcase.

Install the clutch assembly and cover (section 7).

Align the punch marks on the gearshift arm and

gearshift spindle and install the gearshift arm on the
shift shaft.
Fill the crankcase with recommended oil (page 2·31.
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ALTERNATOR

D

85 - 105 N·m
18.5-10.5 kg-m,
61 - 76 ft-Ibl
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ALTERNATOR

SERVICE INFORMATION

9-1

FLYWHEEL REMOVAL

9- 2

STATOR REMOVAL

9-3

STATOR INSTALLATION

9- 3

FL YWHEEL INSTALLATION

9-3

SERVICE INFORMATION
GENERAL
•

This section covers removal and installation of the alternator.
Refer to section 18 for troubleshooting and inspection of the alternator.

TORQUE VALUE
Alternator rotor/ Flywheel bolt

85 - 105 N·m (8.5 - 10.5 kg -m, 61 - 76 ft-Ibl

TOOLS
Common
Flywheel holder
Rotor puller

9-1
L
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07725-0040000
07733-0020001
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ALTERNATOR

flYWHEEL REMOVAL
Place a container under the alternator cover to catch
engine oil.
Remove the alternator cover.

(1) FL YWHEEL HOLDER

07725-0040000

(2) F

Hold the flywheel with the flywheel holder and
remove the flywheel bolt .

(1) ROTOR PULLER

07733- 0020001
Remove the flywheel with the rotor puller.
Remove the woodruff key from the crankshaft.

/'
(2) FLYWHEEL HOLDER

07725- 0040000
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STATOR REMOVAL
Remove the frame left side cover.
Disconnect the alternator wire coupler and free the
alternator wire from the clamp .

(1) ALTERNATOR WI RE COUPLER

Remove the stator by removing the bolts and wire
clamp.

STATOR INSTAllATION
In stall the stator and wire clamp.

Route the al ternator wire properly, secure it with
clamp and connect the alternator wire coupler t o
the main harness.
Install the fram e left side cover.

flYWHEEL INSTALLATION
Install the woodruff key into the crankshaft.
Install the flywheel by aligning its keyway with the
key in the crankshaft.
Hold the flywhee l with the flywheel holder and
torque the flywheel bolt.
TORQUE: 85 - 105 N·m
(8.5-10.5 kg-m, 61 - 76 ft-Ibl

Install the alternator cover.
Check engine oil level and add if necessary (page
2-3).
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8-12 N·m
(0.8- 1.2 kg.m\,
6-~ ft·lb)

~!J

@

~@

~@

@~

:;lrm
10-14 N·m

~

--------~

21-25 N·m
(2.1 - 2.5kg·m, 15-18ft·lb)

.~
~

"

43 - 4 7N·m
14.3-4.7 kg-m, 31 - 34 ft -Ibl

~'

<it:::.~

@

"
JJ.lf
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IN®,.

45-50 N·m
(4.5-5.0 kg·m, 33-36 ft·lb)

~

~~

\\)) k /

"

\
•
I

~

r

43 - 47 N·m
14 .3-4.7 kg·m, 31

10-0

34 ft-Ibl
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CYLINDER HEAD/VALVE

SERVICE INFORMATION

10-1

VALVE GUIDE REPLACEMENT

10-13

TROUBLESHOOTING

10-2

VALVE SEAT INSPECTION!
REFACING

10-14

CAMSHAFT REMOVAL

10-3

CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY

10-15

CYLINDER HEAD REMOVAL

10-7

CYLINDER HEAD INSTALLATION

10-16

CYLINDER HEAD DISASSEMBLY

10-9

CAMSHAFT INSTALLATION

10-19

SERVICE INFORMATION
GENERAL
• The front cylinder head can be removed with the engine in the frame.
• The rear cylinder head cannot be removed with the engine in the frame; however its camshafts and rocker atms can be
serviced with the engin e in the frame.
•

If the cam sprockets of either front or rear cylinder are removed, the valve timing of both cylinders must be checked during
reinstallation .

oil lines. Be sure the oil lines are not clogged.

•

Camshaft lubricating oil is fed through the external

•

During assembly , apply molybdenum disulfide grease to the camshaft holder surfaces to provide initial lubrication.

• The cylinder numbering is given below:

I

-

FRONT

SPECIFICATIONS
STANDARD

Cam height

IN

35.459-35.619 mm (1.3960-1.4023 in)

35.40 mm (1.394 in)

EX

35.459-35.619 mm (1.3960-1.4023 in)

35.40 mm (1.394 in)

-

Runout

Oil clearance

Rocker arm

Rocker arm 1.0.

Valve

Valve stem 0.0.

(0.001 in)

0.131-0.191 mm

(0.0052-0.0075 in)

0.20 mm

(0.008 in)

80th ends

0.027-0.088 mm

(0.0011-0.0035 in)

0.10 mm

(0.004 in)

12.000-12.018 mm (0.4724-0.4731 in)

12.05 mm (0.474 in)

11.966-11.984 mm (0.4711-0.4718 in)

11.93 mm (0.470 in)

IN

5.475-5.490 mm

(0.2156-0.2161 in)

5.47 mm

(0.215 in)

EX

5.455-5.470 mm

(0.2148-0.2154 in)

5.44 mm

(0.214 in)

5.500-5.515 mm

(0.2165-0.2171 in)

5.55 mm

(0.219 in)

IN

0.010-0.040 mm

(0.0004-0.0016 in)

0.08 mm

(0.003 in)

EX

0.030-0.060 mm

(0.0012-0.0024 in)

0.10 mm

(0.004 in)

(0.04 in)

1.3 mm

(0.05 in)

Valve guide 1.0.

Valve seat width

0.03 mm

Center

Shaft 0.0.

Stem -ta-guide clearance

-

1,300 ± 200 kPa
(13 ± 2 kg/em', 184 + 28 psi)

Compression pressu re
Camshaft

SERVICE LIMIT

1.0 mm
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Valve spring

Fr ee le ng th

Preload / length

Cyl inder head

VF1000F

Inner

39.01 mm (1.536 in)

37.7 mm (1.48 in)

Outer

44.94 mm (1.769 in)

43.5 mm (1.71 in)

Inner

5.74- 6.94 kg/ 34.2 mm (12.65-15.30
Ib/ l.35 in)

5.38 kg/34.2 mm
(11.86Ib/1.35 in)

Outer

14.75-16.97 kg/37.7 mm (32.52-37.41
Ib/l.48 in)

14.15 kg/ 37.7 mm
(31.20 Ib/1.48 in)

-

0.1 mm (0.004 in)

Warpage

TORQUE VALUES
Cylinder head cover bolt
8-12 N·m (0.8-1 .2 kg·m, 6- 9 It·lb)
Camshaft holder 6 mm bolt
10-14 N'm 11.0-1 .4 kg·m, 7- 10 It·lb)
(The camshaft holder bolts in each corner of the cylinder head are longer than the others.)
Cam chain guide A bolt
21 - 25 N·m (2.1-2.5 kg·m, 15- 18 It·lb)
Cylinder head 9 mm bolt
43-47 N·m (4.3-4.7 kg·m, 31-34 It·lb)
Cylinder head 8 mm bolt
21-25 N·m (2 .1-2.5 kg·m, 15- 18 It·lb)
Rocker arm shalt
45- 50 N·m (4.5-5.0 kg·m, 33- 36 It·lb)
Cam sprocket bolt
18- 20 N·m (1 .8-2.0 kg·m , 13-14 ft·lb)

TOOLS
Special
Valve guide reamer, 5 .5 mm

07984- 2000000

Common
Valve guide remover, 5.5 mm

Valve guide driver
Va lve spring compressor

07742-0010100
07743-0020000
07757 - 0010000

TROUBLESHOOTING
Engine top -end problems usually affect engine performance . These can be d iag nosed by a compres si on test , or by tracing

noises with a sounding rod or stethoscope.
Low compression

1. Valves
In corre ct valve adjustment
Burned or bent valves
In co rrect valve t iming
Broken val ve spr ing

2. Cylinder head
Leaking o r damaged head gasket
-

Warped or cracked cyli nde r head

3. Cylinder and piston (Refer to Section 12)

10-2

Compression too high
1. Excessive carbon bu ild-up on piston or
combust ion chamber
Excessive noise
1. In correct val ve ad justment
2 . Sticking valve or broken valve spring
3. Damaged or worn camsh aft
4 . L oose or worn cam chain
5 . Worn or damaged cam chain tensioner
6. Worn cam sproc ket teeth
7. Worn rocker arm and / or shaft
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CAMSHAFT REMOVAL

(1) FRONT CYLINDER HEAD COVER

F

NOTE

The camshafts can be removed with the
engine in the frame.
Drain the coolant and rem ove the lower radiator.
Remove the front cylinder head cover.

(1) REAR CYLIND ER HEAD COVE R

Remove the seat, frame side covers, fuel tank and
ignition co ils.
Disconnect the crankcase breather tubes from the
rear cylinder head cover and air chamber cover.
Remove the re ar cyli nder head cover.

)

(2) BREATHER
TUBES

(1) CAM

(3) IGNITION
COILS

LN.""" GUIDE

Remove the oil line and cam chain guide mounting
bolts, and the cam chain guide.
Remove the alternator cover and rotate th e crank·
shaft counterclockwise until the cam chain has free
play.
Remove the oil line by pulling up the middle of the
chain .

Remove the alternator cover.

(2) OIL LINE

10-3
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Turn the crankshaft counterclockwise until the T1.3

mark aligns with the rear crankcase mating surfaces.
Place rags or shop towels in the rear cylinder head
to prevent parts from being dropped into the

crankcase.
Remove the rear cylinder intake and exhaust cam

sprocket bolts.
Turn the crankshaft counterclockwise one turn

(360°) and remove the other rear cylinder cam
sprocket bolts.

(1) T1.3 MARK

•

Turn the crankshaft counterclockwise until the T2.4
mark aligns wi th the rear crankcase mating surface.
Remove the front cylinder intake and exhaust cam
sprocket bolts.

Turn the crankshaft counterclockwise one turn
(360°) and remove the other cam sprocket bolts.

(1) CAMSHAFT HOLDERS

Slide the cam sprockets and chains off the camshaft
sprocket flange.
Remove the cam chain from the sprockets and
remove the camsh aft holders. Mark the camshaft
holders so that they can be reinstalled in their
original locations.

121 CAM CHAIN
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(2) REAR MATING SURFACE
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Remove the camshaft holder dowel pins and the

intake and exhaust camshaft.
Remove the cam sprockets from the camshafts.

11) CAMSHAFT HOLDER

CAMSHAFT/ CAM HOLDER
INSPECTION

--.---

Inspect the camshaft and holder journal surfaces
for scoring scraches , or evidence of insufficient
lubrication .

CAMSHAFT RUNOUT
Check camshaft runout with a dial indicator.
Suppo rt both ends of the camshaft with V·blocks.
Use 112 of the total ind icator re ading to determine
runout.

SERVICE LIMIT: 0.03 mm 10.001 in)
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CAM INSPECTION
Using a micrometer, measure each cam lobe.
SERVICE LIMITS: IN , EX: 35.40 mm (1.394 in)
Check for wear or damage.

(1) PLASTIGAUGE
Wipe any oi l from the journals.
Lay a strip of plastigauge lengthwise on top of each
camshaft journal.

A
Install

the

camshaft

holders

and

tighten

B

in a

crisscross pattern .

NOTE

Do not rotate the camshaft when using
plastigauge. The camshaft holder bolts in each
corner of the cylinder head are longer than
the others .

TORGUE:
A: 6 mm BOLT: 10-14 N·m
(1.0-1 .4 kg-m, 7-10 ft-Ib)
B: 8mmBOLT: 21-25N.m
(2.1-2.5 kg-m, 15-18 ft-Ib)
C: 9 mm aOL T: 43-47 N'm
(4.3-4.7 kg-m, 31-34 ft-Ib)
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(21 CENTER

Remove the camshaft holders and measure the
width of each strip of plastigauge. The widest
thickness determines the oil clearance.

SERVICE LIMIT:
CENTER:
BOTH ENDS:

0.20 mm (0.008 in)
0.10 mm (0.004 in)

When the service limits are exceeded, replace
the camshaft and recheck the oil clearance .
Replace the cylinder head and camshaft holders
if the clearance still exceeds service limits.

CYLINDER HEAD REMOVAl
NOTE
The front cylinder head can be removed with

the engine installed. But to remove the rear
cylinder head, you must remove the engine.
Remove the rear exhaust pipe protector and exhaust
pipes.

Remove the water pipes and O-rings.
Remove the oil pipe and sealing washers.

Remove the front and rear cam chain tensioner
base mounting bolts.
Pull the cam chain tensioner base up.

10-7
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(1) TENSIONER
Remove the slipper clip, washer and pin and remove

the tensioner base.

(4) WASHER

(5) TENSIONER BASE

Remove the cylinder head bolts

Remove the cylinder heads using a screw driver
at the pry points.

(1) PR Y POINT

Remove the front and rear cy linder head gaskets
and dowel pins.

(2) OOWEL PINS
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(I) FRONT CYLINDER CAM
CHAIN SLIPPER BASE

Remove the front cylinder cam chain slipper base,
and remove the rear cylinder cam chain guide by

removing the clip and washer.
Remove the front cylinder cam chain guide bolts

and guide.
NOTE

Do not drop the clip, washer and bolts into
the crankcase .

(3) FRONT CYLINDER
CAM CHAIN GUIDE

(2) TENSIONER SLIPPER

(1)TENSIONER GUIDE

CAM CHAIN GUIDE AND CAM
CHAIN TENSIONER INSPECTION
Inspect the cam cha in guide and tensioner for
damage or excessive wear.

\

Inspect the cam cha in ten si oner slipper for damage

or excess ive wear .
Inspeet the spring for good tension, replace if

necessary.

(3) TENSIONER SPRING

(I) ROCKER ARM

(2) ROCKER ARM
SHAFT BOLT

CYLINDER HEAD DISASSEMBLY
Remove the rocker arm shaft and rocker arms .
Remove the rocker arm spring and a -ring ~rom

the shaft bolt.

o

(3) ROCKER ARM
SHAFT BOLT

?\

(4) SPRING

(5) O·RING

10-9
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To keep the valve spring compressor from interfering with the cylinder head, remove t he large retainer

from the compressor attachment.
Remove the valve spring cotters, retainers, springs

and valves.
CAUTION

To prevent a loss of tension, do not compress
the valve springs more than necessary to

remove the cotters.
NOTE
Mark all disassembled parts to ensu re correct
reassembly.
Remove the valve stem seals.

Remove carbon deposits from the combustion
chamber and clean off the head gasket surfaces.
NOTE
Gaskets will come off easier if soaked in
solvent.
CAUTION

[ Do not damage the gasket surfaces.

CYLINDER HEAD INSPECTIO N
Check the spark plug hole and valve areas for

cracks.
Check the cylinder head for warpage with a
straight edge and feeler gauge.

SERVICE LIMIT: 0.1 mm (0.004 in)
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ROCKER ARM INSPECTION
Inspect the rocker arms for wear or damage to
the camshaft contact surface or for a clogged oil

hole.
Measure the 1.0. of each rocker arm .

SERVICE LIMIT: 12.05 mm (0.474 inl

ROCKER ARM SHAFT AND SPRING
INSPECTION
Measure each rocker arm shaft 0,0.

SERVICE LIMIT: 11.93 mm (0.470 inl
Inspect the shaft for wear or damage and calculate
the shaft to rocker arm clearance.

SERVI CE LIMIT : 0.12 mm (0.005 in)
Inspect the rocker arm shaft spring for wear or

damage .

VALV E SP RING INSPECTION
Measure the free length of the inner and outer valve

springs.

SERVICE LI MIT :
INNE R (I N, EX):
OUTER (IN, EX):

37.7 mm (1 .48 in )
43.5 mm (1.7 1 in)
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VALVE STEM·TO·GUIDE
CLEARANCE
Inspect each valve for bending, burn ing, scratches
or abnormal stem wear.
Check valve movement in the guide and measure

and record each valve stem 0.0 .
SERVICE LIMITS: IN:
EX:

5.47 mm 10.215 in}
5.44 mm 10.214 in}

III VALV E GUIDE REAM ER
07984- 2000000
-,~---.:

NOTE
Ream the guides to re move any ca rbon build up before checking clearances.
Measure and record ea ch va lve guide 1.0. using a
ball gauge or insid e mi cromet er.

SERVICE LIMIT: 5.55 mm 10.219 in}

Subtract each valve stem 0.0 . from the corresponding guide 1.0. to obtain the stem to guide
clearance .

SERVICE LIMIT: IN:
EX:

0.08 mm 10.003 in}
0.10 mm 10.004 in}

NOTE
If the stem -ta-guide clearance exceeds the
service limi ts, determine if a new guide would
bring the clearance w it h in tolerance. If so,
replace any gui des as necessary and ream to

fit.
If the stem-ta-guide clearance exceeds the service
lim its w ith new guides, replace the valves.

NOTE
Reface the valve seats whenever the va lve
gu ides are replaced 1page 1O·13}.
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(1) VALVE GUIDE REMOVER, 5.5 mm

VALVE GUIDE REPLACEMENT

07742-0010100

Heat the cylinder head to 100°C (212° F) with a
hot plate or oven.
CAUTION

Do not use a torch to heat the cylinder;
it may cause warping.

To avoid burns, wear heavy gloves when
handling the heated cylinder head.
Support the cylinder head and drive out the old
guides from the combustion chamber side of the

cylinder head.

(1) VALVE GUIDE DRI VE R
Drive new guides in from the rocker arm side of
the cylinder head.

NOTE

Cylinder head heat sho uld still be at lOO' C
(212° F ) for installation of the' new guides.

(1) VALVE GUIDE REAMER

07984-2000000
Let the cylinder head cool to room temperature

~P""

and ream the new valve guides.

NOTE
Use cutting oil on the reamer during this
operation.
Rotate the reamer in the same direction
when inserting and removing.

Reface the valve seats (page 10-14) and clean the
cylinder head thorough ly to remove any metal

particles.
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VALVE SEAT INSPECTION/
REFACING
Clean all intake and exhaust va lves thoroughly to
remove carbon deposits.
Apply a light coating of valve Prussian blue to each

valve face . Lap each valve and seat using a rubber
hose or other hand-lapping tool.

Remove the valve and inspect the face.
CAUTION

The valves cannot be ground. If the valve
face is rough, worn unevenly, or contacts the
seat improperly, the valve must be replaced.

(11
SEAT WIDTH:

Inspect the valve seat.

1.0 mm
(0.04 in)

If the seat is too wide, too narrow, or has low spots ,
the seat must be ground.

(2) SERVICE LIMIT:
1.3 mm (0.05 in)

NOTE
Follow the refacer manufacturer's operating
instructions.

After cutting the seat, appl y lapping compound
to the valve face, and lap the valve using light

pressure.
After lapping, wash any residual compound off the
cylinder head and valve.

(3 ) IN: CUTTER 30 mm
EX: CUTIER 30 mm

(6)O LD SEAT WIDTH

(4) IN , EX: CUTTER 30 mm

(7) OLD SEAT WIDTH

(5) IN: CUTTER 33 mm
EX: CUTIER 29 mm
1.0 mm
(0.D4 in)

~
45
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CYliNDER HEAD ASSEMBLY

(1) VALV E STEM SEAL

NOTE

Install new valve stem seals when assembling.
Lubricate each valve stem with molybdenum
disulfide grease and insert the valve into the valve
guide. To avoid damage to the stem seal, turn the
valve slowly when inserting.

Install the valve springs and retainers. The spring:s
tightly wound coils should face toward the head.

....,

./
(31 RETAINER

(21 VALVE COTTERS

Install the valve cotters.
CAUTION .

To prevent a loss of tension, do !lot compress the valve spring more than necessary to
install the valve keepers.

(11 VALVE SPR
07757 -00 10000

Tap the valve stems gently with a soft hammer t9

firmly seat the cotters.
NOTE

•

Support the cylinder head above the work
bench

surface

to

preve nt

possible

-

valve

damage.
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(2) ROCKER ARM
SHAFT BOLT

(1) ROCKER ARM
Install the a ·ring and spring onto the rocker arm

shaft .

Apply LOCTITE ® to the rocker arm bolt threads.
Apply engine oil to the rocker arm shaft and install
the rocker arm.
I nstall and tighten the rocker arm shaft bolt.

TORQUE: 45-50 N·m
(4.5-5.0 kg-m, 33-36 ft-Ib)

o
p\

(3) SPRING

(4 ) O-RING

CYliNDER HEAD INSTALLATION
Clean the cylinder head surface of any gasket

material.

--

(1) REAR CYLINDER
CAM CHAIN GUIDE
Install the rear cylinder cam chain guide with th e

washer and clip .
Install the front cylind er cam cha in guide.
Install the front cylinder cam chain slipper base.

NOTE
Be careful not to drop th e washer, clip or

bolts into the crankcase .

••
(3) FRONT CYLINDER
CAM CHAIN GUIDE
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(1) GASKET

Install the dowel pins and new head gaskets.

(1) TENSIONER BASE
With the cam chain tensioner raised in the direction
of the arrow, insert a pin or piece of wire through

the hole in the tensioner base and tensioner.

(1) TENSIONER SLIPPER

Place the cylinde r head on the cylinder.
Pass the cam chain through the cam chain tensioner
and install the tensioner slipper as shown.
NOTE

Check that the lower end of the slipper fits
in the slipper base correctly.

(4) TENSIONER BASE
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(1) CYLINDER HEAD BOLTS
Loosely tighten the cylinder head bolts.
NOTE

Tighten the cylinder head bolts to the speci·
fied torque after all cylinder head bolts are
installed .

Install the rear exhaust pipes onto the rear cylinder
head with new exhaust pipe joint gaskets.

Install the rear exhaust pipe protector using the four
screws.

(2) REAR EXHAUST PIPE PROTECTOR
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Install the exterior oil pipe with washers onto the
cylinder and cylinder head.

o

t

o

I

(1) OIL PIPE

Install the water pipes and hoses and tighten the
hose clamps securely.

(1) WATER PIPES

(2) 01 L PIPE

CAMSHAFT INSTALLATION
CAUTION

Follow this procedure from beginning to
end, even if you are only servicing one
cylinder head.
Check the camshaft marks so that you
install each camshaft in its correct location.
The marks on the camsliaft mean:
EX RR, ER: Rear cylinder exhaust
IN RR, IR:
Rear cylinder intake
EX FR, EF: Front cylinder exhaust
IN FR, IF:
Front cylinder intake
The camshaft sprockets are interchangeable.
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Lubricate the cylinder head cam bearing surfaces

with molybdenum disulfide grease .

• Rear Cylinder Camshafts
Turn the crankshaft counterclockwise unti the T1·3
mark on the flywheel rotor aligns with the rear

crankcase mating surfaces .
CAUTION

When turning the crankshaft, make sure the
cam chains don't jam at th e cam chain tensioners or at the crankshaft.

121 Tl·3 MARK

CAIMSfiAFT MARKS

Install the intake and exhaust camshafts and
sprockets through the rear cy li nder cam chain as
shown .

Turn the camshafts so the camshaft marks face up ,
NOTE
If the

front cylinder camshafts were

not

removed, check that the front camshaft marks
face up. If not, turn the crankshaft counter-

clockwise 360 degrees lone turnl.

If a valve clearance adjuster keeps the camshaft
from seating full y in the cylinder head, back the
adjuster out all the way.
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(1) CAMSHAFT HOLDER

CAUTION

If you force a valve open while installing
the camshaft holders, you may damage the
holers or the camshaft bearing surfaces.
Place the camshaft holders in the same locations
noted during removal. The groove in the bottom of

the holder must align with the camshaft locating
ridge.

Install the camshaft holder bolts, but do not tighten
them yet.
NOTE
T he camshaft holder bolts in each corner of
the cylinder head are longer than the others.

If the cylinders were not removed, lock the cam
chain tensioner for minimum tension: push the lock
plate down while pulling or prying the tension arm
up; hold the arm pin up while you insert a pin or
wire through the lock holes.

(4) PULL UP

(2) ARM

(3) LOCK PLATE
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Check that the camshaft marks are still facing up,
then align the sprocket index lines with the top of

the rear cylinder head. Place the cam chain on the
sprockets.

/

Slide the sprockets onto the camshaft flanges, and
install the sprocket bolts in the exposed holes.
Check that the sprocket index lines align at T1 -3.
Unlock the cam chain tensioner.

I

•
• Valve T iming Inspection
Check the front-ta-rear cylinder camshaft ti

follows.
•

When the T1·3 mark aligns with the rear c ankcase mating surface, the index lines on all

~am

sprockets should align with the top of the
cylinder heads.
•

All camshaft marks will either face up or down.

Turn the crankshaft as required to install the re .

maining sprocket bolts at all four camshafts. Tighten\
the camshaft sprocket bolts to the specified torque. \
TORQUE: 18-20 N'm (1.8-2.0 kg-m, 13- 14 ft-Ibl
(1) INDEX LINES
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Tighten the tensioner base bolts securely.

Turn the crankshaft co unterclockwise until there
is maximum cam cha in fre e play, then install the
oil pipes under the cam chain.

Install the cam chain guide on the oil pipe base plate ~
T ighten the cy lind er head bolts in a criss-cross
pattern in 2·3 steps.
TORQUE:
9 mm: 43-47 N'm 14.3- 4.7 kg·m. 31 - 34ft-lbl
8 mm: 21 -25 N'm 12.1 - 2.5 kg-m. 15- 18 ft-Ibl
6mm: 10-14N·mI1.0- 1.4kg-m. 7-10ft-lbl

Lubricate the cam lobes w ith oil.

\
\

"".

I
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Adjust the valve clearance (page 3·8) .
Install the new cylinder head cover gasket.

NOTE
Clean the gasket before applying sealant.
Apply sealant to the cylinder head cover gasket.
Install the cylinder head covers and tighten the
cover bolts.

TORQUE: 8-12 N·m (0.8- 1.2 kg·m, 6-9 ft·lb)
Install the remaining parts in the reverse order of
removal.

(1) FRONT CYLINDER HEAD COVER
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CRANKCASE
8mm

"'-"(\
21

25N·m

\

15-18ft-lb)

"®

«

~JJ

6mm
10-14
N·m
(1
.0-1.4
kg-m. 7-10 ft-Ib)

6mm
10-14 N·m
(1.0-1.4
kg-m. 7-10 ft.lb)

9mm
38-42 N·m
13.8-4.2
k9-m. 27-30 ft-Ibl
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SERVICE INFORMATION

11-1

CRANKCASE DISASSEMBLY

11-2

CRANKCASE ASSEMBLY

11 - 3

SERVICE INFORMATION
GENERAL
•

To service the pistons, crankshaft, connecting rods and transmission, the crankcase halves must be separated .

• The following parts must be removed before disassembling the crankcase.
Oil pan
Oil pump
Wate r pump

Clutch / starter clu tch
Gearshift linkage
Alternator

Refer to section 2

Refer
Refer
Aefer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to

section
section
section
section
section

2
6
7
8
9

Cylinder heads

Refer to section 10

Starter motor

Refer to section 20
Refer to section 21

Neutral switch

TORQUE VALUES
9 mm bolt :
8 mm bolt :
6 mm bolt :

38 - 42·N·m 13.8-4.2 kg-m , 27 - 30 ft-Ibl
21-25 N·m 12.1 - 2.5 kg-m, 15 - 18 ft-Ib l
10- 14 N'm 11.0- 1 .4 kg-m, 7 - 10 ft-Ibl
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CRANKCASE DISASSEMBLY
Refer to Service Information (page 11-1) for re-

moval

of necessary parts before disassembling

crankcase.
Remove the connecting pipe and caps by removing

the bolts.
Remove the O-rings from the caps and pipe.

(2) CONNECTING PIPE

(1) MAINSHAFT BEARING HOLDER
Remove the mainshaft bearing holder by removing

the screw and bolts.

Remove the upper crankcase bolts.
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Turn the engine over and remove the lower crank-

case bolts.
NOTE

Remove the bolts in two or more ste ps and

in a crisscross pattern to prevent distorting
the crankcase .
Separate the crankcase.
Remove the following parts:

•
•
•
•

Piston and connecting rods (Sect ion 12).
Crankshaft (Sect ion 121.
Shift fork and shift drum (Section 131.
Transmission (Section 13).

--

CRANKCASE ASSEMBLY
Install the following parts:
• Shift fork and shift drum (Section 131.
• Transmissi on (Section 131 .
• Crankshaft (Section 121.
• Pi ston and connecting rods (Section 121.

Apply molybdenum disulfide grease to th e 'hift
fork grooves of the M2/3, C4 and C5 gears.

(1) C5 GEAR

(2 ) C4 G EAR
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Clean the crankcase mating surfaces.
Apply liquid sealant to the mating surface of the
lower and upper crankcase.
CAUTION

Do not apply sealant to the area near the
main bearings.
11 J DON~OT COAT THIS
AREA.

oV

Install the dowel pin into the lower crankcase.

( 1) DOWEL PIN

Assemble the crankcase halves, aligning the shift

forks with the gears.
Tighten the bolts to the specified torque values in
the sequence shown .

TORQUE VALUES:
9 mm bolt: 38-42 N·m
13.8-4.2 kg-m. 27-30 ft-lbJ
8 mm bolt:" 21-25 N·m
(2.1 - 2.5 kg·m, 14-18 ft-lbJ
6 mm bolt: 10- 14 N·m
11.0- 1.4 kg-m, 7-10 ft-lbJ
Tighten the bolts in a crisscross pattern and in 2-3
steps.
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(1) 6 mm BOLT

Tighten the upper crankcase bolts to the specified
torque in a crisscross pattern and in 2-3 steps.

TORQUE: 8 mm: 21-25 N·m
12.1-2.5 kg-m, 15-18 ft-Ib)
6 mm: 10-14 N.m
11.0-1.4 kg·m, 7-10 ft·lb)
NOTE

Make sure that the plain washers are under
the 8 mm bolt heads and the battery ground
cable is under the 6 mm bolt head as shown.

(2)8 mm BOLT
PLAIN WASHERS

(3) 6 mm BOLT AND BATTERY
GROUND CABLE

(1) MAINSHAFT BEARING HOLDER
Install the mainshaft bearing holder and tighten the

screw and bolts .

(1) CONNECTING PIPE CAPS

Install new a·rings onto the ends of the connecting
pipe and assemble the con necting pipe and pipe

caps.
Install new a-rings in the grooves of the pipe caps.

Install the pipe caps onto the crankcase and tighten
the bolts.

(2)CONNECTING PIPE
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SERVICE INFORMATION
TROUBLESHOOTING
CONNECTING ROD REMOVAL
PISTON REMOVAL
CRANKSHAFT REMOVAL

12-1
12-2
12-3
12-4
12-7

12-8
12-10
BEARING SELECTION
CRANKSHAFT INSTALLATION
12-12
12-13
PISTON AND ROD INSTALLATION

BEARING INSPECTION

SERVICE INFORMATION
GENERAL
•
•
•
•

All bearing inserts are select fit and are identified by color code. Select replacement bearings from the code tables. After
installing new bearings, recheck them with plastigauge to verify clearance.
Apply molybdenum disulfide grease to the main journals and crank pins during assembly .
Before removing the piston and connecting rod assemblies, clean the top of the cylinder of any carbon deposits.
For servicing the piston , connecting rod and crankshaft, the crankcase assembly must be separated (Section 11).

SPEC I FICATIONS
ITEM

Crankshaft

STANDARD

Connecting rod big end side clearance

-

Runout

Cylinder

Piston

(0.016 in)

0.03 mm

(0.001 in)

0.08 mm

(0.003 in)
(0.003 in)

0.028-0.052 mm

Main journal oil clearance

0.020--{).044 mm (0.0008-0.0017 in)

0.08 mm

1.0 .

77.000-77.015 mm (3.0315-3 .0321 in)

77 .10mm (3.035 in)

(0.0011-0.0020 in)

Tape r

-

0.05 mm

(0.002 in)

Out of round

-

0.05 mm

(0.002 in)

Warpage

-

0.10 mm

(0.004 in)

A ing-to ·groove
clearance

Top

0.015- 0.045 mm

(0.0006- 0.0018 in)

0.10 mm

(0.004 in)

Second

0.015- 0.045 mm

(0.0006-0.0018 in)

0.10 mm

(0.004 in)

Top

0.32-0.47 mm

(0.013- 0.019 in)

0.65 mm

(0.026 in)

Second

0.32-0.47 mm

(0.013-0.019 in)

0.65 mm

(0.026 in)

Oil (Side rail)

0.30-0.90 mm

(0.012-0.035 in)

1.10 mm

(0.043 in)

Piston D.O.

76.955-76.970 mm (3.0297-3.0303 in)

76.85 mm (3.026 in)

Piston-to-cylinder clearance

0.03-0.06 mm

0.10 mm

Piston pin bore

20.002-20.008 mm (0.7875- 0.7877 in )

20.06 mm (0.790 in)

Piston pin 0.0.

19.994-20.000 mm (0.7872- 0.7874 in)

19.98 mm (0.787 in)

Piston -to-piston pin ciearance

0.002-0.014 mm

(0.0012-0.0024 in)

(0.0001-0 .0006 in)

Connect ing rod small end 1.0.

20.016-20.034 mm (0.7880-0.7887 in)

Piston pin·to-connecting rod clearance

0.016- 0.040 mm

Length at 13 kg (29 Ib) tension

TORQUE:
Cra nkpin: 30- 34 N·m (3.0- 3.4 kg-m, 22-25 ft-Ib)

12-1

0.40 mm

Crankpin oil clearance

Ring end gap

Cam chain

(0.004- 0.012 in)

0.10-0.30 mm

SERVICE LIMIT

(0.0006-0.0016 in)

-

0.04 mm

(0.004 in)

(0.002 in)

20.08 mm (0.791 in)
0.060 mm (0.0024 in)
328.9 mm (12.95 in)
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PISTON/CRANKSHAFT

TROUBLESHOOTING
Excessive noise
1. Crankshaft
•
•

Worn main bearing
Worn rod bearing

2. Piston and Connect ing Rod
•
•
•

Worn p iston or cylinder
Worn piston pin or pin hole
Worn rod small end

Low compression or uneven compression
1. Worn cylinder or piston ring

Excessive smoke
1. Worn cy linder, piston or piston rings
2 . Improperly installed piston ri ngs
3. Damaged piston or cylinder

Overheating
1. Excessive carbon build -up o n pisto n head
2. Blocked or restricted flow of coolant

3. Sticking thermostat
Knocking or abnormal noise
1. Worn pistons and cy li nders

2. Excessive carbon build -u p on piston head .
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CONNECTING ROD REMOVAL
Separate

the

crankcase

assembly

(Section

11) .

Check the connecting rod side clearance.

SERVICE LIMIT: 0.40 mm (0.016 in)

Remove the connecting rod bearing caps and note

their locations.

Push the connecting rods and pistons out through

the top of the cylinder bores.
CAUTION

On engines with high mileage, inspect the
cylinders for a ridge just above the highest
point of ring travel. Any ridge musi be removed with an automotive type ridge reamer
before removing the pistons to allow the
pistons and rings to pass through the cylinder.
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PISTON/CRANKSHAFT

Mark the rods, pistons, bearings and caps as you
remove them to indicate the correct cylinder and

position on the crankpins.

PISTON REMOVAL
Remove the piston pin clips. Push the piston pin
out and remove the piston.
Mark the piston pins to indicate the ir carrect
piston posit ion.

PISTON / PISTON RING INSPECTION
Measure the piston ring-ta-groove clearance .
SERVICE LIMIT: 0.10 mm (0.004 inl
(TOP/SECONDI
Remove the piston rings and mark them to .ind icate
the correct cylinder and piston position.
Clean the piston crown, remov ing all carbon de-

posits.

Inspect the piston for cracks or other damage and
the r ing grooves for excessive wear and carbon
build·up.
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Using a piston, push the ring into the cylinder

squarely and measure the end gap.
SERVICE LIMITS:
TOP:
SECOND:
OIL (Side rail):

0.65 mm (0.026 in)
0 .65 mm (0.02 6 in)
1.10 mm (0.043 in)

Measure the piston 0.0.

NOT E
Take measurements 10 mm (0.4 in) from the
bottom, and 90° to the piston pin hole.

SERVICE LIMIT: 76.85 mm (3.026 in)

Inspect the cylinder bores for wear or damage.
Measure thp. cylinder 1.0. at three levels in X and Y

axis.

SERVICE LIMIT: 77.10 mm (3.035 in)
Calculate t he piston-ta-cylinder clearance.

SERVICE LIMIT: 0.10 mm 10.004 in}
(1 )

Oversize pistons are available in the following sizes:

F4

..

TOP

(2)

0.25 and 0.50 mm

MIDDLE

(3)
BOTTOM
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PISTON/CRANKSHAFT

Measure each piston pin hole I.D.

SERVICE LIMIT: 20.06 mm (0.790 in)

Measure each piston pin 0.0.
SERVICE LIMIT: 19.98 mm (0.787 in)
Calculate the piston pin-te-piston clearance.

SERVICE LIMIT: 0.04 mm (0.002 in)

-

-----

Measure the connecting rod small end I.D. If the
reading exceeds the service limit, replace the rod.

SERVICE LIMIT: 20.08 mm (0.791 in)
Calculate the piston pin-to-connecting rod clearance.

SERVICE LIMIT: 0.060 mm (0.0024 in)
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CRANKSHAFT REMOVAL

(1) CAM CHAIN
(REAR CYLIND ER)

(2)CRANKSHAFT

Remove the crankshaft and cam chains.

(3)CAM CHAIN
(FRONT CYLINDER)

CRANKSHAFT INSPECTION
Set the crankshaft on a stand or Vee blocks.
Set a dial indicator on the center main bearing
journal. Rotate the crankshaft two revolutions and
read the runout.

Actual runout is 1/2 of the total indicator reading.

SERVICE LIMIT : 0.03 mm (0.001 in)

CAM CHAIN LENGTH INSPECTION
Place the cam chain on the camshaft sprockets
with the index lines positioned as indicated.
Secure one camshaft sprocket and apply 13 kg

(29 Ibs) of tension to the other.
Then measure the distance between the index lines
as shown.

SERVICE LIMIT: 328.9 mm (12.95 in) ·
NOTE
The

lidex

lines should be parallel to each

other .
Replace the cam chain if it is longer than the service
limit.
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PISTON/CRANKSHAFT

BEARING INSPECTION
MAIN BEARING
Inspect the bearing inserts for unusual wear or

damage.
Reinstall the upper crankcase's main bearing inserts,
then carefully lower the crankshaft in place .
Wipe all oil from the bearing inserts and journals.

Put a piece of plastigauge on each journal.
NOTE
Do not put the plastigauge over the oil hole
in the main bearing journal of the crankshaft.

(1) PLASTIGAUGE

Install the main bearings on the correct journals

in the lower crankcase, then asse mble and tighten
the bolts eve nly in 2-3 steps in the sequence shown.
TORQUE VALUES:
6 mm bolt: 10-14 N·m 11.0-1.4 kg-m, 7-10 ft-Ib )
9 mm bolt: 38-42 N ·m 13.8-4.2 kg-m,
27-30 ft-Ib)
NOTE:

Do not rotate the crankshaft during inspec tion.

Remove the lower crankcase and measure the com -

pressed plastigauge on each journal.
01 L CLEARANCE SERVICE LIMIT:
0.08 mm 10.003 in)
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PISTON/CRANKSHAFT

CRANKPIN BEARING
Inspect the bearing inserts for unusual wear or
damage.
Wipe all oil from the bearing inserts and crankpins.
Put a piece of plastigauge on each crankpin.
NOTE
Do not put the plastigauge over the oil hole
in the crankpin .
The bearing tabs should face toward the
exhaust ports. Remember the front and
rear cylinder exhaust ports face opposite
directions.

Install the bearing caps and rods on the correct
crank pins, and tighten them evenly.
TORQUE: 30 - 34 N·m (3.0-3.4 kg-m. 22-25 ft-Ib)
NOTE

Do not rotate the crankshaft during inspection.

Remove the caps and measure the compressed
plastigauge on each crankpin.
OIL CLEARANCE SERVICE LIMIT:
0.08 mm (0_003 in)
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BEARING SELECTION
MAIN BEARING
The code letters IA or B) stamped on the rear
portion of the upper crankcase identifies the inside
diameter (1.0.1 of each main bearing journal, from

left·to·right. In this example, the 1.0. code for the
right main journal is "A".

(1) 1.0. CODE LETTERS

The code numbers 11 or 2) stamped on each crank ·
shaft counter weight identifies the outside diameter
10.0.) of its main journal.
Croce refere nce the crankcase and crank journal

codes to select the correct replacement bearing.
MAIN BEARING SELECTION
TABLE

~
0.0. CO DE
LETTER

CASE 1.0.
CO DE LETTE

4t.000-

A

41.008mm

It .6 t42-

t

2

37.992-

37.984-

38.000mm

37.992mm

It .4957-

It.4954-

1.4961 in)

1.4957 in)

C

B

(Yellow)

(G reen )

(1) 0.0 . CODE NUMBERS

1.6145 in)

4t.008B

41 .0 16mm

11.6145-

B

A

(Green)

(Brown)

1.6 148 in)

MAIN BEARING INSERT THICKNESS:
A IBrownl : 1.502-1.506 mm 10.0591-0.0593 inl
B IGreen) : 1.498-1. 502 mm 10.0590 - 0.0591 in)
C IYellow) : 1.494 - 1.498 mm 10.0588-0.0590 in)

(1) COLOR CODE
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CRANKPIN BEARING
If rod bearing clearance is beyond tolerance, select

replacement bearings as follows:

The code numbers (1 or 2) stamped on each connecting rod identifies its inside diameter (1.0.).

\

(1) 1.0. CODE NUMBER

The code letters IA or B) stamped on each crankshaft counter weight identifies the outside diameter
10.0.) of its crankpin.

Cross reference the crankpin and rod codes to select

the correct replacement bearing.

CRANKPIN BEARING SELECTION
TABLE

~

0 .0 . CODE
LETTER

ROD 1.0.
CODE LETTER

A

B

1.5748 in)

39.98439.992mm
11.57421.5745 in}

Yellow

Green

Green

Brow n

39.99240.000mm

11.5745-

43.000-

1

43.008mm

11.69291.6932 in)
43.008-

2

43.016mm

11 .69321.6935 inl

BEARING
Brown:
Green:
Yellow:

INSERT THICKNESS :
1.494-1.498 mm 10.0588-0.0590 in)
1.490-1.494 mm 10.0587-0.0588 in)
1.486-1.490 mm 10.0585-0.0587 in)
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CRANKSHAFT INSTALLATION
Insta ll the main bear ings into th e upper crankcase.
Apply molybdenum disulfide grease to the upper
and lower main bearings.
Install the crankshaft with the cam chains .

The weight code is stamped on the connecting rod
by the alphabetical code.
When replacing the connecting rod, perform the

weight selection between the No. 1 and 2 con·
necting rods, or No . 3 and 4 connecting rods in

accordance with the selection table.
NOTE :
It is not necessary to perform the weight
selection between the No. 1 and 3, or No.
2 and 4 connecting rods.
Th e "0" mark in the table indicates that
the match ing is possible in the crossed

\

codes.
Th e cylinders are arranged in the order of
No.1, 2, 3, 4 f ro m the alternator side.

(1)WEIGHT COD E
(ALPHABETICA L CODE )

SEL ECTION TABLE

#3, #4 CON NECTI NG RODS

#1, #2 CONNECT IN G RODS

::s::

A

0

0

:s::

0

0

0

B

0

0

0

0

B

C

0

E

A

0

E

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

B

C

#3 ROD CODE

# 1 ROD CODE
A

B
C

0

0

0

E

0

0

A

C

0

0

0

E

0

0
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PISTON AND ROD INSTALLATION
Clean the piston domes, ring lands, and skirts.

Carefully install the pas tion rings onto the piston.
Stagger the ring end gaps as shown.
NOTE:
Be careful not to damage the piston and
piston rings during assembly.
All rings should be installed with the
markings facing up,
After installing the rings they should rotate
freely, without sticking.

(2) REAR CYLINDER
Coat the rod's small end with molybdenum disulfide
grease.
Rear cylinders:
Note that the rear cylinder connecting rods are
marked "MBS·R".
Install the pistons on the rear connecting rods so
that the intake "I N" mark is facing opposite
the oil hole in the rod.

(3)1

MARK

12-13
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PISTON/CRANKSHAFT
(1) FRONT CYLINDER "IN" MARK

(2) OIL HOLES

Front cylinders:
Note that the front cylinder connecting rods are

marked "MB6·F".
Install the pistons on the front rods so that the
intake "IN" mark is facing the same direction as the
oil hole in the rod.

NOTE
Do not interchange the pistons, piston
pins or connecting rods.
Make sure that the piston pin clips are

properly seated.

(3) IDENTIFICATION MARK

Align the notches on the crankpin bearing inserts

with the grooves in the connecting rod and cap and
install the inserts.
Apply molybdenum disulfide grease to the crankpin

(1)

(2)

BEARING

MOLYBDENUM DISULFIDE

f

bearings.

(3) ALIGN NOTCHES AND GROOVES

(1) " IN"
Coat the cylinders, piston rings/grooves and piston

with oil. To prevent damaging the crankshaft, slip
short sections of rubber hose over the rod bolts
before installation.

Install the rod and piston assemblies into the
cylinders from the top of the crankca.se. Be sure
each assembly is returned to its original position as
noted during removal.

NOTE
The piston intake "IN" marks should be
facing each other as shown.
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(1) PISTON RING COMPRESSOR
(Commercially available)

Compress the piston rings with a ring compressor
and insert the piston and rod into the cylinder until
the rod seats on the crankpin.
NOTE
Be careful not to damage the pistons or rings
during assembly.

Flip the upper crankcase over.
Install and torque the connecting rod caps.
TORQUE: 30-34 N·m (3.0-3.4 kg·m, 22-25 ft·lb)
NOTE
Be sure the bearing caps are installed in
their correct location as marked during
removal.

Tighten the nuts in two or more steps.
After tightening the bolts, check that the
rods move freely without binding,
Assemb le the crankcase (See page 11·3).
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21-25
N·m
(2 .1-2.5
kg-m , 15-18 h .lb)

16-20 N·m
12-14 ft.lb)
(1.6- 2.0 kg-m,

~f).<>
a_.,

@
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SERVICE INFORMATION
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SHIFT FORK AND SHIFT DRUM
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TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY
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SERVICE INFORMATION
GENERAL
• The gearshift linkage can be serviced with the engine in the frame (Section 8).
•

For internal transmission repairs, the crankcase must be separated (Section 11).

SPECIFICATIONS

Transmission

Gear 1.0 .

Gear bushing
0.0 .

Gear bushing
1.0.

STANDARD

SERVICE LIMIT

M4 , M5 gear

31.000- 31.016 mm 11.2205- 1.2211 in)

31.04 mm 11 .222 in)

Cl gear

26.000- 26.013 mm 11.0236- 1.0241 in)

26 .04 mm 11.025 in)

C2 , C3 gear

31.000-31.016mm 11 .2205-1.2211 in)

31 .04 mm 11.222 in)

M4, M5 gear

30.950-30.975 mm 11.2185-1.2195 in)

30.94 mm 11 .218 in)

Cl gear

25.959-25.980 mm 11.0220- 1.0228 in)

25.94 mm 11.021 in)

C2, C3 gear

30.950-30.975 mm 11.2185- 1.2195 in)

30.93 mm 11.218 in)

M4

27.995-28.016 mm 11.1022- 1.1 030 in)

28.04 mm 11.104 in)

Cl

22.020-22.041 mm 10.8669-0.8678 in)

22.06 mm 10.869 in)

27.977-27 .990 mm 11.1015-1.1020 in)

27.92 mm 11.099 in)

Mainshaft 0.0. lat M4)
Countershaft 0.0. lat ClI
Gear -to-

bushing
clearance
Bushing-to-

shaft clearance
Shift fork

21.96 mm 10.865 in)

0.025- 0.066 mm 10.0010- 0.0026 in)

0.10 mm 10.004 in)

Cl

0.020-0.054 mm 100008-0.0021 in)

0.10 mm 10.004 in)

C2,C3

0.025-0.066 mm 10.0010-0.0026 in)

0.11 mm 10.004 in)

M4

0.005-0.039 mm 10.0002-0.0015 in)

0.06 mm 10.002 in)

Cl

0.020-0.062 mm 10.0008-0.0024 in )

0.10 mm 10.004 in)

6.43-6.50 mm 10.253-0.256 in)

6.1 mm 10.24 in)

14.000-1 4.021 mm 10.5512-0.5520 in)

14.04 mm 10.553 in)

13.966- 13.984 mm 10.5498-0.5505 in)

13.90 mm 10.547 in)

Claw thickness

1.0.
Fork shaft

21.979-22.000 mm 10.8653- 0.8661 in)

M4,M5

0.0.

Left and right
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TORQUE VALUES
Countershaft bearing holder
Shift fork center

21-25 N·m (2.1-2,5 kg·m, 15-18 ft·lbj
16- 20 N·m (1.6- 2.0 kg·m, 12- 14 ft·lbl

TOOLS
Special
Driver

07949- 3710000

Common

Attachment, 52 x 55 mm

07746-0010400

Driver

07746-0030100
07746-0030200

Attachment, 25 rnm

TROUBLESHOOTING
Hard to shift
1. Clutch slave cylinder sticking

2. Shift fork bent
3. Shift shaft bent
4. Shift claw bent
5. Shift drum cam grooves damaged

Transmission jumps out of gear
1. Gear dogs worn

2. Shift shaft bent
3. Shift drum stopper broken
4. Shift forks bent
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TRANSMISSION DISASSEMBLY

TRANSMISSION
(1) MAINSHAFT

Separate the crankcase (Section 11).
Remove the dowel pins from the crankcase.
Remove the mainshaft.

(1) COUNTERSHAFT BEARING HOLDER

(2) C1 GEAR

Remove the countershaft bearing holder bolts.
Pull the countershaft out of the crankcase while
removing C1, C4, C2, C3, and the spline washers

and bushings.

(3) C3 GEAR

(4) C2 GEAR

(5) C4 GEAR

TRANSMISSION INSPECTION
Check gear dogs, dog holes and gear teeth for excessive or abnormal wear, or evidence of insufficient
lubrication.

Measure the 1.0. of each gear.

SERVICE LIMIT:
M4, M5 gear: 31.04 mm (1.222 in)
C1 gear:
26.04 mm (1.025 in)
C2, C3 gear: 31,04 mm (1.222 in)
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Measure the D.D. of the gear bushings.
SERVICE LIMIT:
M4. M5:
30.94 mm (1.218 in)
Cl :
25.94 mm (1.021 in)
C2. C3:
30.93 mm (1.218 in)

•

Calculate the clearance between the gear bushings
and the gears.

•

SERVICE LIMIT:
M4. M5:
0.10 mm (0.004 in)
Cl:
0.10 mm (0.004 in)
C2. C3:
0.11 mm (0.004 in)
Measure the I.D. of the gear bushings.
SERVICE LIMIT:
M4 gear bushing: 28.04 mm 10.986 in)
Cl gear bushing: 22.06 mm 10.869 in)

Measure the 0.0. of the mainshaft and countershaft.

SERVICE LIMIT:
Mainshaft (at M4 bushing):
27.92 mm 10.981 in)
Countershaft (at Cl bushing):
21.96 mm (0.865 in)
Calculate the clearance between the bushing and

shaft.
SERVICE LIMIT:
M4 bushing-to-shaft: 0.06 mm (0.002 in)
Cl bushing-to-shaft: 0.10 mm (0.004 in)

11) ATTACHMENT.52x55mm

07746-0010400

COUNTERSHAFT BEARING
REPLACEMENT
Drive the countershaft bearing out of the lower
crankcase.
Drive a new countershaft bearing into the crankcase

using the special tools.

121 DRIVER

07949-3710000
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SHIFT FORK AND SHIFT DRUM

TRANSMISSION
(1) SHIFT FORKS

(2) LOCK WASHER AND BOLT

REMOVAL
Bend the lock washer tab down and remove the
center fork mounting bolt.

Remove the shift fork shaft and shift forks.
Remove the bearing stopper plates.
Remove the shift drum.

(3) SHIFT FORK

(4) SHIFT DRUM

(5) BEARING STOPPER

PLATE

SHAFT

GEAR SHIFT DRUM AND SHIFT
FORK INSPECTION
Inspect the shift drum end for scoring, scratches, or

evidence of insufficient lubrication.
Check the shift drum grooves for damage .

Inspect the shift drum hole and shift fork shaft hole
in the upper crankcase for scoring or scratches.
Measure the shift fork shaft O.D . at right and left
sh itt fork surfaces.
Check for scratches, scoring or evidence of insufficient lubrication .

SE RVICE LIMIT: 13.90 mm (0.547 in)
Measure the right and left shift fork I.D.
SERVICE LIMITS:
I.D. (right and left fork): 14.04 mm 10.553 in)

Measure the shift fork claw thickness.
SERVICE LIMIT: 6.1 mm (0.24 in)

INSTALLATION
Install the shift drum.

Install the shift fork shaft so that the oil hole .nd is
toward the right.
Install the shift forks onto the shaft.

(1) LEFT
SHIFT FORK

(2) OIL HOLE

(3) SHIFT FORK SHAFT
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Install a new lock washer and the bolt to the center

shift fork and tighten the bolt.
TORQUE: 16- 20 N·m (1.6- 2.0 kg-m, 12- 14 ft-Ib)
Bend up the lock washer's tabs.
Apply a locking agent to the screw threads and
install the bearing stopper plates.

~

(3) BEARING STOPPER
PLATES
(1) DRIVER

TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY

114b-(JUJIJ100

MAINSHAFT
Install the mainshaft bearing with the special tools.

(2) ATTACHMENT, 25 mm 1.0.

07746-0030200
Check the gears for freedom of movement or rota·
tion on the shaft.
Check that the snap rings are seated in the grooves.
(1) MAINSHAFT/ M1 (15T)
M4 (25T)
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TRANSMISSION

COUNTERSHAFT
Before installing the countershaft in the crankcase,

install the C5 gear and snap ring.

C1 (41T)

C5 (28T)

(1) C3 GEAR
Install the C3 gear and spline collar.
Install the stopper washer while aligning the tab of
the stopper washer with the groove in the spline

collar.
Assemble the C2, C4 and C1 gears, washers and
collars.

(2) SPLINE COLLAR

(3) STOPPER WASHER

CAUTION

Align the oil holes in the splined bushings
with the oil holes in the countershaft.
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Install the countershaft bearing holder bolts and
tighten them.
TOROUE: 21-25 N'm (2.1-2.5 kg.m, 15-18 ft·lb)
Check that the oil orifice is clear.

(2) OIL ORIFICE

(1) MAINSHAFT
Install the mainshaft, then reassemble the upper and
lower crankcase (see Section 11).
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FAIRING

SERVICE INFORMATION

14 - 1

LOWER COWL

14- 2

FAIRING

14-2
14 - 3

FAIRING BRACKET

SERVICE INFORMATION
GENERAL
• The fairing bracket can be removed without removing the upper radiator.

14-1

HONDA
VF1000F

FAIRING

LOWER COWL

(1) SCREWS

RE MOV A L/I NSTALLATION
Remove the fou r lower cowl attaching screws and

the lower cowl.
Install the lower cowl in the reverse order of removal.

1"""-'

U [;J

(2) LOW ER COWL

FAIRING
REMO VA L/IN STALLATION
Remove the two fairing mount bolts and fairing .

(2) MOUNT BOLT

14-2

HOND A
VF1 000F

FAIRING

Install the fairing aligning its grooves with the rub·
ber mounts on the fairing bracket and fuel tank.
T ighten the two fairing mount bolts.

(1) GROOVES

FAIRING BRACKET
REMOVAL
Remove the fairing (page 14·1).
Remove the headlight (page 14· 12).
Drain an amount of coolant for filler neck into '8
clean container by removing the drain bolt on the
sub·frame (page 6·3).
Remove the filler neck from the upper radiator by

disconnecting the overflow tube and loosening the
hose band.

(3) HOSE BAND

14-3
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FAIRING
111 HORN

121 BOLT

VF1000F

131 INSTRUMENTS

Remove the horn by removing the bolt.
Remove the two radiator grille mount bolts and

grille.
Remove the instruments (page 21-14).

111 WIRE COUPLERS/ CONNECTORS
Disconnect all wire couplers and connectors at the
fairing bracket.

111 FAIRING BRACKET

Remove the fairing bracket mount bolts and bracket
from the frame.

14-4

HONDA
VF1000F

FAIRING

INSTALLATION
Install the fairing brack et in the reverse order of

removal.
NOTE

After installation, fi ll the filler neck with
coolant.

•
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30-40 N·m
(3.0-4.0 kg·m,
22-29 ft·lb)

90-120 N'm
(9.0-12.0 kg·m,
65-87 ft·lb)

45-55 N·m
(4.5-5.5 kg·m,
33-40 ft ·lb)

30-40N·m /
(3.0-4.0 kg·m,
22-29 ft·lb)

----irir\7

~

~
55-65 N·m /
(5.5-6.5 kg·m,
40-47 ft·lb)

I!EJ
""
<!:>
ell

18-25 N'm /
(1.8-2.5 kg·m, 13- 18 ft·lb)

o

10-15N·m
(1.0-1.5 kg.m,
7-9 ft·lb)
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SERVICE INFORMATION

15-1

FRONT WHEEL

15-7

TROUBLESHOOTING

15-2

FRONT FORKS

15-15

HANDLEBARS

15-3

STEERING STEM

15-28

SERVICE INFORMATION
GENERAL
•

A jack or other support is required to support the front of the motorcycle when you are worki ng on the front wheel or

fork.

SPEC) F)CAT)ONS

Axle shaft runout
Front wheel rim runout

Radial
Axial

SERVICE LIMIT

-

0.2 mm 10.Q1 in)

-

2.0 mm 10.08 in)
2.0 mm 10.08 in)

413.8 mm 116.29 in )

Fork spring free length

-

Fork tube runout

Front fork flu id capacity

STANDARD

0.2 mm 10.01 in)

Right

380 cc 112 .9 US

OZ,

13.4 Imp)

Left

400 cc 113.5 US

OZ,

14.1 Imp)

Front fork air pressure

0- 40 k?a 10- 0.4 kg/cm ', 0-6 psi )

TORQUE VALUES
Steering stem nut
Steering bearing adjustment nut
Top bridge pinch bolt
Front axle holder
Front axle nut

Fork top pinch bolts
Fork bottom pinch bolts
Handlebar pinch bolts
Front brake caliper bracket mount bolts
Anti -dive piston pin bolt
Front brake disc
Front fork cap
Front fork socket bolt

Anti -dive case socket bolts

15 -1

405.5 mm 115.9 in)

90-120 N'm 19.0-12.0 kg·m, 65-87 ft·lb)
23-27 N·m 12.3-2.7 kg·m, 17-20 ft·lb)
20-30 N·m 12.0-3.0 kg·m, 14-22 ft·lb)
18-25 N·m 11 .8-2.5 kg·m, 13-18 ft·lb)
55-65 N·m 15.5-6.5 kg·m, 40- 47 ft·lb)
20-30 N·m 12.0-3.0 kg·m, 14- 22 ft·lb)
45-55 N·m 14.5- 5.5 kg·m, 32-40 ft·lb)
30-40 N'm 13.0-4.0 kg·m, 22-29 ft·lb)
30-40 N·m 13.0-4.0 kg·m, 22-29 ft·lb)
10-15 N·m 11.0-1.5 kg·m, 7-9 ft·lb)
35-40 N'm 13.5- 4.0 kg·m, 25-29 ft·lb)
15- 30 N·m 11.5-3.0 kg·m, 11-22 ft·lb)
15-25 N·m 11.5-2.5 kg·m, 11-18 ft·lb)
6-9 N·m 10.6-0.9 kg·m, 4-7 ft ·lb)

-

~ HONDA
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VF 1000F

FRONT WHEEL/SUSPENSION

TOOLS
Special
Hex. wrnech, 6 mm
Snap ring pliers
Fork seal driver
Fork seal driver attachment
Steering stem socket
Bearing race remover
Ball race remover
Steering stem driver

07917 07914 07947 07947 07916 07946 07953 07946 -

3230000
3230001
KA50000
KF00100
3710100
371 0500
4250002
MBOOOOO

Common
Driver
Attachment, 42 x 47 mm
Pilot, 15 mm
Lock nut wrench, 30 x 32 mm
Extension
Attachment, 52 x 55 mm
Bearing remover shaft
Bearing remover head, 15 mm

07749 07746 07746 07716 07716 07746 07746 07746 -

0010000
0010300
0040300
0020400
0020500
0010400
0050100
0050400

TROUBLESHOOTING
Hard steering
1. Steering bearing adjustment nut too tight
2. Faulty steering stem bearings
3. Damaged steering stem bearings
4. Insufficient tire pressure

Steers to one side or does not track straight
1. Bent forks
2. Bent front axle
3. Wheel installed incorrectly

Front wheel wobbling

1. Bent rim
2. Worn front whee l bearings
3. Faulty tire
4. Axle nut tightened improperly

Soft suspension
1. Weak fork springs
2. Insufficient fluid in forks
3. Fork air pressure incorrect
Hard suspension
1. Incorrect fluid weight in forks
2. Fork air pressure incorrect
3. Bent fork tubes
4. Clogged fluid passage
5. Clogged anti-dive orifice
Front suspension noise

1.. Worn slider or guide bushings
2. Insufficient fluid in forks
3. Loose front fork fasteners
4. Lack of grease in speedometer gearbox

15-2
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FRONT WHEEL/SUSPENSION

HANDLEBARS
REMOVAL

VF1000F

(1) FRONT BRAKE MASTER CYLINDER

I

Disconnect the front brake switch wires.
Remove the front brake master cylinder.

(1) RIGHT HANDL EB AR SWITCH

Remove the right handlebar switch.

J

CLUTCH MASTER CYLINDER

Disconnect the clutch switch wires.
Remove the clutch master cylinder.

15-3
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FRONT WHEEL/SUSPENSION
(1) LE FT HAND LEBAR SWI T CH

Remove the left handlebar switch .

I

Disconnect the choke cable from the choke lever.

(2 ) CHOKE CABLE

Remove the left and right handlebar retainer rings.

Loosen the left and right handlebar pinch bolts.
Remove the handlebars from the fork tubes.
Remove the throttle grip from the right handlebar.

(2) HAND LE BAR PINCH BOLT

15-4

~ HOND.A
FRONT WHEEL/SUSPENSION

INSTALLATION
Apply grease to the throttle grip sliding surface and

--

~.

VF1000F

slide the throttle grip over the handlebar.

(1) RETAINER RING
Install the handlebars onto the lork tubes, aligning
the pin on the bottom of the handlebar with the
cut-out in the top bridge.

Tighten the handlebar pinch bolts.
TOROUE: 30-40 N'm (3.0-4.0 kg·m, 22-29 It·fb)
Install the handlebar retainer rings.

(2) PINCH BOLT

(1

J

HOLE

Align the right handlebar switch locating pin with
the hole in the handlebar and install the right
handlebar switch.

Install the top portion of the switch and tighten its
screws.
Tighten the forward screw first , then tighten the
rear screw.

(2) LOCATING PIN

15-5
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FRONT WHEEL/SUSPENSION
(1)

FRONT BRAKE MASTER CYLINDER

Place the front brake master cyl inder on the handle·
bar and install the master cylinder holder with the
"UP" mark facing up.
Align the index mark on the holder with the punch
mark on the handlebar, and tighten the upper bolt
first then tighten the lower bolt.

(3) PUNCH MARK

(4)IN DEX MARK

(5)

LDER

(1) HOLE

Connect the choke cable to the choke lever.
Align the left handlebar switch locating pin with the
hole in the handlebar and install the left handlebar

switch.
Tighten the upper screw first, then tighten the
lower screw.

(2) LOCATING PIN

(1) "UP" MARK

(2) CLUTCH MASTER CYLINDER

Place the clutch master cylinder on the handlebar

and install the master cylinder holder with the "UP"
mark facing up,

Align the index mark on the holder with the punch
mark on the handlebar, and tighten the upper bolt.

Connect the clutch switch wires.

(3) INDEX MARK

(4) PUNCH MARK
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FRONT WHEEL
REMOVAL
Remove the right front brake caliper from the fork
leg. Remove the right axle holder.

NOTE
If you squeeze the front brake lever after the
caliper is removed, the caliper piston will
move out and make reassembly difficult.

(1) LEFT FRONT CALIPER

Remove the speedometer cable set screw and dis connect the speedometer cable.
Remove the left front caliper from the fork leg

and anti -dive piston case.
Remove the left axle holder.

(2) AXLE HOLDER

(1) AXLE NU T

DISASSEMBL Y
Remove the front axle nut and axle.

15-7

(3) SPEEDOMETER CABLE
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~

VF1000F

FRONT WHEEl/SUSPENSION
_ _...;.('-'.) SPACE:.:.R~_..._

Remove the spacer from the right side.
Remove the speedometer gear box from the left
side.

>

,,"

(1) BRAKE DISC

Remove the left and right brake disc mOlmting bolts

and discs.
Remove the dust seal from both sides.
Remove the speedometer ratainer from the left side.

WHEEL BEARING INSPECTION
Check w heel bearing play by placing t he wheel in
a truing stand and spinning the wheel by hand.
Replace the bearings with new o nes if they are noisy
or have excessive play.

(1)

PLAY

15-8
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FRONT WHEEL/SUSPENSION
WH EE L INSPECTION
Check the rim runQut by placing the wheel in a

truing stand . Spin the wheel slowly and read the
runout using a dial indicator.
SERVICE LIMITS:
RADIAL RUNDUT: 2.0 m m (0 .08 in)
AXIAL RUNOUT: 2.0 mm (0.08 in)
NOTE

The wheel cannot be repaired and must be
replaced with a new one if th e service limits

are exceeded .

AX LE INSP ECT ION
Set the axle in V blocks and measure the runout.
SE RVI CE LIMIT: 0.2 mm (0.01 in)

(1) BEARING REMOVER SHAFT

07746-0050100

WHEEL BE ARING REMOVAL
If the bearing need replace ment, remove the bear-

ings and distance collar.
NOTE
Never reinstall old bearings; once the bearings
are removed, they must be replaced with new

ones.

15-9
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ASSEMBLY
Do not get grease on the brake disc or stopping power will be _
reduced.
_ _ _ _ _ _--1

NOTE

The cast wheel has no rim band .
The front wheel uses a tubeless tire. For
tubeless tire repair, refer to the Honda

Tubeless Tire Manual.

(1) DRIVER

07749-0010000
Pack all bearing cavities with grease.
Drive in the right bearing first, sealed side facing
out, then press the distance collar into place.

NOTE
Be certain the distance collar is in position

before installing the left bearing.

Drive in the left bearing squarely, making sure that
it is fully seated and that the sealed side is facing

out.

(2) ATTACHMENT, 42 x 47 mm 07746-0010300
(3) PILOT, 15 mm 07746-0040300
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Install the speedometer gear retainer in the left side
of the wheel hub, aligning its tangs with the slots in
the hub.
Install the left dust seal.

(21 ALIGN

(1) "L" MARK

(2) BRAKE DISC

Place new gaskets on the disc mounting flange, then
install the left disc with its "L" mark facing out.
Tighten the disc mounting bolts.
TORQUE: 35- 40 N·m (3.5 - 4.0 kg·m, 25-29 ft·lb)

(1) "R" MARK . . . ._ _ (21 SPAI::C::E~R_. . .

Install the right dust seal.

Place new gaskets on the disc mounting flange, then
install the right disc with its "R" mark facing out.
Tighten the mount ing bolt to the same torque as
left side.
In stall the spacer.

(3) DUST SEAL
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FRONT WHEEL/SUSPENSION
(1) DRIV E GE AR

Fill the speedometer gearbox with grease and install
the plain washer and drive gear.

(1) SPEEDOMETER GEAR

BOX
Install the speedometer gearbox in the wheel hub,
aligning the tangs with the slots.

(1) AXLE NUT

Install the front axle and axle nut. Tighten the axle
nut.
TOROUE: 55-65 N'm (5.5-6.5 kg·m, 40-70 ft·lb)
NOTE

There are flats on the opposite end of the
axle, so you can hold the axle while torquing
the axle nut.

Clean the brake discs with a high quality degreasing

agent.
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(1) TIRE BALANCE MARK

WHEEL BALANCE
CAUTION

Wheel balance directly affects the stability,
handling and overall safety of the motorcycle.
Always check balance when the tire has been
removed from the rim.
NOTE
For optimum balance, the tire balance mark

(a paint dot on the side wall) must be located

next to the valve stem. Remount the tire if
necessary.
Remove the dust seal and speedometer gearbox
from the wheel.

(2) INSPECTION STAND

Mount the wheel, tire and brake disc assembly in an
inspection stand.

·Spin the wheel, allow it to stop, and mark the
lowest (heaviest) part of the wheel with chalk.

Do this two or three times to verify the heaviest
area. If the wheel is balanced, it will not stop con-

sistently in the same position.

To balance the wheel, install wheel weights on the

highest side of the rim, the side opposite the chalk
marks. Add just enough weight so the wheel will no
longer stop in the same position when it's spun.

Do not add more than 60 grams to the front wheel
(rear wheel: 70 grams).
(3) WHEEL WEIGHT

(1) TANG

INSTA LLATION
Position the wheel between the fork legs.

Lower the engine so the fork legs rest on the top of
the axle .
Position the tang on the speedometer gear box
against the lug on the left fork leg.
Install the axle holders with the arrow pointing
forward.

(3)ARROWMARK

15-13
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(1 ) CALIPER BRACKET MOUNT BOLTS

Install the right front caliper and tighten the bracket
mount bolts.

TORQUE: 30- 40 N'm (3.0-4.0 kg·m, 22-29 ft·lb)
Tighten the right axle holder nuts to the specified
torque, starting with the forward nut.
TORQUE: 18-25 N'm (1.8-2.5 kg·m, 13-18 ft·lb)

(1) CALIPER BRACKET MOUNT BOLT
Install the left front caliper.
Tighten the anti -dive piston pin bolt.

TORQUE: 10-15 N'm (1.0-1.5 kg-m, 7-9 ft·lb)
Tighten the caliper bracket mount bolt.

TORQUE: 30-40 N'm (3.0-4.0 kg-m, 22-29 ft·lb)
Connect the speedomete r cable and secure it with
th e screw.

(2 ) ANTI·DIVE PIVOT BOLT

Measure the clearance between each surface of the
left brake disc and the left caliper holder with a 0.7
mm (0.028 in) feeler gauge. If the gauge inserts
easily, tighten the forward left axle holder nut to
the specified torque, then tighten the rear nut.
If the feeler gauge cannot be inserted easily, pull the
left fork out or push it in unti r the gauge can be

inserted.
After installing the wheel, apply the brake several
times, then recheck both discs for caliper holder to
disc clearance.

Failure to provide adequate disc to caliper
holder clearance may damage the brake disc
and impair brake efficiency.

0.7 mm (0.028 in)

11 )

1 11

f[

I

CALIPER
HOLDER
,~

~

(2)

II

-

BRAKE DISC

,-
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FRONT FORKS
REMOVAL
Remove the following parts:
- fairing.

- headlight.
- instruments.
- handlebars.
- front wheel.
-

front fender and fork brace.

(2) FRONT FENDER

(1) UPPER PINCH BO LTS
Loosen the fork upper and lower pinch bolts.

(2) LOWER PINCH BOLTS

Pull each fork tube out of the top bridge .
NOTE
Because of the friction caused by the air joint
O·rings, you'll have to turn the tubes while
pulling down.
Remove the fork stop rings

Pull each fork tube out of the for bottom bridge .

(1) FORK STOP RING

15-15
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FRONT WHEEL/SUSPENSION

If replacement of the joint is necessary, remove
the two screws which attach the fork air joint
to the top bridge.

(1) FORK CAP

DISASSEMBL Y
Hold the fork tube in a vise, with soft jaws or shop
towel and remove the fork tube cap.
CAUTION

Do not damage the sliding surface.

(2) SPACER
Remove the fork spring, space and washer.

Drain the fork fluid by pumping the fork up and
down several times.

(3) WASHER

15-16
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(1) HEX WRENCH 6 mm 07917 - 3230000

Hold the fork slider in a vise with soft jaws or a
shop towel.

Remove the socket bolt with a hex wrench .
NOTE

Temporarily install the spring and fork cap
if difficulty is encountered in removing the
socket bolt.
The piston and rebound spring can be removed
from the right fork .

(1)WASHER

(2)GREASE SEAL (3)DUSTSEAL

Remove the dust seal, grease seal and washer.

(1) SNAP RING PLIERS 07914-3230001

Remove the snap ring.

(2) SNAP RING

15-17
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Pull the fork tube out until resistance from the
slider bushing is felt. Then move it in and out,

tapping the bushing lightly until the .fork tube
separates from the slider. The slider bushing will be
forced out by the fork tube bushing.
Remove the oil lock piece from inside the slider.

(2) FORK SLIDER

(1) FORK TUBE

(1) OIL

(2) BACK-UP RING

(3) SLIDER BUSHING

Remove the oil seal, back-up ring and slider bushing
from the fork tube.

NOTE
Do not remove the fork tube bushings unless
it is necessary to replace it with a new one.

(4) FORK TUBE BUSHINGS

(1) SPRING SEAT

(2) PISTON

On the left fork, remove the circlip, oil lock valve,
spring, and spring seat from the piston.
Remove the piston and rebound spring from the

fork tube.

(3) SPR

(4) OIL LOCK

(5)

CLIP

VALVE

15-18
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INSPECTION
FORK SPRING FREE LENGTH
Measure the fork spring free length.
SERVICE LIMIT: 405.5 mm 115.9 in)

~I

FORK TUBE/ FORK SLIDER / PISTON
Check the fork tube, fork slider and piston for
score marks, scratches, or excessive or abnormal
wear . Replace any components which are worn or

damaged.
Check the fork piston ring for wear or damage.

Check the rebound spring for fatigue or damage.

(1) REBOUND

SPRING

FORK TUBE
Set the fork tube in V blocks and check its runout.
SERVICE LIMIT: 0.20 mm (0.008 in)

15-19
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BUSHING/ BACK-UP RING
Visually inspect the slider and fork tube bushings.
Replace the bushings if there is excessive scoring or
scratching, or if the teflon is worn so that the copper surface appears on more than 3/4 of the entire

(3) BACK-UP RING

(11 BUSHING

surface.

Check the back-up ring; replace it if there is any
distortion at the points shown.
"....

- 4 --

(4)C HECK POINTS

-" (2) COPPER

SURFACES

(1) CASE

ANTI-DIVE CASE
Remove the four socket bolts and remove the antidive case.

(2)

(1) SPRING

PISTON

(3)

PISTON PI N BOLT COLLAR

Remove the piston and spring.

Remove the boots, piston pin bolt collar and stop
rubber.

Check the spring and pistion for wear or damage.

"~'I
(4)O-R INGS
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(2)SETTING SCREW
Remove setting screw, adjuster and orifice .

Remove the check valve setting screw, valve spring
and check ball.

(3) CHECK VALVE SETTING SCREW

11)
12) CHECK BALL

ORIFICE

(3) SPRING

Check the orifice for clogging by applying com·
pressed air. Also check the orifice for damage and

replace if necessary.

Assemble the anti-dive case in the reverse order of
disassembly.
NOTE
Apply a Thread Lock Agent to the th reads
of the screws and socket bolts before assembly.
Apply ATF to the piston and piston O·
ring.
Apply silicone grease to the pivot bolt

collar.

\,

I .""

(4) ADJUSTER

Check the operation of the collar and piston.

15-21
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,
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ASSEMBLY
Befo re assembly, wash ali parts with a high flash
point or non-flammable solvent and wipe them off

completely .

(9) DUST SEAL
111FORK CAP

12I SPACE~1

\§ ""

1141 SLIDER

"'"
<:;)

~

©~~ @)~

J.

IJ

@

W

®<::D

/

!!

c::w

=

115I ANTI·DIVE CASE

/J

P

OIL LOCK
VALVE
1131

LOCK PIECE

111 SPRING SEAT

121 CIRCLIP

Insert the rebound spring and piston into the for k

tube.
On the left fork, install the spring seat, valve spring,
oil lock valve and circlip on the piston.

.

/

131 PISTON

/
141 SPRING

151 0lL LOCK
V ALVE
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(1)

(2)

LEFT

RIGHT

VF1000F

(3) OIL LOCK

Place the oil lock piece on the end of the piston.

NOTE
On the right fork, install the oil lock piece,
aligning the flats of the oil lock piece and
piston end.

l\~~
.., r .....
..~'..f)
'.'. '1 ·
t.
I

•

1

(4)0IL LOCK PIECE

(1) DRAIN BOLT
Insert the fork tube into the slider.

NOTE
On the right fork, align the cutout of the oil
lock piece with the drain bolt in the slider.

(2)CUTOUT

Place the fork slider in a vise with soft jaws or a

shop towel.
Apply a locking agent to the socket bolt and thread
it into the piston. Tighten with a 6 mm hex wrench.
NOTE
Temporarily install the fork spring and fork
cap bolt to tighten the socket bolt.
TORQUE: 15-25 N·m (1.5-2.5 kg·m,11 - 18 ft·lb)

15-23
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11) FORK SEAL DRIVER
07947 - KA

Place the slider bushing over the fork tube and rest
it on the slider. Put the back-up ring and an old
bushing or equivalent tool on top.
Drive the bushing into place with the seal driver and
remove the old bushing or equivalent tool.
Coat a new oil seal with ATF and install it with the
seal markings facing up, Drive the seal in with the

seal driver.

12) ATTACHMENT
07947-KF0010
11 )SNAP RING PLIERS
07914-3230001
Install the snap ring with its radiused edge facing
down and install the washer, oil felt and dust cover.

/

12) DUST SEAL

SNAP RING
OIL SEAL
(7) BACK·UP

RING

Pour the specified amount of ATF into the fork
tube.
CAPACITY:
Right fork: 380 cc 112.9 US oz, 13.4 Imp)
Left fork: 400 cc 113.5 US oz, 14.1 Imp)

:£
o

~

Compress the front fork and measure the oil level

from the top of the tube.

E
E

SPECIFIED LEVEL:
Right fork: 230 mm 19.0 in)
Left fork: 230 mm 19.0 in)

'"

o

N

AT'
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Ipstal! t~e fork spripg, spring seat apd spacer in the
tube.

fRr~

,,!OTE
Note th~ spring pir~ctior; t~e small coil end
must face toward the bpttqm·

(1 )

(2)

TOP

BOTTOM

1]) FORK TUBE CAR
Instal! and torque the fqrk tube cap.

NOTE
On the right fork, align tpe cavity on the damping adjuster rod with the flat side in the

piston.

'

TORQUE: 15 - 30 N'm (1.5-3.0 kg-m,
11 - 22 ft-'~I

.. ~

(1) O·flINGS

INSTALLATION
Make sure the air joi~t O-rings are in good condition

and apply grease to them.

(2) AI R JOINT

15-25
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Install the air joint onto the fork top bridge and
tighten the two screws .

•

Install the forks and temporarily tighten the bottom
pinch bolts .
Install the fork stop rings in the grooves in the fork
tube.
Push the fork tubes up Until the stop rings contact
the air joints.

Tighten the bottom pinch bolts.
TORQUE: 45-55 N·m (4.5-5.5 kg-m, 33-40 ft-Ib)

15-26
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FRONT WHEEL/SUSPENSION
(1) TOP PINCH BOLTS
Tighten the top pinch bolts.
TOROUE: 20-30 N·m (2.0-3.0 kg·m, 14-22 ft·lb)

11I FRONT FORK BRACE
Loosely install the fork brace.
Install the removed parts in the reverse order of

removal.
front fender.

-

handlebars.
front wheel.
fairing.

With the front brake applied, pump the forks up

and down several times.
Tighten the front fork brace mounting bolts.
TOROUE: 24-30 N'm (2.4-3.0 kg-m.
17 - 22 ft·lb)

(2) FRONT FENDER

Fill the fork tubes with air.
RECOMMENDER PRESSURE:
0-40 kPa (0-0.4 kg/em ' , 0- 6 psi)
CAUTION

Use only a hand-operated air pump to fill
the fork tubes. Do not use compressed air.
Maximum pressure is 300 kPa (3 kg/em' ,
43 psi). Do not exceed this or fork tube

component damage many occur.
With the front brake applied, pump the forks up
and down several times. Place the motorcycle on

its center stand. Check the air pressure and adjust
if necessary.
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STEERING STEM
REMOVAL
Remove the following components.

-

fairing,
fuse box.
handlebars.

-

front wheel.

-

brake hose 3-way joint.

111LOCK NUT WRENCH, 30 x 32 mm
07716-0020400
Loosen and remove the steering stem nut.
Remove the forks.
Loosen the top bridge pinch bolt and remove the

top bridge with the fork air joint.

121 EXT ENSION 07716-0020500
OR EQUIVALENT U.S.A.

121LOCK NUT
Straighten the lock washer tabs and remove the
lock nut and lock washer.

111 LOCK WASHER
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111 STEERING STEM SOCKET
07916-3710100
Loosen the bearing adjustment nut and remove

the steering stem.

Check the steering stem bearings for damage or
wear.

BEARING REPLACEMENT
NOTE
Replace the bearing and bearing race as a set,
Remove the grease retainer.

Remove the bearing inner race and dust seal from
the steering stem.

111 DUST SEAL

121 BEARING INNER RACE

Remove the upper bearing race with the special

tool.

111 BALL RACE REMOVER
07953 - 4250002
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11 I BALL RACE REMOVER
07953 - 4250002

Remove the lower bearing race with the special tool.

NOTE
If the motorcycle has been involved in an
accident, examine the area around the steering
head for cracks.

(21 BEARING RACE REMOVER
07946-3710500

(1) LOCK NUT
• ~
(2) LOCK WASHER
.~
(3) BEARING ADJUSTMENT _ ~
NUT
~
(4) UPPER BEARING INNER
RACE

-

(10)

~ DUST SEAL

®'

(5) UPPER BEARING OUTER
~ (11)
RACE
~
UPPER BEARING
(6) GREASE RETAINER _ _~.~
(7) LOWER BEARING OUTER
RACE
~~
(8) LOWER BEARING INNER
~
(12)
RACE
-------...~ ______
LOWER BEARING
(9) DUST SEAL

• ~

(1 I DRIVER
07749-0010000

(2) ATTACHMENT, 52 x 55 mm
07746-0010400

Orive the upper bearing outer race into the steering

head.
Dri ve the lower bearing outer race into the steering

head.

(3) ATTACHM
, 42 x 47 mm
07746-0010300

15-30
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Install a dust seal onto the steering stem and press
the lower bearing inner race over the stem with
the special tool.

(11 STEERING STEM DRIVER
07946-MBOOOOO

INSTALLATION
Pack the bearing cavities with bearing ease.

Install the lower bearing and grease retainer onto
the steering stem, then insert the steering stem into
the steering head. Install the upper bearing and
inner race.

(2) LOWER BEARING

(11 STEERING STEM SOCKET
07916-3710100

Install and tighten the adjusting nut to the specified
torque.
TORQUE: 23-27 N-m (2.3-2.7 kg·m. 14-22 ft-Ibl
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Turn the steering stem lock-ta-Iock 4-5 times to
seat the bearings, then tighten the nut to the same
torque.

Install a new bearing adjustment nut lock washer

aligning the tabs with th e grooves in the nut. Bend
two opposite tabs down into the grooves.

NOTE

IDa ------------------------NOT install a used bearing adjustment

(1) LOCK NUT

~ t lock washer .

Hand tighten the lock nut.

Hold the adjustment nut and further tighten the
lock nut only enough to align its grooves with the

lock washer tabs.

NOTE
If the

lock nut grooves cannot be easily

aligned with the lock washer tabs, remove the
nut, turn it over and reinstall it.
Bend two lock washer tabs up into the lock nut
grooves.
(2) LOCK WASHER

(1) E XTEI~SION 077 16-0020500
Install the top bridge with the fork air joint.

Install the front forks (page 15·25).

Install and tighten the steering stem nut.
TORQUE: 90-120 N'm (9.0-12.0 kg·m,
65-87 ft·lb)

(2) LOCK NUT WREI~Cli.
07716-0020400
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(1) SPR IN G SCAL E

(commercially available)

STE ER ING HE AD BEA RIN G PREL OAD
Install the front wheel (page 15·13).
Place a stand under the engine and raise the front
wheel off the ground.

Position the steering stem to the straight ahead
position.
Hook a spring scale to the fork tube and measure
the steering head bearing preload.

NOTE
ake sure that there is no cable and wire
interference.
[harness
;
------------------~
The preload should be within 1.0-1.6 kg
(2.21 - 3.53Ib) for right and left turns.
If the readings do not fall within the range, lower
the front wheel and adjust the bearing adjustment

nut.
After making sure the bearing preload is acceptable,
im:tall the removed parts in the reverse order of

removal.
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40-50 N·m
(4.0-5.0 kg-m, 29-36 ft-Ib)

40-50 N·m
(4.0-5.0 kg·m,
29-36 ft-Ib)

~~-

\.A--'-"<'

85-105 N·m
(8.5-10.5 kg·m,
61-76 ft-Ib)

40-50 N·m
(4.0-5.0 kg-m,
29-36 ft-Ib)
80-100 N·m
(8.0-10.0 kg-m,
58-72 ft-Ib)

18-25 N·m
(1.0-2.5 kg,m,
13- 18 ft -Ib)

20 - 30 N'm
12.0 - 3.0 kg -m,
14 - 22 ft -Ibl

85-105 N·m
(8.5-10.5 kg-m, 61-76 ft,lb)

16-0
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REAR WHEEL/SUSPENSION

SERVICE INFORMATION

16-1

TROUBLESHOOTING
SHOCK ABSORBER

16-2
16-3
16-9

SWINGARM

16-15

REAR WHEEL

SERVICE INFORMATION
GENERA L
•

The rear wheel uses a tubeless tire. For tubeless tire repairs, refer to the TUBELESS TIRE MANUAL.

SPEC I F ICATIONS
STANDARD

SERVICE LIMIT

I

Radial

-

0.2 mm (0.01 in)
2.0 mm (O.OB in)

I

Axial

-

2.0 mm (0.08 in)

Axle runout
Rear wheel rim runout
Shock absorber air pressure

-

0 - 300 kPa 10 - 3.0 kg /cm', 0 - 43 psi I

TORQUE VALUES
Shock arm-te-frame bolts

Shock link ·to-shock arm bolt
Rear shock absorber mount bolts
Swingarm pinch bolt
Swingarm pivot bolts
Rear brake torque rod
8 mm

10 mm
Final driven sprocket

Rear brake disc

Rear axle nut

40-50 N·m 14.0-5.0 kg·m, 29 - 36 ft-Ib)
40- 50 N·m 14.0- 5.0 kg -m, 29- 36 ft -Ib)
40- 50 N·m 14.0-5.0 kg·m, 29-36 ft·lb)
20-30 N·m 12.0- 3.0 kg-m, 14-22 ft-Ib)
85 - 105 N·m 18.5- 10.5 kg·m, 61 -7 6 ft·lb)
lB- 25 N.m 11.8-2.5 kg-m, 13- 18 ft·lb)
30 - 40 N·m 13.0-4.0 kg·m, 22 - 29 ft-Ib)
80 - 100 N·m 18.0- 10.0 kg-m, 58 - 72 ft ·lb)
35 - 40 N·m 13.5- 4.0 kg-m, 25-29 ft-Ib)
85 - 105 N·m 18.5- 10.5 kg -m , 61 - 76 ft·lb )

TOOLS
Special
Needle bearing remover

Oil seal driver attachment
Oil seal driver attachment ring

Oil seal driver

07931 07965 07965 07965 -

MA 70000
MB00100
ME70100
MC70100

Common

Attachment, 32 x 35 mm
Attachment, 37 x 40 mm

Attachment, 42 x 47 mm
Attachment, 52 x 55 mm
Attachment, 62 x 68 mm
Pilot, 17 mm
Pilot, 20 mm
Pilot, 25 mm
Driver
Bearing remover shaft
Bearing remover head, 20 mm

07746-0010100
07746- 0010200
07746-00 10300
07746-0010400
07746-0010500
07746-0040400
07746-0040500
07746 - 0040600
07749 - 0010000
077 46- 0050100
077 46 - 0050600

..

,

.
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REAR WHEEL/SUSPENSION

TROUBLESHOOTING
Oscillation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Bent rim
Loose wheel bearings
Faulty tire
Loose axle
Tire pressure incorrect
Swingarm bearings worn
Worn tires

Soft suspension
1. Weak spring
2. Insufficient fluid in shock absorber
3. Shock absorber air pressure incorrect
Hard suspension
1. Incorrect fluid weig ht in shock absorber
2. Bent shock absorber
3. Shock absorber air pressure incorrect
Suspension noise
1. Shock case binding
2. Loose fasteners

16-2
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REAR WHEEL/SUSPENSION

REAR WHEEl
REM OVA L
Place the motorcycle on its center stand.
Loosen the drive chain adjusting bolts lock nuts

and the adjusting bolts.
Remove the axle nut and axle.
Push the wheel forward and remove the drive chain

from the driven sprocket and remove the rear wheel.

NOTE

If you depress the brake pedal after the rear
wheel is removed the caliper piston will move
out and make reassembly difficult.

(3) DR IV E CHA IN ADJUST ING BOLT

(1) REA R BRAKE DI.:.SC
~_

DISA SSEMBL Y
Remove the rear brake disc.

Remove the dust seal.

(1) FINAL DR IV EN SP ROCK ET

Remove the final driven sprocket and driven flange

....:oiII--

together.
NOTE
Do not separate the driven sprocket and
flange,

unless

replacement

of the

driven

sprocket or flange is necessary.
Remove the dust seal from the final driven flange .

(2) DUST SE A L

(3) FI NAL DR IV EN FL AN GE

16-3
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INSPECTION
AXLE
Set the axle in V blocks and read the axle runout
with a dial indicator.

SERVICE LIMIT : 0.2 mm (0.01 in)

REAR WHEEL BEARING
Check the wheel bearing play by rotating th e whee l
by hand. Replace the bearings with new ones if they

are noisy or have excessive play.

REAR WHEEL RIM RUNOUT
Check the rim for runout by placing the wheel in a
truing stand. Spin the wheel slowly, and read the
runout using a dial indicator.

SERVICE LIMITS:
RADIAL RUNOUT: 2.0 mm (0.08 in)
AXIAL RUNOUT: 2.0 mm (0.08 in)
NOTE

The wheel cannot . be serviced and must be
replaced if the above limits are exceeded.
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FINAL DRIVEN SPROCKET
Check the condition of the final driven sprocket
teeth. Replace the sprocket if worn or distorted.

NOTE

(2) REPLACE

(1) GOOD

If the final driven sp rocket requires replace ment, inspect the drive chain and drive

sprocket.

(1) DAMPER RUBBER

DAMPER RUBBERS
Replace the damper rubbers if they are damaged or
deteriorated.

(1) BEARING REMOVER SHAFT

07746-0050100

BEARING REPLACEMENT
Remove the wheel bearings.
Drive the driven flange side bearing out.

NOTE

Never reinstall old bearings; once the bearings
are removed, they must be replaced with new
ones.

(2) BEARING REMOVER HEAD, 20 mm

07746-0050600

16-5
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(1) AXL E SL EE VE
Remove the rear axle sleeve.

Remove the snap ring.
Drive the driven flange bearing out.

(2) DRIVEN FLANGE BEARING
(2) ATT ACHMENT, 52 x 55 mm (3) ATTACHMENT, 42 x 47 mm
07746-00 10400
07746- 0010300
PI LOT, 20 mm
PILOT, 20 mm
07746-0040500
Pack all bearing cavities with grease.

Press distance collar into place from the left side.
Drive the right bearing in first, then the left bearing.
CAUTION

Drive the bearings in squarely with the sealed
end [acing out, making sure they are fully
seated.

(1) DRIVER 07749- 0010000

16-6
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REAR WHEEL/SUSPENSION
(11 DRIVER 07749-0010000

Drive the driven flange bearing in.
DRIVER
ATTACHMENT, 62 x 68 mm
PILOT, 25 mm

07749- 0010000
07746-0010500
07746-0040600

CAUTION

Drive tire bearings in squarely with tire sealed
elld facing out, making sure they are fully
sealed.
Install the snap ring and rear axle sleeve.

(21 ATTACH MENT , 62 x 68 mm 07746-0040500
PI LOT, 25 mm
07746- 0010500

ASSEMBLY
NOTE

The rear wheel uses a tubeless tire. For tube·
less tire repairs, refer to the Tubeless Tire
Manual.

--

Do

1101

get grease

Oil

the brake disc or stop·

pillg power will be reduced.

-----------------

35-40 N·m (3.5-4.0 kg-m,
25- 29 ft-Ibl

..

""

(11 FINAL DRIVEN FLANGE

80-100 N·m
(8_0-10_0 kg-m, 58-72 ft-Ibl

(31 DISC
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REAR WHEEL/SUSPENSION
(1) DRIVEN FLANGE

(2) DRIVEN SPROCKET

Install the rear axle sleeve, final driven flange and
driven sprocket.

If the driven sprocket was removed from the flange,

tighten the driven sprocket nuts to the specified
torque.

TORQUE: SO-100 N'm (S.0-10.0 kg-m,
5S-72 ft·lb)

Install the dust seal.

(3) DUST SEAL

(1) REAR BRAKE DISC

Install the brake disc and tighten the bolts.
TORQUE: 35-40 N'm (3.5-4.0 kg-m, 25-29 ft·lb)
Install the dust seal.

(2) DUST SEAL

Install the left and right side spacers.

16-8
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INSTALLATION
Install the rear wheel in the reverse order of removal.

NOTE
When installing the wheel, carefully fit the

brake disc between the brake pads.
After installing the wheel, apply the brake
several times. Then check that the wheel
rotates freely. Recheck wheel installation

if the brake drags or if the wheel does not
rotate freely.
Tighten the rear axle nut.

TORQUE: 85-105 N·m (8.5-10.5 kg·m,
61-76 ft·lb)

Adjust the drive chain slack (page 3·13).
(1) BREATHER SEPARATOR

SHOCK ABSORBER
REMOVAL
Place the motorcycle on its center stand.

Remove the seat and left frame side cover.
Remove the breather separator and the electric
panel.

(2) ELECTRI C PAN EL

(1) LOCK NU T

(2) BATT ER Y

Remove the battery.
Remove the rear shock abso rbe r damping force

knob from the frame by loosening th e lock nut.

(3) OAMPING FORCE KNOB

16-9
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REAR WHEEL/SUSPENSION

(1) UPPER MOUNTING BOLT
Remove the shock absorber lowl1r mounting bolt.
Remover the shock absorber upper mounting bolt,
tilt the shock absorber rearward and remove it from

the frame by pulling it up .

•

(2) LOWER MOUNTING BOLT

(5) STOP RING

REAR SHOCK ABSORBER
01 L SEAL REPLACEMENT
Remove the rear shock absorber (page 16-91.
Remove the boot band and boot.

(1) 01 L SEAL DRIVER

•

07965-MC70100
(2)

To remove the stopper ring, press down on the

STOP RING
BACK-UP
(3)RING

back-up plate and oil seal.
Remove the stopper ring and back-up plate.

(4) OIL SEAL

Release air pressure and remove the air valve from
the hose.

•

(1) AIR VALVE

16-10
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REAR WHEEL/SUSPENSION
(1) OAMPER OIL (ATF OR EQUIVALENT)

Place about 300 em' (10.1 oz) of damper oil (ATF
or equivalent) in a clean container.
Place the shock absorber in a hydraulic press with
an OIL SEAR ORIVER ATTACHMENT positioned
as shown.
Place the air hose in the oil and press the shock
absorber several times until the damper is filled with
the oil.

-

"'!I

NOTE
00 not over-press the shock.
This shock absorber's store is 42.5 mm
(1.67 in).

(2) 01 L SEAL ORIVER ATTACHMENT
07965 - MB00100

Place the shock absorber up right in an oil drain
pan. Let the shock stand for 5 minutes to allow air

to escape.

(1) OIL SEAL ORIVER ATTACHMENT

07965 - MB00100

(1) SHOP TOWEL

Reinstall the air valve in the air hose.
Place the shock absorber in the hydraulic press using
the oil seal driver attachment.
Wrap a shop towel around the shock absorber.
Press the oil seal out by compressing the shock
absorber .

•
I

(2) OIL SEAL DRIVER ATTACHMENT
(4) 07965 - MB00100
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Leave the shock absorber for another 5 minutes to
let any remaining ATF drain out.

NOTE

Do not tilt the shock absorber or ATF will
flow out of the damper case.

Turn the shock absorber upside down as soon as all
the ATF has drained from the outer case.
Fill the damper case with the specified amount of

ATF.
SPECIFIED AMOUNT:
120 cc (4.06 US OZ., 3.38 Imp. oz.)

Install the guide bushing into the damper case.
Wrap a piece of tape around the groove at the end
of the shock absorber.
Dip the oil seal in damper oil and install it on the

damper.
CAUTION

Be careful not to damage the oil seal during
installation.

(2) TAPE

16-12
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REAR WHEEL/SUSPENSION
(1) ATTACHMENT
07
00

Press the oil seal into the shock absorber with a

(2) OIL SEAL DRIVER
07965-MC701oo

hydraulic press until the oil seal driver and oil seal

driver ring stops at the edge of the outer case.

(3)

DRIVER ADAPTOR ~
07965-ME70001 ~
(4) OIL SEAL

lID
~

~

(2) 01 L SEAL
DRIVER 07965-MC70100
Install the back-up ring.

Install the stop ring, being certain that it is seated in

(1) STOP RING

the ring groove in the outer case.

NOTE
Be sure stop ring is seated in the ring groove
all the way around.

Install the boot and boot clip.

...----- (2) BACK-UP RING

INSTALLATION
Apply paste grease (containing more than 45% of
molybdenum) to the upper mounting bushings.

NOTE
Use paste grease (containing more than 45 %
of molybdenum) as follows:

MOL YKOTE G-n PASTE manufactured by
Dow Corning, U.S.A.
Local Paste manufactu red by Sumi co
Lubricant, Japan.
Other lubricants of equivalent quality.

Install the shock absorber in the frame and tighten
the upper and lower mounting bolts.

TORQUE: 40-50 N-m (4.0-5.0 kg-m. 29-36 ft-Ib)

(2) LOWER MOUNTING BOLT

16-13
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REAR WHEEL/SUSPENSION

Install the battery.
Install the damping force knob onto the knob
bracket on the frame.

(2) DAMPING
FORCE KNOB

Install the electric panel and crankcase breather
separator.

NOTE
Route the wires, hoses and tubes properly

(pages 1-9 thru 1 1 I.
Install the left frame side cover and seat.

Adjust the air pressure (page 3-18).

(1)SW INGAR M
PINCH
LT

(2) SHOCK LINK (3) SHOCK ABSORBER
SHAFT
LOWER MOUNTING BOLT

SHOCK ABSORBER LINKAGE
REMOVAL
Remove the left and right mufflers.

Remove the shock link by removing the shock
absorber lower mounting bolt, shock link-te-shock
arm bolt, swingarm pinch bolt, and shock link

shaft.
Remove the shock arms from the frame.

(4) SHOCK LINK
"

16-14

(5) LlNK -TO-ARM
BOL T

(6) SHOCK ARM

~ HOND.A
~ VF1000F

REAR WHEEL /SUSPENSION

LINKAGE PIVOT INSPECTION
Check the linkage needle bearings and collars for
wear or damage.

Inspect the dust seals for damage .
Replace parts as necessary.

SHOCK LINKAGE INSTALLATION
Apply molybdenum disulfide grease to the needle
bearings and dust seals.

Install the shock arms and shock link and tighten

each bolt in the order listed.
TORQUE:
SHOCK ARM·TO·FRAME:
40-50 N·m 14.0-5.0 kg·m. 29-36 ft·lb)
SHOCK LlNK·TO·SHOCK ABSORBER
40-50 N·m 14.0-5.0 kg·m. 29-36 ft·lb)
SHOCK LlNK·TO·SHOCK ARM:
40-50 N·m (4.0-5.0 kg·m. 29-36 ft·lb)
SWING ARM PINCH BOLT:
20-30 N·m (2.0-3.0 kg·m. 14-22 ft·lb)
Install the mufflers.

.

SWING ARM

131 SHOCK LlNK·TO·
ARM BOLT

(4) SHOCK ARM·TO·
FRAME BOLT

(1) SHOCK LINK PINCH BOLT

(2) SHOCK LINK SHAFT

REMOVAL
Remove the rear wheellpage 16·3).
Remove the right muffler.

Remove the drive chain cover.
Remove the shock link pinch bolt and shock link
shaft.

16-15
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(1) LEFT PIVOT BOLT

VF1000F

(2) RIGHT PIVOT BOLT

Remove the left and right swing arm pivot bolts.

Remove the lock pin from the rear brake torque rod
bolt and remove the torque rod bolt.
Remove the swing arm from the frame.

(1) LOCK PIN

(2) TORQUE ROD BOLT

Remove the drive chain slider from the swingarm.

-'
•

(1) DRIVE CHAIN SLIDER
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(1) DUST SEAL

PIVOT BEARING REPLACEM ENT
Remove the pivot collar from the swingarm's right

pivot. Remove the dust seal.
Remove the snap ring and drive out the right pivot

bearings.

(2) PIVOT COLLAR

(3) SNAP RING

111 NEEDLE BEARING REMOVER
07931 - MA 70000

Remove the dust seal from the swingarm's left
pivot.
Remove the left pivot needle bearing with the
sped aI too I.

(1) DRIVER

07749-0010000

(2) WOODEN
BLOCK

Drive a new needle bearing into the 5wingarm left
pivot.
CAUTION

To prevent swingarm damage, support tlze

swingarm as shown.

r

(3) ATTACHMENT, 32 x 35 mm 07746-0010100
PILOT, 20 mm 07746-0040500

16-17
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(1) DRIVER
07749-0010000
Drive new ball bearings into the swingarm right
pivot.

(2) ATTACHMENT, 37 x 40 mm 07746-0010200
PILOT, 17 mm 07746-0040400

Install the snap ring in the right swingarm pivot .

Install the oil seals both pivots.
Install the pivot collar into the right pivot.

(1) SNAP RING

(2) PIVOT COLLAR

(1) DRIVE CHAIN SLIDER

INSTALLATION
Install the drive chain slider.
Install the swingarm in the frame.
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REAR WHEEL/SUSPENSION
11) LOCK PIN

12) BOLT

Make sure that the rear brake torque rod's flanged

washer is installed in the swingarm pivot.
Connect the rear brake torque rod to the 5wingarm
and tighten the pivot bolt.

TORQUE : 18-25 N·m 11.8-2.5 kg·m. 13-18 fUb)
Secure the bolt with the lock pin.

Install the left and right pivot bolts.
Tighten the right pivot bolt.
TORQUE: 85-105 N'm 18.5-10.5 kg·m.
61-76 ft·lb)

Tighten the left pivot bolt.
TORQUE: 85-105 N·m 18.5-10.5 kg·m.
61-76 ft·lb)
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Connect the swingarm and shock link and install the

shock link shaft and shock link pinch bolt.
T ighten the shock li nk pinch bol t .
TORQUE: 20-30 N·m (2.0-3.0 kg·m. 14-22 f t·lb )

(1) DRIVE CHAIN COVER
Install the drive chain cover onto the swing arm.

Install the right muffler.
Install the rear wheel (page 16-8),
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30-40 N·m
(3.0-4.0 kg·m,
22-29 ft ·lb)
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SERVICE INFORMATION
GENERAL
• The brake calipers can be removed without disconnecting the hydraulic system.
•
•

Bleed the hydraulic system if it is disassembled or if the brake feels spongy.
Do not allow foreign material to enter the system when filling the reservoir.

• Avoid spilling brake fluid on painted surfaces or instrument lenses, as severe damage can result.
•

Always check brake operation before riding the motorcycle.

SPECIFICATIONS

Front disc thickness

4.0 mm (0.157 in)

4.5-5.2 mm (0.177-0.205 in)

-

Front disc runout
Front master cylinder 1.0.

SERVICE LIMIT

STANDARD

ITEM

0.30 mm (0.012 in)

15.870-15.913 mm (0.6248-0.6265 in)

15.925 mm (0.6270 in)

Front master piston 0.0.

15.827- 15.854 mm (0.6231-0.6242 in)

15.815 mm (0.6226 in)

Front caliper piston 0.0.

31.948-31.998 mm (1.2578-1.2598 in)

Front caliper cylinder 1.0.

32.030-32.080 mm (1.2610-1.2630 in)
14.000-14.043 mm (0.5512-0.5529 in)
13.957-13.984 mm (0.5495-0.5506 in)

31.940 mm
32.090 mm
14.055 mm
13.945 mm

Rear master cylinder 1.0.
Rear master piston 0.0.
Rear caliper cylinder 1.0.
Rear caliper piston 0.0.
Rear disc thickness

32.030 - 32.080 mm (1.2610 1 .2630 inJ
31.948 - 31.998 mm (1.2578-1 .2598 in)
6.5- 7.2 mm (0.256-0.283 in)

Rear disc runaut

-

(1.2575
(1.2634
(0.5533
(0.5490

in)
in)
in)
in)

32.090 mm (1.2634 in)
31.940 mm 11.2575 inJ
6.0 mm (0.236 in)
0.30 mm (0.012 in)

TORQUE VALUES
Front brake caliper bracket mount bolt (Right)
Front brake caliper bracket mount bolt (Left-upper)
Anti·dive piston pin bolt
Brake caliper mount bolt
Brake caliper pivot bolt
Brake hose oil bolt
Rear brake actuating arm

30
30
10 20 25 25
10 -

40 N·m
40 N·m
15 N·m
25 N·m
30 N·m
35 N·m
15 N·m

(3.0 13.0 (1.0 12.0 12.5 12.5 (1.0 -

4.0 kg -m,
4.0 kg -m,
1.5 kg -m,
2.5 kg -m,
3.0 kg -m,
3.5 kg -m,
1.5 kg -m,

22 29
22-29
7 - 11
14 - 18
18 - 22
18 - 25
7 - 11

ft-lbJ
ft -lbJ
ft -Ib)
ft -lbJ
ft-lbJ
ft -lb J
ft IbJ
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TOOL
Special
Snap ring pliers

07914 -3230001

TROUBLESHOOTING
Brake lever/pedal soft or spongy

Brakes grab

1. Air bubbles in hydraulic system

1. Pads contaminated

2. Low fluid level

2. Disc or wheel misaligned

3. Hydraulic system leaking

Brake lever/pedal too hard

Brake chatter or squeal

1. Sticking pistonlsl
2. Clogged hydraulic system
3. Pads glazed or worn excessively

1. Pads contaminated
2. Excessive disc runout

Brake drag
1. Hydraulic system sticking

2. Sticking piston lsi

17-2

3. Caliper installed incorrectly
4. Disc or wheel misaligned

VF1000F
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HYDRAULIC BRAKES
(2)

(4)

BRAKE flUID REPLACEMENT!
AIR BLEEDING
Check the fluid level with the fluid reservoir parallel
to the ground.
CAUTION

Install the cover on the reservoir whenever

operating the brake lever or pedal. Failure
to do so will allow brake fluid to squirt out
of the reservoir during brake operation.
Avoid spilling fluid on painted surfaces.
Place clean shop towels over the fuel tank
whenever the system is being serviced.
(3) LOWER LEVEL

BRAKE FLUID DRAINING

111
Connect a bleed hose to the bleed valve to avoid
spilling fluid.

FRONT

A brake fluid contaminated brake disc or pad
reduces SlOpping power. Discard pads alld
clean a contaminated disc with a high quality
brake degreasing agent.

Loosen the caliper bleed valve and pump the brake
lever or pedal.

Stop operating the lever or pedal when fluid stops

flowing out of the bleed valve.

BRAKE FLUID FILLING
Fill the reservoir with DOT4 brake fluid from a

sealed container.
( 1)

NOTE

FRONT

(2) BRAKE BLEEDER

Check the fluid level oftern while bleeding
the brakes to prevent air from being pump·

ed into the system.
When using the Brake Bleeder, follow the
manufacturer's instructions.
CAUTION

"-

,"

Use only DOT4 brake fluid from a sealed
container.

Do not mix brake fluid types and never re·
use the contaminated fluid which has been
pumped out during brake bleeding, because
this will impair the efficiency of the brake
system.
Connect the Brake Bleeder or equivalent to the
bleeder valve.

(3) RUBBER HOSE

(4) BLEEDER VALVE
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(1 )

REAR

(2) BRAKE BLEEDER

Pump the brake bleeder and loosen the bleeder valve.
Add fluid when the fluid level in the master cylinder
reservoir is low.
Repeat above procedures until air bubbles do not
appear in the plastic hose.

NOTE
If air is entering the bleeder from around the

bleeder valve threads, seal the threads with
teflon tape.
Close the bleeder valve and operate th e brake lever
or pedal. If it feels spongy, bleed the system by performing the air bleeder procedure.
If a Brake Bleeder or equivalent not available, fill the
system as follows:

Pump up the system pressure with the lever or
pedal until there are no air bubbles in the fluid
flowing out of the reservoir hole and lever or
pedal resistance is felt.

AIR BLEEDING
Bl eed the system as follows:
1) Connect a bleeder tube to the bleeder va lve.
2) Squeeze the brake lever or depress th e brake
pedal, open the bleed valve 1/2 turn and then
close the va lve.

NOTE
Do not release the brake lever or pedal unti l

the bleed valve has been closed .
3) Release the bra ke lever or pedal slowly and wait
several seconds after it reaches the end of its
travel.
Repeat steps 1 and 2 until bubbles cease to appear
in the fluid at the end of the hose.

Fill the flu id reservoir to the upper level ma rk.

A brake fluid contaminated brake disc or pad
reduces stopping power. Discard contaminated pads and clean a contaminated disc with
a high quality brake degreasing agent.
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FRONT
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121 LEFT CALIPER

FRONT PAD REPLACEM ENT
NOTE

Always replace the brake pads in pairs to

assure even disc pressure.
Remove the pad pin retainer bolt.
Right caliper: Remove the caliper bracket mount

bolts and caliper mount bolt.
Left caliper: Remo ve the caliper bracket mount
bolt, anti-dive piston pin bolt and caliper mount
bolt.
Remove the caliper from the bracket.

Remove the pad pin retainer and pull the pad pins
out of the caliper.

Remove the brake pads.

___ 111 PAD SPRING
Position the pad spring in the caliper as shown.
Push the caliper pistons in all the way.
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Install the new pads in the caliper.
Install the pad pins, one pad pin first, then install

the other pin by pushing the pads against the caliper
to depress the pad spring.

(1) RETAINER

Place the pad pin retainer over the pad pins. Push

the retainer down to secure the pins.
Install the pad pin retainer bolt.

(1) CALIPER BRACKET

(2) PIVOT BO LT BOOT

Apply silicone grease to the inside of the pivot bolt
boot and pivot bolt and install the caliper onto the
bracket.

(4) 51 LlCONE
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HYDRAULIC BRAKES
(1) RIGHT CALIPER

(2) BRACKET MOUNT BOLTS

Install the caliper bracket onto the fork leg so the
disc is positioned between the pads, being careful
not to damage the pads.

(3) CALIPER MOUNT BOLT

..

Right caliper: Tighten the caliper bracket mount
bolts and caliper mount bolt.
Left caliper: Tighten the caliper bracket mount
bolt, anti-dive piston pin bolt and caliper mount

bolt.

TOROUE:
Caliper bracket mount bolt:

30-40 N'm (3.0-4.0 kg·m, 22-29 ft·lb)
Anti-dive piston pin bolt:

10-15 N'm (1.0-1.5 kg-m, 7-9 ft-Ib)
Caliper mount bolt:
20-25 N'm (2.0-2.5 kg-m, 14-18 ft-Ib)

(3) ANTI-DIVE PISTON PIN BOLT (4) CALIPER MOUNT BOLT

REAR BRAKE PAD REPLACEMENT
Loosen the caliper mount bolt and remove it from
the caliper bracket.
Pivot the caliper up out of the way.

Replace the rear brake pads using the same method
as used for front brake pad replacement .

(1) CALIPER MOUNT BOLT
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DISC THICKNESS
Measure the thickness of each disc.

SERVICE LIMIT:
FRONT: 4.0 mm (0.16 in)
REAR: 6.0 mm (0.24 in)

BRAKE DISC WARPAGE
Measure brake disc for warpage.

SERVICE LIMIT: 0.30 mm (0.012 in)

FRONT MASTER CYLINDER
DISASSEMBL Y
Dra in brake fluid from the hydraulic system.
Remove the brake lever and rear view mirror from
the master cylinder. Disconnect the brake hose.
CAUTION

Avoid spilling brake fluid on painted surfaces.
Place a rag over the fuel tank whenever the
brake system is being serviced.
NOTE
When removing the fluid hose bolt, cover the

end of the hose to prevent contamination.
Secure the hose to prevent fluid from leaking

out.
Disconnect the front Drake switch wires.
Remove the front brake master cylinder.
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Remove the piston boot and the snap ring from the
master cyli nder body.

11) SNAP RING PLIERS 07914 - 3230001

Remove the secondary cup and piston. Then remove
the primary cup and spring.
Remove the brake light switch from the master
cylinder body, if necessary.
Clean the inside of the master cylinder and reservoir
with brake fluid.

INSPECTI ON
Measure the master cylinder I.D.
Check the master cylinder for scores, scratches or
nicks.
SERVICE LIMIT: 15 .925 mm (0.6270 in)
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Measure the master piston 0 .0.
SERVICE LIMIT: 15.815 mm (0.6226 in)
Check the primary and secondary cups for damage
before assembly.

ASSEMBLY
(2) BRAKE FLUID
DOTA

CAUTION

Keep the master cylinder piston, cylinder
and spring as a set; don't substitute individual
parrs.
Assemble the master cylinder. Coat all parts with
clean brake fluid before assembly. Install the spring
and primary cup together.
Dip the piston cup in brake fluid before assembly.
CAUTION

When illStallillg the cups, do not allow the lips
to turn inside out and be certain the snap ring
is firmly seated in the groove.

(l ) PISTON

~

19
U

~

"
~~
~~~~...
ff~_ (3) FRONT BRAKE
~

Install the piston and snap ring.
Install the boot.
Place the front master cylinder on the handlebar an
and install the holder with its "UP" mark facing up.
Align the index mark on the holder with the punch
mark on the handlebar. Tighten the upper bolt first,
then tighte n the lower bolt.
Install the fluid hose with the bolt and two sealing
washers.
Install the brake lever.
Install the rear view mirror.
Connect the front brake switch wires.
Fill the reservoir to the upper level and bleed the
brake system according to page 17·4.

(1) ALIGN
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( 1) RIGHT CALIPER

(2) LEFT CALIPER

FRONT BRAKE CALIPER REMOVAL
Place a clean container under the caliper and disconnect the brake hose from the caliper.
CAUTION

A void spilling brake fluid on painted surfaces.
Right caliper: Remove the caliper bracket mount
bolts and caliper mount bolt and remove the caliper

from the bracket.
Left caliper: Remove the caliper bracket mount
bolt, anti-dive piston pin bolt and caliper mount
bolt and remove the caliper from the bracket.

REAR BRAKE CALIPER REMOVAL
Place a clean container under the caliper and disconnect the brake hose from the caliper.
CAUTION

A void spilling brake fluid on the painted
surfaces to prevent paint damage.
Remove the caliper mount bolt, pivot up and remove the caliper from the bracket.

(1) BOOTS

(2) PAD SPRING

DISASSEMBLY
Remove the brake pads (p,ge 17·5).
Remove the pad spring.
.
Remove the caliper pivot collar and boots.

Remove the pistons from the caliper.

(2) PIVOT COLLAR

17-11
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If necessary, apply compressed air to the caliper
fluid inlet to get the piston out. Place a shop rag
Under the caliper to cushion the piston when it is
forced out. Use the air in short spurts.

Do nor bring rhe nozzle too close to rhe inlet.
Examine the pistons and cylinders for scoring,

scratches or other damage and replace if necessary.

Push the piston seals in and lift them out, then

discard them.
Clean the piston seal grooves with brake fluid .
CAUTION

Be careful nor to damage the piston sliding
surfaces.

PISTON INSPECTiON
Check the pistons for scoring, scratches or other
damage. Measure the piston diameter with a micro -

meter .
SERVICE LIMIT:
FRONT: 31,940 mm (1.2575 in)
REAR: 31.940 mm (1 .257 5 Inl
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CYLINDER INSPECTION
Check the caJiper cylinder for scoring, scratches or
ot~er darpage. fV1easure the caliper cylinder bore.
SERVICE LIMIT:
FRONT: 32.090 mm (1.2634 in)
REAR: 32.090 mm 11.2634 inl

ASSEMBLY
If the collar boots are hardened or deteriorated,
replace them with new ones.

The piston seals rTlust be replaced with new ones

(1) COLLAR BOOTS

whenever they are removed. Coat the seals with
brake fluid before assembly

(2) PISTON SEALS

'\,

(\IOTE
I~stall the piston seals with their sma!! dia·
meter erds facing in.

Install the pislons with the dished ends toward the
pads.
Apply midium grade of t-ii-TefT1perature silicon
grease to the co!!ar a~d inside of the collar grease.
Install the collar boots and collar makin g sure that
the boots are seated in the collar and caliper grooves
properly.
Install the pad sprirg·
Install the pads (page 17-51.
(3) COLLAR

(4) PAD SPRING

(5) PISTONS

(1) BUSHING

FRONT BRAKE CAL!PER
INSTALLATION
Check the left caliper ~lracket collar, O-rings and
busilings for excessive wear or damage, and replace
if necessary.
Apply paste grease (page 16-131 to the collar and
install it into t~e bushing.

(2) COL
__

PASTE GREASE
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(1) ANTI-DIVE PISTON

Install the anti-dive piston collar into the hole in
the piston and secure it with the clip.

(2) CLIP

(3) COLLAR

(1) CALIPER PIVOT BOOT
Make sure that the retainer clip is in position on

the caliper bracket.

~-

Inspect the condition of the caliper pivot boot.

Apply silicone grease to the caliper pivot bolt.
Assemble the caliper and bracket.

(2) RETAINER CLIP

Install the caliper assembly over the brake disc so
that the disc is positioned between the pads.
(3) RIGHT CALIPER
CAUTION

I

Be careful not to damage the pads.

Right caliper: Tighten the caliper bracket mount

bolts and caliper mount bolt.

Left caliper: Tighten the caliper bracket mount
bolt, anti-dive piston pin bolt and caliper mount

bolt.
TORQUE:

Caliper bracket mount bolt:
30- 40 N'm 13.0-4.0 kg.m, 22-29 ft·lb)
Anti-dive piston pin bolt:

10- 15 N·m 11.0-1 .5 kg·m, 7- 9 ft·lb)
Caliper mount bolt:
20-25 N·m 12.0-2.5 kg·m, 14-18 ft·lb)
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(11 LEFT CALIPER

Connect the brake hose to the caliper with the

bolt and two sealing washers.
TORQUE: 25-35 N'm (2.5-3.5 kg·m, 18-25 ft·lb)
Fill the brake fluid reservoir and bleed the brake
system (page 17·4).

111 CALIPER PIVOT BOOT

REAR BRAKE CALIPER INSTALLATION
Make sure that the retainer clip is in position on the
caliper bracket.
Inspect the condition of the caliper pivot boot.
Apply silicone grease to the caliper pivot bolt.

131 SI LlCONE
111 HOS E BOLT
Insert the caliper pivot bolt on the caliper into the

pivot boot and pivot the caliper assembly over the
brake disc so that the disc is positioned between the

"..

121 BRAKE HOSE

'"-'"""'-

pads, being careful not to damage the pads.
Install and t ighten the caliper mou nt bolt.

TORQUE : 20-25 N'm (2.0-2.5 kg-m, 14-18 ft-Ib)
Connect the brake hose to the caliper with the bolt

and two sealin g washers.
TORQUE: 25-35 N'm (2.5-3.5 kg·m, 18- 25 ft·lb)
Fill the brake fl uid reservoir and b leed t he rear
brake sy stem (page 17·4).

,
(3) SE A LING WASHERS (4) CA LIPER MOUNT BOLT
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(11 B RAKE

RE MOVAL.
Drain the rear brake hydraulic system (page 17·31.
Remove the brake hose bolt and disconflect the
brake hose.
Loosen the rear master cylinder mount bolts.
Remove the right footpeg bracket.
Unhook the rear brake switch spring from the

rear brake actuating arm.

(11 MASTER SYLINDER HOSE
Remove the hose connector screw and disconnect
the master cylinder hose.

Remove the rear brake actuating arm bolt and the

arm.
Remove the cotter pin, washer and joint pin, and
disconnect the brake actuating arm from the master
cylinder push rod.

Remove the rear master cylinder from the footpeg
bracket.

(21 ACTUATING ARM

(31 COTTER PIN

(11 SNAP RING

OISASSEMBL Y

I

Remove the rubber boot.

Remove the snap ring and push rod from the master
cylinder body.
Remove the master piston, primary cup and spring.
It may be necessary to apply a small amount of air
pressure to the fluid outlet to remove the master
piston and primary cup.
Clean all parts with brake fluid.

(21 SNAP RING PLIERS 07914-3230001
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CYLINDER 1.0. INSPECTION
Measure the inside diameter of the master cylinder
bore,

SERVICE LIMIT: 14.055 mm (0.5533 in)

Check for scores, scratches or nicks.

PISTON 0.0. INSPECTION
Measure the master piston 0.0.
SERVICE LIMIT: 13.945 mm (0.5490 in)
Check the primary cup and piston cup fur damage.

ASSEMBLY
CAUTION

Keep the master cylinder piston, cylinder
and spring as a set; do not substitute individual parts.
Assemble the master cylinder.
Coat all parts with clean brake fluid .
Dip the piston cup in brake fluid before assembly.
CAUTION

When installing the cups, do not allow the lips
to tum inside out and be certain the snap ring
is seated firmly in the groove.
Install the primary cup and piston.
Install the push rod and snap ring.
Install the rubber cover.
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111 MASTER CYLINDER HOSE

INSTALLAT IO N
Install the master cylinder to the right footpeg
bracket.
Connect the rear brake actuating arm to the master
cylinder push rod with the joint pin, and secure the
joint pin with the washer and a new cotter pin.
Install the actuating arm onto the rear brake pedal
shaft, aligning the punch marks on the arm and

shaft.
Tighten the actuating arm bolt.

TORQUE: 10-1 5 N·m 11.0- 1.5 kg-m. 7- 11 ft-Ibl
Connect the master cylinder hose to the master
cylinder with a new a-ring and screw.

121 PUNCH MARKS

111 BRAKE HOSE
Hook the rear brake switch spring to the actuating
arm.

Install the right footpeg bracket.
Tighten the bracket bolt.
Tighten the rear brake master cylinder mount bolts,

Connect the rear brake hose with the fluid bolt and
two sealing washers.
TORQUE:..25-35 N·m 12.5-3.5 kg-m. 18- 25 ft-Ib)
Fill and bleed the rear brake system (page 17-4).
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CHARGING SYSTEM
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SERVICE INFORMATION
GENERAL
•

Battery fluid level should be checked regularly. Fill with distilled water when.necessary.

•
•

Quick charge a battery only in an emergency; slow-charging is preferred.
Remove the battery from the motorcycle for charging. If the battery must be charged on the motorcycle, disconnect th e
battery cables.

Do not smoke or allow f/Ilmes near a charging battery. The gas produced by a battery will explode if f/Ilmes or sparks

are brought near.
•
•

All charging system components can be tested on the motorcycle.
Alternator removal is in Section 9 .

SPEC I FICATIONS

Battery

Capacity

12V 16AH

Specific gravity

1.2B0 /20° C (6SoF)

Charg ing rate

1 .6 amperes ma ximum

Alternator Capacit y

10.2A min. (No load)

Voltage regulator

5,000 rpm

1,000 rpm

25.0A min . (No load)

Transistori zed non·adjustable regulator

18-1
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TROUBLESHOOTING
No power - key turned on :
1. Dead battery
Low fluid level
- Low specific gravity
- Charging system failure

2.

Disconnected battery cable

3.
4.

Main fuse burned out
Faulty ignition switch

low power - key turned on:
1. Weak battery
Low fluid level
- Low specific gravity
- Charging system failure
2. Loose battery connection
Low power - engine running:
1. Battery undercharged
- Low flu id level
- One or more dead cells
2. Charging system failure

18-2

Intermittent power:
1. Loose battery connection
2. Loose connection or short circuit charging system
3. Loose connection or short circuit starting system
4. Loose connection or short circuit in ignition
system
5.

Loose connection or short circuit in lighting

system
Charging system failure:
1. Loose, broken or shorted wire or connection
2. Faulty voltage regulator/rectifier
3.

Faulty alternator

~ HON'D.A
~ VF1000F

BATTERY/CHARGING SYSTEM

BATTERY
REMOVAL
Remove the battery holder bolt, then swing the
holder out of the way.
Disconnect the negative cable at the battery, then
disco nnect the positive cable.
Disconnect the battery br eather hose from the
battery.
Remove the battery.

(3).BATTERY HOLDER

TESTING SPECIFIC GRAVITY

BATTERY TEMPERATURE VS SPECIFIC GRA VITY

131
1 304

Test each cell with a hydrometer.
SPECIFIC GRAVITY : 1.270-1.290 (20° C, 6SoF)
1.270-1.290

Fully charged

Below 1.260

Undercharged

NOTES
The battery must be recharged if the spe·
cific gravity is below 1.230.
The specific grav ity varies with the temperature as shown in the accompanying table.
Replace the battery if sulfation is evident
or if the space below the cell plates is filled
with sediment.

1 256

125
1 24

c· o·
F' 32 '

5'
41 '

10'
50'

IS'
59'

20'
68'

25'
77"

30'
86'

35'
95'

40'
104 '

ELECTROL YTE TEMPERATURE
Specific gfavity c~a nges by 0.007 for every 1Q° C.

The battery contains sulfuric acid. A poid
contact with skin, eyes, or clothing.
Antidote: Flush with ""ter and get prompt
medical attention.
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CHARGING
Remove the battery cell caps.

Fill the battery cells with distilled water to the
upper level line, if necessary.
Connect the charger positive (+) cable to the battery
positive (+) terminaL

Connect the charger negative (-) cable to the
battery negative (-) terminal.
Charging current: 1,6 amperes max.

Charge the battery until specific gravity is 1.2701.290 at 20°C (68°F).

Before charging a battery, remove the cap
from each cell.
Keep flames and sparks away from a charging bauery.
Turn power ON/OFF at the charger, not
at the battery terminals 10 prevent sparks.
Discontinue charging if the electrolyte
temperature exceeds 45°C (113°F).

(11

C AUT ION

(2) PIPING

AS

SHOWN

BELOW

(3) BATTERY

CAUTION

ElBOW

Quick'charging should only be done in an
emergency; slow-charging is preferred.
Route the breather tube as shown on the
battery caution label.

(4)TUBE
CLAMP
(5) BATTERY

After installing the battery. coat the terminals with

BREATHER
TUBE

clean grease.

CHARGING SYSTEM

(61 INSERT
BREATHER
SECURElY.

CURRENT TEST

THE
TUBE

BATTERY

MB2-670

NOTE
Be sure the battery is in good condition
before performing this test.

rs:J

Warm up the engine.
Remove the frame left and right side covers and

V

seat.
coupler.

Disconnect the headlight.
Open the main fuse cover and remove the mainfuse.
Connect a voltmeter and ammeter as shown.

e

Allow engine to idle.
Increase engine speed slowly.

Charging amperage should be a minimum of 10.2
amperes at 1,000 rpm and should be a minimum of
25.0 amperes at 5,000 rpm.
Check the stator (page 18·5) and then the regulator/
rectifier (page 18·5). if the charging specifications
are not met.

18-4

(1) MAIN FUSE
TERMINALS

(21 BATTERY

HONDA

VF1000F

BATTERY/CHARGING SYSTEM
111 REGULATOR /RECTIFIER COUPLER

STATOR CONTINUITY TEST
Remove the left side cover.
Disconnect the alternator and regulator/ rectifier
coupler.

Check for continuity between the leads, and between the leads and ground.
Replace the stator if there is no continuity between
the leads, or if there is continuity between the leads
and ground.

VOLTAGE REGULATOR / RECTI FIER
T EST
Remove the left side cover.
Disconnect the regulator/rectifier couplers.
Check for continuity between the leads wi th an
ohmmeter.
NOTE
The test results shown are for a positive
ground ohmmeter and the opposite results
will be obtained when a negative ground ohm·
meter is used.

NORMAL DIRECTION: CON TINUITY
~ probe

(3) REDIWHITE

e probe

I

YELLOW

GREEN

II

RED/WHITE

YELLOW

z

o

z

f-

0

,- [-~

fU

w

REV ERSE DIRECTION: NO CONTINUITY

I
II

a:
0

~ probe

e probe

GREE N

YELLOW

::;;
a:

RED/WHITE

z

YELLOW

..J

..:

0

-

,~

~~

[-

w

a:

o

w
<J)
a:

;:
0

..J
..J
W

>N

U

w

>

w

;

[-

'"

-

'

a:

~ ~~

.n

(4)G REEN
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BATTERY/CHARGING SYSTEM
VOLTAGE REGULATOR
PERFORMANCE TEST

BLACK

Connect a voltmeter across the battery.
Check regulator performance with the engine
funning . The regulator must divert current to
ground when battery voltage reaches 14.0 .....

15.0 V.

-~

.. , ~

~ F-

1\

1\

,r

I\.

--

IC

---

~

-'-
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III IGNITION SWITCH

121
ENGINE STOP SWITCH

141 SPARK UNITS

161 PULSE

191 WHITE COUPLER
181 1.3 CYLINDER
SPARK UNIT

1111SPARK PLUG
r
I
I
I

I
I
'-

1151
PULSE GENERATORS

' - - - . - - - ' (17)
RED COUPLER
11612.4 CYLINDER
SPARK UNIT
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IGNITION SYSTEM

SERVICE INFORMATION

19-1

TROUBLESHOOTING

19-2

IGNITION COIL

19-3

TRANSISTORIZED IGNITION SYSTEM

19-4

IGNITION TIMING

19-5

SERVICE INFORMATION
GENERAL
•

A TRANSISTORIZED IGNITION SYSTEM is used and no adju stments can be made .

SPECIFICATIONS

< >: U
NGK

ND
Spark plu g

Standard

X24EPR-U9 <X 24EP-U9>

DPR8EA-9 < DP8EA-9>

For cold cl imate Selow 5°C (41 ° FI

X22EPR -U9 <X2 2EP-U9>

DPR7EA-9 < DP7EA-9>

Fo r extended high speed drivin g

X27EPR -U9 <X 27EP-U9>

DPR9EA-9 < DP9EA-9>

Spark plug gap

0.8- 0.9 mm (0.031-0.035 inl

Ignition tim ing

A t idle 10 BTDC

0

Full advance 37" BTDC /3,800 rpm
0.3-0.9 mm (0.012-0.035 inl

Pulse generator air gap

TOOL
Special
Timing inspection cover

07998 - M840000

19-1

~ HONDA
IGNITION SYSTEM

TROUBLESHOOTING
The ignition system has two sub-systems; one for
the No.1 and No.3 cylinders and one for th e No.2
and No .4 cylinders. Determine which sub-system is

faulty. then proceed to the detailed tests below.
Engine cranks but will not start
Engine stop switch OFF
No spark at plugs
Faulty transistor ized spark unit

Faulty pulse generator
No spark at plug

Eng ine stop switch OFF
Poorly connected, broken or shorted wires

Between ignition switch and engine stop switch
Between spark unit and engine stop switch
Between spark un it and ignition coil
Between ignition coil and plug

Between spark unit and pulse generator
F aulty ignition coil
Faulty ignition switch

Faulty spark unit
Faulty pu lse generator

Engine starts but runs poorly
Ignitio n primary circuit
Faulty ignition coil
L oose or bare wire
Interm ittent short circuit
Secondary circuit
Faulty plug
Faulty high tens ion wire
Timing advance incorrect
Faulty pulse generator
- Faulty spark unit

19-2
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IGNITION SYSTEM

IGNITION COIL
Remove the seat and fuel tank.

CONTINUITY TEST
Disconnect the colis primary leads.
Measure the primary coil resistance.

RESISTANCE: 2.8

n

Measure the secondary coil
spark plug caps in place.

RESISTANCE: 21-28 k

resistance with the

n

19-3
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IGNITION SYSTEM

V F1000F

Remove the high tension wire and measure the
secondary coil resistance.

RESISTANCE 13.6- 15.5 k!1

TRANSISTORIZED IGNITION SYSTEM
PULSE GENERATOR TEST
Remove the right side cover.
Disconnect the pulse generator coupler and measure

the coil resistance.

RESISTANCE: Approximately 480!1
Between white/yellow and yellow leads 11 , 3 cy·
linders)
Between white/ blue and blue leads 12,4 cy·
linders)

(1) 1-3CYLINDER PULSE
GENERATOR

(2)2-4 CYLINDER PULSE
GENERATOR

PULSE GENERATOR REPLACEMENT
Remove the clutch cover Ipage 7·10) .
Remove the pulse generator mounting bolts, and
pulse generators .
Install new pulse generators.
Measure the air gap between the pulse generator
and rotor.

AIR GAP: 0.3-0.9 mm 10.012-0.035 in)
Install the clutch cover Ipage 7·221.
Recheck the ignition timing (page 19-51.

(3)FEE LER GAUGE

19-4
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IGNITION SYSTEM

SPARK UNIT
If the pulse generators, ignition coils, and wiring are
good, and the ignition timing is not in specification;
replace the spark units with new ones and recheck
the ignition timing.
Remove the rear cowl by removing the four bolts.

111 REAR COWL

111 SPARK UNIT

Replace the spark units with new one.
Install the rear cowl in the reverse order of removal.

121 SPARK UNIT

IGN ITION TIMING
Warm up the engine and remove the alternator cover.
Alig n t he F mark on the flywheel with the rear
crankcase mating surface.

(1) FULL A D VANC E MARK

'-- ~
~ ~ -------------=

i!!) -;:::--

Use a felt pen to mark a dark line and "1-3F " in
line with the F mark on the end surface of the
flywheel.

19-5
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IGNITION SYSTEM
Install the timing inspection cover.
Connect the timing light to the high tension wire
of the No.1 or No . 3 cylinder.
Start the engine and check the ignition timing.
AT IDLE SPEED: The

dark line (1·3F)

should

align with the index mark on
the timing cover.
1,300- 1,750 rpm: The advance starts.
3,100-3,500 rpm: The advance ends

(1)TIMING INSPECTION COVER
07998 - M840000

(3)

"F" MARK
and

the

index mark should be between
the full advance marks.
Connect the timing light to t he high tension wire
of the No.2 or No.4 cylinder and check the igni·
tion timing for No.2 and NO.4 cylinders.

(4) INDEX
MARK

(5) AT 3,100-3,500 rpm

~

(6 )

AJ-

FULL ADVANC E MARKS
NOTE

The ignition system is transistorized and
cannot be adjusted. If the ignition timing is
incorrect, check the spark units and pulse

generators.
Replace parts as required .
After timing inspection, check the engine oil level
and add if necessary .
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(1)
(3 )

STARTER
RELAY SWITCH

(2)
~ ~~_______

STARTER
BUTTON

(4) STA
R
MOTOR
15) NEUTRAL
SWITCH

I ll) STARTER
RELAY SWITCH

(7) STARTER MOTOR

(14)
GREEN / RED
(15) DIODE
I

(9)

u

STARTER
BUTTON

<J)

f-

~

( 12) RELAY COIL

...J

<t
a:

IGNITION SWITCH
(13)

e

ffi

(10) BATTERY

20-0

( 18 )

CLUTCH
SWITCH

f-

::;)

I
(17) NEUTRAL INDICATOR
GREEN

L1J

Z

iO

:::

( 19)
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ELECTRIC STARTER

SERVICE INFORMATION
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TROUBLESHOOTING

20-1

STARTER MOTOR

20-2

STARTER RELAY SWITCH

20-5

CLUTCH DIODE

20-5

SERVICE INFORMATION
GENERAL
•

The sta rt er motor can be removed with the engine in the fr ame.

SPECIFICATIONS
STANDARD

Starter motor

Brush spring tension
Brush length

SERVICE LI MIT

680- 920 g 124.0-32.5 ozl

580 g 120.4 oz)

12.0- 13.0 mm 10.47 - 0.51 in)

6.5 mm 10.26 in)

TROUBLESHOOTING
Starter motor will not turn:
1. Battery discharged .
2. Faulty ignition switch.
3. Faulty starter switch.

Starter motor turns , but engine does not turn:
1. Faulty starter clutch.
2. Faulty starter motor gears.
3 . Faulty sta rter motor or idle gear.

4. Faulty neutral switch .

5. Fau lty starter relay switch.
6. Loose or disconnected wi re or cable.
7. Clutch diode open.
Starter motor turns engine slowly
1. Low specific gravity in battery.
2. Excess ive resistance in circuit.

Starter motor and engine turns, but engine does
not start
1. Faulty ignition system.
2. Engine problems.
Low compression.
- Fouled spark plugs.

3. Binding in starter motor.

20-1

~HONDA
~.

ELECTRIC STARTER

STARTER MOTOR

VF1000F

111 STARTER CABLE

REMOVAL

With the ignition switch OFF, remove the
negative cable at the battery before seTllicing
the starter motor.
Remove the lower radiator (page 6-7 ).
Disconnect the starter motor cable at the motor.
Remove the starter motor mounting bolts, and
st arter motor.

Ilia-RING

171 BRUSH HOLDER
181
BRUSH SPRING

I

121 REAR COVER 131SHIMS

/"0"'''

#,~'i:j ~
.•

/

. IA /D
~

161 CABLE TER MINA L AND BRUSHES

1101 FRONT COVER
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ELECTRIC STARTER

BRUSH INSPECTION
Remove the starter motor case screws.
Inspect the brushes and measure the brush length.

Measure brush spring tension with a spring scale.
SERVICE LIMITS:
Brush length:
Brush spring tension:

6.5 mm 10.26 inl
580 9 120.4 ozl

111 COMMUT TOR

COMMUTATOR INSPECTION
Remove the starter motor case.
NOTE
Record the location and number of shims.

Inspect the commutator bars for discoloration .
Bars discolored in pairs indicate grounded armature
coils.

NOTE
Do not use emery or sand paper on the commutator.

111 CONTINUITY BETWEEN
COMMUTATOR BAR PAIRS: NORMAL
Check for continuity between pairs of commutator

bars.
There should be continuity.
Also, make a continuity check between individual
commutator bars and the armature shaft.
There should be no continuity.

111 NO CONTINUITY BETWEEN
COMMUTATOR BARS ANO ARMATURE SHAFT: NORMAL

20-3

HONDA
VF1000F

ELECTRIC STARTER

(1) NO CONTINUITY BETWEEN
CABLE TERMINAL ANO MOTOR CASE: NORMAL

FIELD COIL INSPECTION
Check for continuity from the cable terminal to

the motor case.
There should be no continuity.
Then check for continuity from the cable terminal

to the brush.
There should be continuity.

Replace the starter motor if the field coil does not
have continuity or if it is shorted to the motor case.

)CONTINU ITY BETWEEN
CABLE TERMINAL AND BRUSH WIRE (INSULATED): NORMAL

(2) NOTCH

ASSEMBL Y!INSTALLATION
Assemble the starte r motor.
Align the case notch with the brush holder pin.

(1 ) BRUSH HOLDER

Install the rear cover aligning its slot with the brush
holder pin .

Install the starter motor in the reverse order of
removal.
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ELECTRIC STARTER

STARTER RELAY SWITCH
INSPECTION
Dep ress t h e st arter switch b utto n with t he ignitio n

ON.
T he coil is normal if the start er relay switch clicks.

Connect an ohmmeter to the starter relay switch
terminals.
Connect a 12 V battery to the switch cable termi ·

nals.
The swi tch is normal if there is cont inuity.

111 CLUTCH DIO DE

CLUTCH DIODE
REMOVA L
Remove the fuel tank.
Remove the clutch diode from the wire harness.

20-5
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ELECTRIC STARTER

111 NORMAL 01 RECTION : CONTINUITY
REVERSE DIRECTION: NO CONTINUITY

INSPECTION
Check for continuity with an ohmmeter.

20-6
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DIRECTIO ¥
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21 - 1

THERMOSTATI C SWITCH

21-11

OI L PRESSU RE SWI TCH

21 - 2

TEMPERATURE SENSOR

21-1 1

BRAKE LI GHT SWI TCH

21-2

BRAKE A ND TA I LLIGHT SENSOR

21-12

NEUTRAL SWITCH

21-3

HEADLIG HT

21-12

CLUTCH SWITCH

21-5

INSTRUMENTS

21-14

HANDLEBAR SWITCHES

21-6

TEMPERATURE GAUGE

21-16

IGNITION SWITCH

21-7

TACHOMETER

21-16

FUEL PUMP

21-9

BULB

21-17

FUEL PUMP RE LAY

21-9

FUSE HOLDER

21-19

FUEL LE VEL SEN SOR

21-10

HORN

21-20

SERVICE INFORMATI ON
GE NER A L
•

•

Some wires have different colored bands arou nd them near t he connector. These are connected to other wires which correspond with the band co lor.
All plastic plugs have locking tabs t hat mu st be rel eased before disconnecting, and must be alig ned whe n reconnect ing.

•

The f ollowing color codes used are indicat ed t hroughout t his section and on the wiring diagram.
Su = Blue
BI = Black
Sr = Brown

•

•

G ~ Green
Gr = Grey
LB = Light Blue

LG = Light Green
= Orange

o
P

= Pink

R

= Red

W
Y

= Yellow

= White

To isol ate an electrical failure, check t he co nti nuity of the electrical path through the part. A continuity check can usually
be made without removing t he pa rt from the motorcycle. Si mply disconnect the wires and connect a continuity tester or
volt·ohmmeter to the terminals or connections.
A continuity tester is useful when checking to find out w hether or not there is an electrical co nn ection betwee n th e two
points. An ohmmeter is needed to measure the re sistance of a circuit, such as when there is a specific coil resistance involv·
ed, or when checking for high resistance caused by corroded connections.

m

21 - 1
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SWITCHES

Oil PRESSURE SWITCH
Disconnect the oil pressu re switch lead and remove
the switch.
Check for continuity w hile applying pressure to t he
switch.
No continuity : Above 20- 40 kPa
(0.2 - 0.4 kg /em', 2 .B- 5 .7 psi)
Rep lace t he switch if necessary.
Apply a liquid sealant to the switch threads before
installing the switch.
Screw the switch into the crankcase but stop two

threads from the bottom. Then tighten it to the
specified to rque.

TORQUE: 10-14 N·m (1 .0-1 .4 kg-m, 7- 10 ft- Ib)
NOTE

(1) REAR BRAK E

IG HT SWITCH WI RE

To prevent cra nkcase da mage, do not overtighten th e switch.

BRAKE LIGHT SWITCH
Chec k the rear brake light swi tch for co nt inui ty
with t he rear brake appli ed.

(1) FRONT BRAKE LI GHT SW ITCH

Check the front brake light switch for continuit y
with the front brake applied.

Replace the switches if necessary.

21-2
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NEUTRAL SWITCH
Remove the left side cover.
Disconnect the neutral switch connector.

SWITCHES
(1 I NEUTRAL SWI

E.:-:-J

Check the switch for continuity between the switch
connector terminal and ground.
There should continuity with the transmission in
neutral and no continuity with the transmission in
any gear.

111DRIVE SPROCKET
Remove the slave cylinder and drive sprocket
cover. (page 6- 101

Loosen the water hose band and remove the water
pump by removing the mount bolts.
Remove the drive sprocket mount bolt and drive
sprocket. (page 5-51

Remove the oil bolt.
Remove the countershaft bearing cover by removing
the mount bolt.

(21 COUNTERSHAFT BEARING COVER

21-3
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SWITCHES

Remove the neutral switch cover bolts and cover.

(2 I BOL TS

(11 SCREWS

Remove the neutral switch attaching screws and the
switch.

INSTALLATION
Install the neutral switch.
Install the neutral switch cover with the mount

bolts.

(21 NEUTRAL SWITCH

(11 GASKET
Install the new gasket and dowel pins.

(21 DOWEL PINS

21-4
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SWITCHES

Install the countershaft bearing cover .

Tighten the oil bolt.

(1) CO UNTERS HAFT BEARI NG COVER

Install the water pump and hose.
Install the drive sprocket and tighten the drive

sprocket mount bolt.
TORQUE: 50 - 54 N'm (5.0-5.4 kg-m.
36 - 39 ft-Ib)
In stall the clutch slave cylinder, drive sprocket
cover, and gearshift pedal in the reverse order of
removal.

(2) WATER PUMP

(1) CLUTCH SWITCH

CLUTCH SWITCH
Check the clutch switch for continuity with the
clutch lever released and applied.

Replace if it faulty.

(2) APPLIED: CON TI NUITY
RELEASED: NO CONTINUITY

21-5
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HANDLEBAR SWITCHES

121 PASSING SWITCH

(1) DIMMER SWITCH

The handlebar cluster switche s (lights, turn
signals, horn. etc.) must be replaced as assemblies.

Remove
bracket.

the

fairing.

headlight.

and

headlight

Continuity tests for the components of the handlebar cluster switches as follow:
Continuity should exist between the color coded
w ires in each chart.

LIGHTING SWITCH
COLOR

Br/Bu

BI/W

BI/ R

Bu/W

BAT,

TL

BAT,

HL,

Bu /W

W

Bu

HL,

Lo

Hi

(3) TURN
SIGNAL
SWITCH

•
P
H

DIMMER SWITCH
COLOR
Lo
N
Hi

TURN SIGNAL SWITCH
CO LOR

Gr

LB

0

W

R

L

R
N
L

HORN SWITCH
COLOR

WIG

PASSING SWITCH
LG

COLOR

FREE

FREE

PUSH

PUSH
BAT,

21-6
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WIG

Bu

BAT,

Hi

HONDA
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SWITCHES

STARTE R SWITCH

111 ENGINE STOP SWITCH

BI to Y/ R with button depressed.
No continuity with button released.

COLOR

BI

Y/ R

IG

ST

FREE
PUSH

1~~J'"7-- 131 LIGHTING
SWITCH

ENGINE STOP SWITCH

121 STARTER SWITCH

BI to BI /W with the switc h " RUN" position.
No continuity with " OFF " position.

COLOR

BI

BI /W

IG

BAT,

OFF
RUN

IGNITION SWITCH

(l ) IGNITION SWITCH

Remove the fairing and headlight. Disconnect the
ignition switch coupler .
Check continuity of terminals on the ignition switch
coupler in each switch position.

COLOR

R

R/BI

Bu/O Br/W

BAT,

lG

FA N

Br

Y/ BI

TL,

PA

OFF
ON
P
TL,

21-7
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SWITCHES
( 1)

TOP BRIDG E

REMOVAL
Remove the fairing.
Pull down the both front forks and air joint from
the top bridge. (page 15· 15)

(2 ) AIRJOINT

(1) IGNITION SWITCH
Disconnect the ignition switch coupler.
Re move the two ignition switch mount bolts and
ignition switch.

(11 RETA INER

DISASSEMBL Y
Pry open t he re tainer.
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SWITCHES

Insert the key and turn it so it is part way between
the "ON" and "OFF" detent positions.
Push in the lugs, that are locked in the slots then
pull the contact base from the switch.

Assemble and install the ignit ion switch in the
reverse order of removal.

I

I

(1) LUGS

FUEL PUMP
Turn the ignition switch off.
Disconnect the fuel pump relay coupler.

Short the white and black wire terminals at the fuel
pump relay coupler with a jumper wire.
D isconnect the fuel line at the carburetor and hold a

graduated beaker under the tube.

Do not allow flames or sparks near gasoline.
Turn the ignition switch on and let fuel flow into

the beaker for 5 seconds, then turn the ignition
switch off. Multiply the amount in the beaker by 12
to determine the fuel pump flow capacity per
minute.

FUEL PUMP FLOW CAPACITY:
900 cc (30.4 US OZ, 31.71mp ozi ± 10%/minute

(1 ) FUEL PUMP RELAY

FUEL PUMP RELAY
Remove the left frame side cover.
Turn the ignition switch and engine stop switch ON
and check for continuity between the white termi ·
nal of the fuel pump relay coupler and ground.
There should be no continuity.
Press the starter button for a moment to turn the
crankshaft but do not start the engine. Then, check
that there is continuous battery voltage between
the white wire terminal of the fuel pump relay

coupler and the body ground.
If the relay fails either check, replace it.
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FUEL LEVEL SENSOR

VF1000F

11 I FUEL LEVEL SENSOR

J

REMOVAL

I

Remove the fuel tank and drain the fuel.
Remove the fuel level sensor attaching nuts and
fuel level sensor.

INSPECTION
Measure the resistance of the fuel level sensor in the
full and empty float positions.

RESISTANCE: FULL 3.5-9.5 n
EMPTY 90-100 n
111 EMPTY

121 FULL

Turn the ignition switch ON .
Connect the fuel level sensor coupler to the wire
harness. Move the float to full and empty and check
the fuel gauge needle in both positions. If the fuel
gauge does not indicate the proper level, replace it

III FULL
121 FUEL GAUGE

with a new one,

131 EMPTY

21-10
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THERMOSTATIC SWITCH

SWITCHES
(1)T HERMOSTATIC SWITCH

(2) THERMOSTATIC
SWITCH LEADS

The cooling fan motor is actuated by the thermostatic switch located in lower the radiator.

If the fan motor does not start, disconnect the black
and green leads from the thermostatic switch and
short them together with a jumper wire as shown.
Turn the ignition switch on.
The cooling fan motor should start running.
If it does not start, check for battery voltage from

the black lead (positive) to black/blue (negative) of
the fan motor coupler.
If there is no voltage, check for a blown or faulty
fuse, loose terminals or connectors, or an open
circuit.
If it starts, inspect the fan thermostatic switch as

follows:

Suspend the switch in a pan of coolant (50-50
mixture) and check the temperatures at which the

switch opens and closes. Make sure that there is no

(1) THERMOSTATIC SWITCH

switch continuity with rOom temperature and
gradually raise the coolant temperature. The switch
should be continuity (close) at 107 - 113° C
1225 - 235 ° F).

NOTE
Keep temperature for 3 minutes before
testing continuity. A sudden change of
temperature will cause error of temperature reading between the thermometer and
the switch.
00 not let the thermometer or swi tch
touch the pan as it will give a fales reading.
Soak the switch in coolant up to its
threads.

(2) THERMOMETER

TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Disconnect the green/ blue wire from the tempera·
ture sensor.
Drain the coolant and remove the temperature
sensor from the thermostat case.

( 1) TEMPERATURE SENSOR

21-11
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Suspend the unit in oil over a burner and measure

the resistance through the unit as the oil heats up.
Temperature
Resistance

60°C

8SoC

110°C

120°C

140° F

18SoF

230° F

248° F

104.0n

43.9n

20.3n

16.1n

(1) TEMPERATURE SENSOR

fif&I;iliWi
Wear gloves and eye protection.
NOTE

Oil must be used as the heated liquid to
check operation above 100°C (212°F).
You'll get false readings if either the
thermometer
or temprature
sensor
touches the pan.

(2) T HERMOMETER

BRAKE AND TAILLIGHT SENSOR
Remove the rear cowl.
Turn the ignition switch on.

Check the source voltage at the black/brown lead.
If there is no voltage, check and repair the source
circuit.

If there is voltage, measure the voltage at the
white/yellow (positive) and green/yellow (negative)
wires.

VOLTAGE: SV
If there is no voltage , replace the sensor unit.

(1) BRAKE AND TAIL LIGHT SENSOR

HEADLIGHT
REMOVA L/I NSTALLAT ION
Remove the fairing.

21-12
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SWITCHES
(l )HEADLIGHT

Push the headlight and turn it counterclockwise to
remove the headlight with the headlight bracket.

Disconnect the headlight coupler and remove the
rubber cover.

(1 ) RUBBER CDVER

Remove the headlight bulb by removing the clip.

( 1 ) CLlP
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INSTALLAT ION

NOTE

.....

~

(11 TOP MARK

~

Install the rubber cover with the top mark

facing up.
Install in the reverse order of removal.

INSTRUMENTS
REMOVAL
Disconnect the instruments wire couplers.

(11 COUPLERS
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Remove the four mount nuts and speedometer
cable from the instr uments.

111 INSTRUMENTS

Replace the bulbs.
Pullout the instruments.

DISASSEMBL Y
Remove the trip meter knob.

(11TRIP METER KNOB
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Remove the screws and remove the instruments.
Assemble and install the instruments in the reverse
order of disassemble/removal.

TEMPERATURE GAUGE
Disconnect the wire from the temperature sensor
and short it to ground.
Turn the ignition switch to ON.

The temprature gauge needle should move all the
way to the H.
CAUTION

Do not leave the temperature sensor wire
grounded [or longer than a [ew seconds or the
temperature gauge will be damaged.

111 TEMPERATURE SENSOR

TACHOMETER
If the tachometer does not indicate properly, check
and repair the '·3 cylinder ignition system.
If the problem still appears, check continuity be·
tween the yellow wire terminal of the wire harness
instr ument coupler and the yellow wire of the ' ·3

111
TACHOMETER

cy linder ignition coil. Repair or replace wire· harness, if necessary.

If there is continuity replace the tachometer with
a new one.
I

121
SPARK
UNIT
131 PULSE GENERATOR
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BULB
licence Plate light
Remove the two licence plate holder mount nuts.

(1) NUTS

111SCREWS
Remove the two screws and remove the lens .

Remove the bulb and insta ll in the reverse order of

removal.
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Turn Signal light
Remove the screw and pull out the turn signal light
lens.

(l ) SCREW

Turn the bulb socket and replace the bulb.
Install theturn signal light in the reverse order of

removal.

( l ) BULBSOCKET

Tail /Stop light
Remove t he rea r cowl.

Turn the bulb socket counterc lo ckwise.
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Replace the bulb and install the rear cowl in the
reverse order of removal.

FUSE HOLDER
Remove the fairing .

Disconnect the fuse holder couplers (6p red and 4p
red) .

( 1) SCREWS
Remove the two screws from the fuse holder cover.

21-19
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Remove two screws then remove the fuse holder
from the top bridge.
Install the fuse holder in the reverse order of reo
moval.

(1) HORN CONNECTORS

HORN
Connect the fully charged 12V battery to the terminals to test the horn.
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TROUBLE SHOOTING

ENGINE DOES NOT START OR IS HARD TO START

23-1

ENGINE LACKS POWER

23-2

POOR PERFORMANCE AT LOW AND IDLE SPEEDS

23-3

POOR PERFORMANCE AT HIGH SPEED

23-3

POOR HANDLING

23-3

ENGINE DOES NOT START OR IS HARD TO START
1. Check fuel flow to carburetor

NOT REACHING CARBURETOR

II

121
131
141
151
161

REACH IN G CAR BURETOR

j
2. Perform a 3-po int spar k test

(1)

WEAK OR NO SPARK

•

(1)

171
181

Faulty pulse generator

LOW COMPRESSION

II

(1)

131
141
151
161
171

Low battery charge
Improper valve clearance (too
small)
Valve stuck open
Worn cylinder and piston rings
Damaged cylinder head gasket
Seized valve
Improper valve timing

(1)

Improper choke operation

121
COMPRESSION NORMAL

ENGINE STARTS BUT STO PS

•

121 Carburetor incorrectly adjusted
131 I nta ke pipe leaking
141 Improper ign ition timing

ENGINE DOES NOT FIRE

j
5. Remove and inspect spark plug

Faulty spark plugs

wires
Faulty spark unit
Broken or shorted ignition coil
Faulty ignition sw itch

151
161

4. Start by following normal procedure

Faulty fuel pump relay
Pinched fuel tank vent hose

121 Foul ed spark plugs
131 Faulty spark unit
141 Broken or shorted high tension

GOOD SPARK

3. Test cylinder compress ion

POSSIBLE CAUSE
Fuel tank empty
Clogged fuel line or fuel filter
Sticking floa t valve
Faulty fuel pump

151

WET PLUG

(Spark un it or pulse generator)
Fuel contaminated

• 111 Carburetor flooded
121 Carburetor choke excessively
closed .

131 Cylinder flooded
141 Air cleaner dirty

23-1
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ENGINE LACKS POWER
POSSIBLE CAUSE

1. Ra ise wheels off ground and spin by hand WHEELS DO NOT SPIN FREELY
WHEEL SPINS FREELY

t

•

2 . Check tire pressure

PRESSURE LOW

• III
121

PRESSURE NORMAL

3.

t
Accelerate rapidly from low to second
t
ENGINE SPEED LOWERED WHEN

• II I Brake dragging
121 Worn or damaged wheel bearings
131 Wheel bearing needs lubrication
141 Dri ve chai n too tight
151 Rear axle nut excessively tight
Punctured tire

Fau lty tire valve

ENGINE SPEED CHANGED
WHEN CLUTCH IS RELEASED

• 111 Clutch slipping
121 Worn clutch disc/ plate
131 Warped clutch disc/plate

ENGINE SPEED DOES NOT INCREASE

•

CLUTCH IS RELEASED

t

4. Accetrate lightly
ENIGNE SPEED INCREASE S

I

5. Check ignition timing

(1)

Carburetor choke closed

121 Clogged air cleaner
131 Restricted fuel flow
141 Clogged muffler
lSI Clogged fuel tank vent hole

INCORRECT

• II I
121

Faulty spark unit
Fau lty pulse ge nerator

CO RRECT

t

6. Check valve clearance

INCORRECT

121

Improper valve adjustment
Worn valve seat

(1)

Valve stuck open

" (1)

CORRECT

t

7. Test cyli nder com pression

TOO LOW

•

(21 Worn cylinder and piston rings
(31 Leaking head gasket
141 Improper valve timing

NORMAL

+

8. Check carburetor for clogging

CLOGGED

•

FOULED OR DISCOLORED

• II I

II I

Carburetor not serviced
frequently enough

NOT CLOGGED

9.

t

Remove spark plug

121

NOT FOULED OR DISCOLORED

~

10. Check oil level and condition

INCORRECT

• 111
121
131

Oil level too h igh
Oil level too low
Contaminated oil

VALVE TRAIN NOT LUBRICATED
PR OPE RL Y

• (1)

Clogged oil passage

CORRECT

II.

Removt cylinder head cover and inspect
lubrication

t

t

~

ENGINE DOES NOT KNOCK

(1)

121
OV ERHEATING

NOT OVE RHEATING

13. Accelerate or run at high speed

121 Clogged oil control orifice
•

VALV E TRAIN LUBR ICATED
PROPERLY

12. Check for engine overheating

ENIGNE KNOCKS

131
141

lSI
161
• II I
121
131
141

23-2

Plugs not serviced frequently
enough
Spark plug with incorr ect heat
range

Coolant level low
Fan mOtor not worki ng
(fan motor relay faulty)
Thermostat stuck closed
Excessive carbo n build -up
in combustion chamber
Use of poor qual ity fuel
Clutch slipp ing
Worn piston and cylinder
Wrong type of fuel
Excessive carbon build-up in
combustion chamber
Ignition timing too advanced
(Fa ulty spark unit)

HONDA
VF1000F

TROU BLESHOOTING

POOR PERFORMANCE AT lOW AND IDLE SPEEDS
1. Check ignition timing and valve clearance

I N C O R R E C T - - - - - - - - - - -- -...~ (1)
(2)

CORR ECT

t

2. Check carburetor pilot screw adjustment

POSSIBLE CAUS E
Improper valve clearance
Improper igni tion timing
(Faulty spark unit)

INCORRECT - - - - - - - - - - - - -...~ See Fuel System Section

CORR ECT
3.

t

Check for leaking intake pipe

lEAKING--------------...,.~

(1)
(2)

Deteriorated insulator a-ring
Loose carburetor

NO L EAK

t

4 . Perform spark test

WEAK OR INTERMITTENT SPAR K -----.~ ( 1)

Faulty, carbon or wet fouled

spark plug
GOOO SPARK

(2)
(31

Faulty spark unit
Fau lty ignition coil

POOR PERFORMAN CE AT HIGH SPEED
NOTE: Ignition to the No.2 and No.4 cylinders is cut·off at 11,300-1 1,800 rpm to prevent engine damage.
1. Check ignition tim ing and valve clearance

I NeDRA ECT - - - - - - - - - - --

CORR ECT

+

-

...~ (1)
(2)
(3)

FUEL FLOW AE STR ICT ED - - - - - - - -... (1)

2. Disco nnect fuel line at carburetor

(2)
(3)
(4 )
(5)

FUEL FLOWS FREEL Y

!

Improper valve clearance

Faultv spark unit
Faulty pulse generator
Fuel tank empty
Clogged fuel line
Clogged fue l tank breather hole
Clogged fuel valve
Faulty f uel pump

CLOGGED - - - - - - - - -- - - -.....~ Clean

3 . Remove carburetors and check for
clogged jets

NO CLOGGED JETS

t

4 . Check valve timing

INCOR A E C T - - - - - - - -- - - - - -... Cam sprocket not installed
properly

CORR ECT

t

5 . Check va lve spring tens ion

W E AK-----------------<.~

Faulty spring

NOT WEAKENED

POOR HANDLING

------~.

Check tire and suspensions pressures

1. If steeri ng is heavy - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ . ( , )
(2)

2 . If either wheel is wobbling - _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.~ ( 1 )
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5 )

3. If the motorcycle pulls to one side

)

----------------------<.~ ( 1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

Steering stem adj uster nut tOO
tight
Damaged steering head bearings
Excessive wheel bearing play
Bent rim
Improperly installed wheel
Swingarm pivot bearing
excessively worn
Bont frame
Bent f rame
Front and rear wheels not aligned
Bent f ront fork
Ben t swingarm
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